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Civil society is a battleground.

If we understand civil society to mean the whole panoply of voluntary associations that are neither governmental nor “market” organizations—i.e. not organizations oriented toward profit—we immediately understand how vast a field for battle it really is. It comprises parent-teacher associations and mosques, unions, environmental advocacy groups, evangelical churches, rifle clubs, and much, much else. Alexis de Tocqueville noted the importance of a robust civil society for democratic governance, stating that Americans’ penchant for civic association developed the interpersonal trust necessary for the nonviolent resolution of conflict.\(^1\) But, it has also become clear that a robust civil society eases the work of formal governing by effecting a division of labor between governmental and private organizations in the matter of social welfare provision and of social integration, and does so beyond the democratic context. A robust and independent civil sphere reduces the costs of governance by forming a complex context of consent, wherein the very intersecting networks of group membership and participation help keep both discourses of support for and opposition to the state and its policies within bounds and render civic groups unlikely to organize as an alternative claimant to state power.\(^2\)

Because civil society is so diverse, it contains groups of all persuasions and of many, often-shifting, functions, and they often come into conflict. Civil society organizations, such as unions, come into conflict with other civil society organizations, such as chambers of commerce, over minimum wages, and tenant organizations come into conflict with landlord lobbying groups. Equally, tenant organizations sometimes become nonprofit landlords, as they did in great numbers during the 1980-90s in New York City, when the municipal government sought to dispose of thousands of tax-foreclosed properties it had taken from landlords who

---

\(^1\) See 2 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America 895-902 (James T. Schliefer trans., Eduardo Nolla ed. 1835).

abandoned them. The government looked to tenant organizations and turned them into partners, paying them to be part of a solution for the blossoming housing crisis. Similarly, the City mobilized and consolidated existing volunteer efforts to care for its parks when the fiscal crisis of the late 1970s led to steep cuts in parks maintenance and the layoffs of hundreds of parks workers. These efforts, especially those galvanized in the late 1990s, after another round of layoffs in the early 1990s, became an array of parks conservancies, “Friends of” various parks, and additional similar organizations, which the City government coordinated.

In parallel, residents of neighborhoods dotted with vacant lots in the wake of a building collapse transformed them into spaces that functioned as parks without municipal support or, frequently, without permission. Decades later, as a result of protest and litigation, the City government finally recognized that these open spaces, created by residents and stewarded independently of the City, were as valuable to New Yorkers as the parks that the City itself had created (and abandoned).

This paper considers efforts to steward urban land in the distinct forms of affordable housing and public parks in the shared context of their growth in New York City from the 1980s until today.

The stewardship efforts for affordable housing take the form of community land trusts (CLTs), which are nonprofit organizations that own and lease land. In so doing, CLTs use the lease mechanism to enforce restrictions on the use and affordability of housing.

---


5 Krensky & Simonet, supra note 4, at ch. 5.


7 John Emmeus Davis, Common Ground: Community-Led Development on Community-Owned Land, Roots & Branches (June 1, 2015), https://perma.cc/G7Q4-CQ46.
Stewardship efforts for parks take the forms of, on the one hand, conservancies and “Friends of” groups—which are self-perpetuating non-profit organizations that coordinate volunteer efforts in parks and sometimes contract with the City to provide staff and capital improvements—and, on the other, unincorporated associations self-anointed as creators of new park spaces.\textsuperscript{8}

Organizations engaged in the stewardship of land for housing and of land as open space in the City can be understood—and sometimes understand themselves—in the context of “the commons” and its governance. Each organization struggles with its own dilemmas with respect to their role in governing the commons, dilemmas typical of other groups that have been the subject of commons scholarship. But there are contrasts between their approaches to these dilemmas that suggest that a variety within and between each form of commons is consequential from a political and a policy standpoint. In addition, these contrasts illustrate that not all “commoning” is alike, in part because the relationship of the organizations to place-based capital—in this case, urban land—diverges in critical, and even opposed, ways.\textsuperscript{9}

This article examines the mechanisms for commoning the city itself. It begins with a brief introduction to an understanding of the commons and of commoning, following the lead of Elinor Ostrom’s “design principles” for governing common pool resources (CPRs). The article then discusses the ways in which urban land can be understood as a CPR but locates the discussion of commons governance more clearly in a critical reading of the recent history of neoliberal governance. An introduction to CLTs and parks conservancies in some more historical detail follows, presenting their governance strategies against the background of Ostrom’s principles, and discussing their typical governance dilemmas and results. Lastly, the article discusses ways in which both CLTs and conservancies diverge from others of their same class (some conservancies from others; some CLTs from others), largely based upon their respective effects on urban land values, and hence, on the ability of each of the organizations to steward resources for the commons and in common.

\textsuperscript{8} KRINSKY & SIMONET, supra note 4, at 156-60.

\textsuperscript{9} See generally JOHN R. LOGAN & HARVEY L. MOLOTCH, URBAN FORTUNES: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF PLACE 147-99 (1987) (arguing that the interests of place-based capital, which is capital dependent on the intensified use of urban land for profit, create sometimes strange-bedfellow coalitions that dominate urban decision-making). Conservancies and CLTs differ in that CLTs explicitly seek to remove land from capital circulation.
Throughout, John Krinsky and Maud Simonet’s *Who Cleans the Park?* \(^{10}\) will be used for a discussion of conservancies; the authors’ on-going research and participation in community land trust (CLT) activism in New York City forms the foundation for the discussion of CLTs.

### I. Governing the (Neoliberal) Commons

The “commons” is best understood as a set of collective practices that support collective rights. \(^{11}\) Elinor Ostrom further specifies that the commons applies to the management of common pool resources (CPRs). \(^{12}\) A common pool resource is a “natural or man-made resource system that is sufficiently large as to make it costly (but not impossible) to exclude potential beneficiaries from obtaining benefits from its use.” \(^{13}\) Commons stewardship mediates the clash between private and public interests: there is a public interest in the continued availability of the resource, but a private interest in appropriating and using the resource to the exclusion of others. In this way, CPRs are both similar and different from public goods, such as clean air, which is available to all, but not divisible into appropriable and depletable portions. Hence, while there are free-rider problems in preserving CPRs, in the same way as there are with public goods, the possibility of preserving *some* private appropriation while *helping to renew, preserve, and expand the resources* remains a key theme in efforts at “commoning.” \(^{14}\) Commons are less about the right to the *use* of a resource, and more about the right to participation in how a resource is preserved and expanded. \(^{15}\) Commoning is thus an inherently expansionist and future-oriented project.

David Harvey describes the process of creating shared value in commoning:

> There is, in effect, a social practice of *commoning*. This practice produces or establishes a social relation with a common whose

---

\(^{10}\) *Krinsky & Simonet, supra* note 4, *passim*.


\(^{13}\) *Id*.


\(^{15}\) *See* David Harvey, *Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution* 72-73 (2012) [hereinafter Harvey, *Rebel Cities*].
uses are either exclusive to a social group or partially or fully open to all and sundry. At the heart of the practice of commoning lies the principle that the relation between the social group and that aspect of the environment being treated as a common shall be both collective and non-commodified—off-limits to the logic of market exchange and market valuations.\footnote{Id. at 73.}

When applied to real property in the urban context, this appears “absurdly optimistic” because the market captures the value created by new amenities, such as more stable neighborhoods, lower crime, cleaner parks, commercial activity, and “people living in proximity and creating art and culture”\footnote{Amy Laura Cahn & Paula Z. Segal, You Can’t Common What You Can’t See: Towards a Restorative Polycentrism in the Governance of Our Cities, 43 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 195, 230 (2016).}: the market translates all of that into “land value.”\footnote{See generally Sheila Foster & Christian Iaione, The City as a Commons, 34 YALE L. & POL’Y REV 281, 313 (2016) (arguing that real estate markets cannot be relied upon “to assemble urban participants optimally or to maximize the positive agglomeration benefits of urban common space”).} Capturing that value interrupts the function of a city as a commons.\footnote{Cahn & Segal, supra note 17, at 230 (citing Nicholas Blomley, Enclosure, Common Right and the Property of the Poor, 17 SOC. & LEGAL STUD. 311 (2008)) (discussing how the dynamics of inner-city gentrification constitute an enclosure of urban poor commons).} “As long as land can be bought, the enclosure of the common wealth created by people in proximity of that land is a certainty.”\footnote{Id. at 230-31; see Sheila R. Foster, The City as an Ecological Space: Social Capital and Urban Land Use, 82 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 527, 529 (2013) (“Legal scholars have yet to fully grapple with the costs imposed on the social networks and ties, or social fabric of a community, arising from land use and development decisions.”).} Even when the land is a private house purchased by a single buyer, “its market value is the sum total of its context; that value (with) draws from the collaborative and parallel efforts of people other than the buyer, seller, and [even] public entities and the infrastructure that they provide.”\footnote{Cahn & Segal, supra note 17, at 231. Cf. JANE JACOBS, THE DEATH AND LIFE OF GREAT AMERICAN CITIES 146-83 (Vintage Books ed., 1992).}

It may seem like a truism of the real estate industry that collective assets near a marketable “private” property make that property worth more to prospective buyers. But, that calculation of worth is itself an enclosure: [the] privatization of shared labor that threatens to displace the very individuals whose labor resulted in the creation of the asset that drives prices up.\footnote{Id. at 231. Cf. JANE JACOBS, THE DEATH AND LIFE OF GREAT AMERICAN CITIES 146-83 (Vintage Books ed., 1992).}
This is exactly “what David Harvey terms, ‘accumulation by dispossession,’”22 and “what John Davis describes as ‘immoral’: the private capture of community-generated value and its transformation into individual ‘wealth.’”23

There is optimism in the reality that institutions have arisen that challenge and distort this market logic by their stewardship of land outside this system of immoral dispossession. Yet, how well they succeed is a question of how much they actually manage to transform urban land into a commons.

Understanding housing as a traditional CPR is fairly straightforward: given our conventions of domesticity, after a certain point, when someone lives on a parcel of land, another person cannot. Thus, not only is the availability of the resource depleted, but once appropriated, there is no common right to occupy a given parcel.

The issue of urban land as a common pool resource is less clear when one thinks about parks. Instead, parks seem to be more of a public good—indivisible and non-exclusive. But, there are uses of the parks—including in their administration—that either result in the generation of excludable goods or are excludable and private goods in themselves.

In New York State, where the inquiry here is focused, the public trust doctrine protects the public’s recreational enjoyment of land that has been set aside as parkland.24 Courts affirm that once land has been dedicated to use as a park, it cannot be diverted for uses other than recreation, in whole or in part, temporarily or permanently, even for another public purpose, without legislative approval.25 In order to convey parkland to a non-public entity, or to use parkland for another purpose, even temporarily, “a municipality must receive [prior] authorization from the State” in the

---

22 Cahn & Segal, supra note 17, at 231 (citing DAVID HARVEY, Capital Bondage, in THE NEW IMPERIALISM 87-136 (Oxford Univ. Press ed. 2003)).
23 Id. (quoting Davis, supra note 8).
24 The law recognizes that some lands deserve protection because the government explicitly dedicates them for use as a park, and some lands gain protection because the totality of government action is sufficient to induce the public’s reliance on the open space, even without a formal dedication. See Appellants’ Brief at 25-27, State v. City of New York, Nos. 200-02038, 2000-02678, 2000 WL 34551035 (N.Y. App. Div. Mar. 29, 2000) (filed to protect community gardens from being auctioned by the City). The standard for implied dedication was reiterated by the New York Court of Appeals in Glick v. Harvey, 25 N.Y.3d 1175, 1180 (2015) (“A party seeking to establish such an implied dedication and thereby successfully challenge the alienation of the land must show that (1) ‘[t]he acts and declarations of the land owner indicating the intent to dedicate his land to the public use [are] unmistakable in their purpose and decisive in their character to have the effect of a dedication’ and (2) that the public has accepted the land as dedicated to a public use.”) (alterations in original) (citations omitted).
form of legislation enacted by the New York State Legislature and the Governor. 26 Local government holds municipal parkland in trust for the public; the State Legislature must approve its sale or conveyance, as the representative of the people. 27 This rule is based on “the importance of parks to a community’s health and the happiness of its citizens.” 28 This has been the law in New York since at least 1871. 29

Krinsky and Simonet urge an understanding of parks not just as places of leisure, but also as sites of both direct and indirect accumulation and as worksites. 30 Here, they draw attention to the ways in which New York City’s municipal government has degraded the labor contracts of city workers, on one hand—staffing the department increasingly with “workfare,” “trainees,” and people sentenced to community service, as well as relying increasingly on individual, civic-group-organized, and corporate volunteers—and privatized the management of many parks through nonprofit conservancies on the other. 31 Thus, within the context of the regulated non-exclusive use of parks as places of leisure, there are


27 ALIENATION HANDBOOK, supra note 26, at 3, n.4 (citing People v. New York & Staten Island Ferry Co., 68 N.Y. 71, 78 (1877)) (“The State, in place of the crown, holds the title, as trustee of a public trust, but the legislature may, as the representative of the people, grant the soil, or confer an exclusive privilege in tide-waters, or authorize a use inconsistent with the public right, subject to the paramount control of congress, through laws passed, in pursuance of the power to regulate commerce, given in the federal Constitution.”); see also Brooklyn Park Comm’rs v. Armstrong, 45 N.Y. 234, 243 (1871) (“It was within the power of the legislature to relieve the city from the trust to hold it for a use only, and to authorize it to sell and convey.”).

28 ALIENATION HANDBOOK, supra note 26, at 3 (citing Williams, 229 N.Y. at 254) (“[Parklands] facilitate free public means of pleasure, recreation and amusement and thus provide for the welfare of the community.”); see also Aldrich v. City of New York, 208 Misc. 930, 940 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Queens Cty. 1955) (“Parks play a vital role in the health of a community, which ‘has more to do with the general prosperity and welfare of a State than its wealth or its learning or its culture.’”).

29 ALIENATION HANDBOOK, supra note 26, at 3. Simultaneously to the development of this legal doctrine, Central Park was developed in the years between 1857 and 1873. Site selection, design and construction were managed by the State of New York (not the City). Increases in property tax revenue to the City were one of the incentives that the State presented to NYC residents as flowing from the project.

30 See KRINSKY & SIMONET, supra note 4, at 219-30 (contrasting direct accumulation as getting value out of the labor process, which in the public sector, usually means paying workers less, while indirect accumulation means deriving value from trade in the products whose value the workers enhance, such as land values and concessions).

31 Id. at 20-25, ch. 2.
divisible goods—mostly bad jobs, but occasional access to good ones—on the labor side. On the conservancy side, there is contest over City contracts and their terms, especially over the amount of money that conservancies can retain for their own operation from food and other concessions located in the parks that they manage. For the concessionaires, moreover, parks are sites for employment and sales. When parks give concessions to more expensive vendors—by replacing a hot dog stand with an artisanal barbecue vendor, for example—it puts the full experience of the park out of reach for anyone unable to afford the new concession.32

Crucially, for people owning property in close proximity to parks that are well cared for, there is a significant premium on their real-estate value that they get to appropriate privately and nearly in its entirety.33 Ironically, even as it gives explicit protection to a process of commoning, the public trust doctrine can also be viewed as a mechanism to protect the pecuniary interests of property owners who purchase marketable property near parks.34 By preventing the private appropriation of parkland for non-park uses, it protects the park-enhanced market value—or “exchange value,” in Marx’s terms—of neighboring properties.

The labor-cost saving imperative of conservancies, combined with issues concerning a park’s retention of concession revenues, can lead to several situations in which parks take on the character of CPRs. For example, it is an increasingly common practice to preserve the appearance

32 See id. at 164-66.

33 In community gardens, the Parks Department abdicates all responsibility for care, shifting it to residents who have survived decades of disinvestment in every kind of local infrastructure. It may seem that the Department is only lured back by evidence that well-appointed gardens increase property values, see Ioan Voicu & Vicki Been, The Effect of Community Gardens on Neighboring Property Values, 36 REAL EST. ECON. 241, 268 (2008), as opposed to the evidence that they improve quality of life. Similarly, as Krinsky & Simonet, supra note 4, at 221-30, find, recent justifications for the care of parks focus on their role as economic engines. See also Appleseed, Inc., The Central Park Effect: Assessing the Value of Central Park’s Contribution to New York City’s Economy 35-43 (2015), https://perma.cc/8HN5-LQNM. Even in the 1850s, the State touted the potential bump to property taxes as a reason that New Yorkers should embrace Central Park; some then did not believe it, opposing the seizure of occupied private land by eminent domain because its dedication as parkland would permanently remove it from the tax rolls. Those New Yorkers were right to concern themselves with the communities, like Seneca Village, that lost their place so that the whole City could have a park. But they were mistaken to worry about the fiscal health of the City as a whole—what the creation of the park took away in terms of individual property tax accounts it gave back by increasing what was due on neighboring properties.

34 See, e.g., The Trust for Pub. Land, The Economic Benefits of Parks, Trails, and Conserved Open Spaces in Beaufort County, South Carolina 2 (2018), https://perma.cc/4TDT-JERB (“Parks, trails, and conserved open spaces increase[d] the value of nearby residential properties in Beaufort County because people enjoy these amenities and are willing to pay for this proximity.”).
and health of lawns in parks by fencing them off from the public for significant periods of time. One can imagine that the pristine appearance of parks accrues to land values around it, even when this is linked to the public’s inability to access significant areas of the park itself. Similarly, controversy has recently arisen around whether ticketed events, such as concerts and galas—their own kind of concession—amount to “alienation” of public access; this has even extended to non-ticketed events such as weddings—for which the wedding party pays—and to free, but closed events, such as barbecues for community-garden members, in gardens that are administered under the Parks Department’s Green Thumb program.

None of this, of course, means that parks are technically a CPR all the time, but in their everyday hybridity—and certainly for land that is not yet but could be parkland—there are similar problems of governance that civil society organizations face. In an idealized world, the totality of urban land itself would be a CPR and everyone—or, at least, the members of the

35 See Raritan Baykeeper, Inc. v. City of New York, 42 Misc. 3d 1208(A) (N.Y. Sup. Ct. Kings Cty. 2013). Filed in 2006, this long-running litigation involves a 20-acre composting facility operated by the City Department of Sanitation in Spring Creek Park in Old Mill Creek, Brooklyn. The facility was intended to process leaves and other organic waste collected from around the City for use as fertilizer in Spring Creek Park and other parks. Petitioners alleged that the placement and operation of the composting facility within Spring Creek Park without State approval violated the public trust doctrine, on the basis that a solid waste management facility could not be considered an appropriate park use and that the public was deprived of recreational access to the area of the facility. The City argued that the composting facility fell within the meaning of a legitimate “park use” under the public trust doctrine because the compost would be used in park maintenance. Interpreting the term “park use,” the Court focused on whether the use was consistent with the public’s recreational enjoyment of the park and held that the composting facility was not. Other examples of uses that require alienation by the State Legislature include museums, roads, public works facilities and storage space, parking for municipal vehicles, and housing. ALIENATION HANDBOOK, supra note 26, at 6-7. Uses incidental to parks are not considered alienation; these include public libraries, monuments, zoos, playgrounds, rest houses, parking lots for park patrons, restaurants and snack bars, bike share stations and recreational facilities (e.g., batting cages, golf courses, skating rinks, boat launches and marinas, and the associated equipment concessions). Id. at 7, 7 n.34 (citations omitted). Is the cordoning off of grass really incidental to park use? Or is it more akin to storage space? No court has yet considered this question.

36 See SFX Entm’t, Inc. v. City of New York, No. 124059/01, 2002 WL 1363372, at *8-10 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cty. 2002) (finding a violation of public trust doctrine and City concession regulations where an amphitheater hosting events with average $30 ticket price was to be built on parkland on Randall’s Island and confirming that it did not serve a park purpose because not all members of the public could afford it), rev’d 297 A.D.2d 555, 555 (N.Y. App. Div. 2002); see also Honan, supra note 27, at 107-09 (discussing ticketed events and amenities).

37 Phone Interviews with Gardeners and Staff Members of NYC Parks Department (Aug. 10-12, 2018).
common governance body—would have a say in its allocation and its potential for expansion and renewal. Sectarianism and the inheritance of a neoliberal body politic has kept this ideal world from becoming our entire reality by 2019, but the seeds are planted. To some degree, this is a justification for urban land-use regulations and zoning: there is a common interest that must be safeguarded that supersedes the private interests of appropriation.\(^3\)

In the background to all of this over much of the last half century is massive disinvestment of private capital from urban space coupled with disinvestment by the state in its social infrastructure and its selectively making urban space available for targeted reinvestment. What this has amounted to is akin to an “enclosure” of the commons, ensnaring both common pool resources and public goods under what is still best described as “actually existing neoliberalism.”\(^3\) Here, “neoliberalism” is not simply a stand-in for a fully realized program of for-profit marketization, but rather a variegated strategy to refashion institutions of labor, capital, and the state, as well as their relationships with each other. As Marxist scholars of the state have repeated, states grapple with the problem of needing to support capital accumulation on one hand, and the need for popular legitimacy on the other.\(^4\) In the context of a post-1970s world with rapidly increasing inequality and increased frequency of bubble-driven crises that lead to mass economic displacement, the turn to non-profit civil-society organizations as a critical adjunct to urban governance has been a strongly legitimizing move. It has provided some real benefits to the dispossessed, and, even while significantly empowering organized philanthropy,\(^5\) has also created new terrains of contest over urban

---

\(^3\) Additionally, there is a tension between uses: if a given parcel is to be assigned a use as publicly accessible open space, it cannot simultaneously be used for housing, and vice versa. Yet, it is indisputable that cities need both.

\(^4\) See generally Neil Brenner & Nik Theodore, Cities and the Geographies of “Actually Existing Neoliberalism,” 34 ANTIPODE 349 (2002) (discussing “a critical geographical perspective on neoliberalism that emphasizes (a) the path-dependent character of neoliberal reform projects and (b) the strategic role of cities in the contemporary remaking of political-economic space.”).


These contests, in turn, often focus on the extent of commodification, on the right to common pool and public goods, and on the exclusion of entire groups of people and the neighborhoods they live in from the benefits appropriated by others.\footnote{See, e.g., Alan S. Oser, Perspectives: The Cooper Square Plan; Smoothing the Path to Redevelopment, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 27, 1991), https://perma.cc/8DT7-58BQ (stating that the city agreed to rehabilitate 430 units that were once taken for urban-renewal development).}

Ostrom proposes eight “design principles” for the governance of CPRs.\footnote{See Cahn & Segal, supra note 17, at 199-200.} They are as follows:

1. CPRs are clearly defined and users with the right to appropriate CPR units are clearly defined;
2. Rules of appropriation of CPR units are defined according to the ability to replenish the common pool;
3. People with a right to withdraw from the pool have a say over the governance arrangements and their modification;
4. Collectively accountable monitoring of the system;
5. System of escalating sanctions for violating the rules that get more severe with each violation or with the seriousness of the violation;
6. Easy-to-access conflict resolution mechanisms;
7. Users have a “minimal right to organize” a body to govern the CPR without interference from a government entity; and
8. For more complex systems of common pool resources, these functions exist throughout a nested set of organizations.

As we will see in the next section, individual CLTs and conservancies differ in the extent to which they fulfill these governing tasks. And for land that goes to housing as opposed to land that goes to parks, the clarity of categories of users, of rules, of the prospect of resources to renew the pool, and of accountability and dispute mechanisms diverge considerably. Moreover, the support for conservancies by the City—and its almost intrusive encouragement of “independent initiative”—contrasts with its much more suspicious and less facilitative stance toward CLTs. Choices that activists in each group face, however, center around questions of public or governmental support and of whether the goods that they steward are, in their estimation, best protected through processes of decommodification or through processes that deepen commodification.

\footnote{OSTROM, supra note 12, at 90.}
II. MANIFESTATIONS OF COMMONING

A. Community Land Trusts

Community Land Trusts (CLTs) are a form of nonprofit organization that owns land and leases it for housing and other uses as a way to keep the property from foreclosure. A CLT is more than a deed and a ground lease, however: it is an organization designed to steward property. Typical CLT ground leases are renewable 99-year leases that contain significant restrictions on resale and use of the buildings on the land it owns. Based originally on the economics of Henry George, who identified private land ownership and speculation as the key source of exploitation, CLTs have roots in Civil Rights-era struggles over land access in the rural South and in urban areas throughout the United States, Britain, and several countries in Europe as a way to “common” land and housing for community use.

CLTs are typically governed by a “tripartite” board, with representatives of three groups with interests at stake: (1) residents and leaseholders of the housing on CLT land, whose interest is in the ongoing stewardship of the CLT’s resources; (2) community residents, whose interest is in the CLT’s expansion to control more property in the area; and (3) other “outside” directors whose expertise is in housing and other skills of possible use to the CLT board, and whose interest is in the ongoing functioning of the CLT. Some CLTs have elected boards, others have self-perpetuating appointed ones, but most still follow some general version of this model.

However they are set up, CLTs largely fulfill the demands of most of Ostrom’s “design principles.” The basic tripartite governance structure is itself based on a definition of boundaries among classes of interested
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45 Davis, supra note 8, at 2.
46 Id.
47 Id. at 2 n.5.
50 Davis, supra note 7, at 2 n.4.
51 Id. at 3.
parties—e.g. residents, leaseholders, the larger community—and builds in a kind of arbiter within a third category. CLT boards that are unelected are nearly always drawn from a larger neighborhood organization whose directors are elected or include nested organizations (as in design principle 8) that have elected governance, as with housing cooperatives and mutual housing associations. The idea is to maintain democratic control over the land resource and to balance that control with mechanisms that would prevent opening the CPR to exploitation by outsiders like private developers or their agents, and that therefore would preserve the governance arrangements over the long term.

There are more than two hundred CLTs across the United States, but most individual CLTs have fewer than fifty housing units under their control. Many are rural, and even those that are urban often focus on leasing land to owners of single-family houses. In New York City, two CLTs were formed in the 1980s and 1990s with a mission of keeping housing affordable: Cooper Square and Rehabilitation in Action to Improve Neighborhoods (“RAIN”) CLTs, both based in New York’s traditionally working-class but now gentrified Lower East Side neighborhood. They have been doing so at different scales for decades.

Four CLTs formed to steward community gardens in the early 2000s.
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52 Id. at 2-4.
55 Id. at 1.
57 See, e.g., KRINSKY & HOVDE, supra note 49, at B-6, B-15.
Today, the larger, more active, and more expansionist housing CLT, the Cooper Square CLT, owns the land under twenty-three buildings with over 600 apartments organized into a scatter-site mutual housing association (MHA) and cooperative, and is in the process of acquiring two more buildings. The Cooper Square Committee is the Cooper Square CLT’s and MHA’s parent organization; the Committee was organized in 1959 to fight Robert Moses’ urban renewal plans for the neighborhood. Cooperative residents elect the MHA board. The CLT board members appoint themselves and their replacements: one-third of the members of the CLT board are selected by the MHA and must be shareholders in the cooperative; the others are chosen via a traditional board search to represent the interests of the local community.

CLTs and MHAs gained some early traction in the late 1980s and early 1990s, as tenant cooperatives that had been formed by people inhabiting vacant tax-foreclosed housing ran into physical repair and governance problems, and as many of the tenant groups-turned-community-development-corporations began to realize that they had become the targeted “agency” or “landlord” to tenants for whom they used to fight. Some community development corporations and cooperatives had never invested in the development of democratic accountability and stewardship mechanisms that might have fulfilled Ostrom’s fourth, fifth, and sixth principles. Further, low-balled repair budgets in the initial development and handover from City ownership (design principle 2) meant that cash-strapped housing groups began to look for organizational forms that could provide economies of scale, democratic accountability mechanisms, and the corrective functions of stewardship. Yet, by the end of 1993, with the election of Rudolph Giuliani as mayor, and over the next twenty years as his two terms were followed by Michael Bloomberg’s subsequent three terms, planned MHAs and CLTs were put on hold and generally withered on the vine. The City reoriented its redevelopment by stopping the rehabilitation of the housing supply by ceasing tax foreclosures entirely and

by a non-profit incorporated under the New York State Housing Development Fund Corporation law, which permits community management and stewardship. See El Sol Brillante, Living Lots NYC, https://perma.cc/AF8W-AYW2 (last visited July 26, 2019).


60 See Krinsky & Hovde, supra note 49, at 6-7 (detailing the history of CLTs and MHAs nationally and in New York City).

61 Although some of the ongoing Mutual Housing Associations and Community Land Trusts inventoried by Krinsky and Hovde in 1996 continued to develop housing, no new efforts in New York City were undertaken for twenty years, and several groups folded, after a flurry of organizational foundings in the late 1980s and early 1990s.
by overwhelmingly selecting for-profit developers of affordable housing, even when non-profit ones were willing and able to do the work.\footnote{See \textit{Stephanie Sosa, Ass'n for Neighborhood & Hous. Dev., \textit{The For-Profitization of Affordable Housing Development and the de Blasio Plan 1} (2017), https://perma.cc/4KJ3-CMDJ.}}

In 2012, partially in anticipation of a promised new opening in housing policy, a coalition formed among homeless activists, economic justice advocates, housing developers and advocates for resident-controlled, affordable housing.\footnote{See \textit{Hillary Caldwell et al., \textit{Learning a New Politics of Land and Housing in New York City}, ACME: Int'l J. for Critical Geo.} (forthcoming); \textit{Abigail Savitch-Lew, The NYC Community Land Trust Movement Wants to Go Big, \textit{City Limits} (Jan. 8, 2018), https://perma.cc/C6NA-9WME.}} The New York City Community Land Initiative (NYCCLI)\footnote{Pronounced “nicely.”} coalition now has more than two dozen member groups.\footnote{\textit{Savitch-Lew, supra} note 63.}

Despite rhetoric that suggested that a new mayor in 2014 would bring support for a commoning of New York City, Bill de Blasio’s mayoral administration has been, at best, lukewarm to NYCCLI’s advocacy for CLTs, particularly for CLTs that develop and preserve housing for people who are poorer than those generally served by the City’s “affordable” housing programs and most at risk from gentrification and the City’s rezoning plans. Yet, in response to a funding opportunity created out of settlement dollars from a subprime lending lawsuit brought by the State Attorney General’s office against a major banking institution, the City applied to be part of a short-term arrangement to support the development of CLTs.\footnote{\textit{See Oscar Perry Abello, \textit{Momentum for NYC Community Land Trusts Gets $1.65 Million Boost, Next City} (July 26, 2017), https://perma.cc/TJ9M-UJVN; see also Emma Whitford, \textit{City Just Made Its Biggest Commitment Ever to a Radical Affordable Housing Model, Gothamist} (Aug. 4, 2017, 1:23 PM), https://perma.cc/26LW-XLHA.}} It funded the seminar series for nine CLTs-in-formation, Cooper Square CLT’s operations, and property acquisitions by two additional CLTs (one formed as a pilot project for NYCCLI in the East Harlem neighborhood, closely modeled on Cooper Square, and Interboro CLT, formed by several members of NYCCLI and allied groups to focus on using existing City programs to develop cooperatives and homeownership for moderate-income residents on a CLT spread across the city).\footnote{\textit{Abello, supra} note 66.}

In June 2019, the City of New York dedicated its first ever funding for groups organizing to create and sustain CLTs.\footnote{\textit{Caroline Spivack, \textit{Community Land Trusts Score Crucial Funds in City Budget, Curbed N.Y.} (June 18, 2019, 8:50AM), https://perma.cc/25ZJ-VHNG.}}
Among the CLTs that took part in the seminar series, and others in their infancy now, there is a wide range of goals for their commoning efforts, from preservation and development of deeply affordable housing, to job-creation, gaining space for arts and health programming to environmental stewardship. Many do not yet have boards in place or formal legal status that would allow them to become owners of real property. The different impetis for these discrete efforts range from being a grassroots response to the destabilizing effects of capital influx into a specific neighborhood to a strategic decision by an existing organization with a housing development history to incorporate a CLT into its project portfolio. None, save Cooper Square, have control over land and housing at the time of this writing.

B. Parks Conservancies

If CLTs are in their relative toddlerhood in New York City, conservancies are at least in late adolescence. The fiscal crisis of the 1970s was a turning point for NYC parks, just as it was for housing. In its aftermath, the City began to experiment with new ways of adhering to the austerity mantra of “doing more with less.” But it was equally true that the loss of city workers during the crisis revealed how parlous a condition the parks had fallen into. And the fact was that, after Robert Moses was replaced as parks commissioner by Mayor Robert F. Wagner, Jr. in 1960, the department’s management systems became unmoored.

Mayor Edward I. Koch’s parks commissioner, Gordon Davis, reconsolidated a system of managers that had become autonomous in each of New York’s five boroughs and introduced several other management innovations. Among them was to draw on a report done in 1976 by E.S. Savas, a proponent of privatization, and funded by the Central Park Community Fund, founded by liberal financier George Soros and conservative
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69 NYCCLI is also in contact with several that do not; one of the authors is also counsel to several seminar series member CLTs and several others that are emerging from grassroots efforts not recognized by HPD; the other author is on the curriculum development team for the series.

70 Authors are involved in these efforts as counsel and advisors.

71 Interboro CLT and the East Harlem El Barrio CLT are approaching property acquisition. Abigail Savitch-Lew, City Limits: City Dips Toe into Funding Community Land Trusts, New Econ. Project (July 19, 2017), https://perma.cc/2DL6-ATXN.

72 KRINSKY & SIMONET, supra note 4, at 136-39 (discussing two main park conservancy administrators’ recounting of the context into which they were hired). The centralized system for administering parks, which Moses put in place, did not work without a strong leader in the center. For twenty years, management suffered system-wide under Moses’ successors.

investor and lawyer Richard Gilder. Savas’ report suggested that a philanthropic body be founded to steward Central Park, which would consolidate and expand volunteer and philanthropic efforts already directed to the park, and be run by a “Board of Guardians.” Davis shed the pretentious language but tapped an urban planner and biographer of Frederick Law Olmsted, Elizabeth Barlow (later Elizabeth Barlow Rogers), to become the “Administrator” of Central Park, who founded the Central Park Conservancy, selected its Board of Directors and systematized restoration operations in the park. The Central Park Conservancy was founded in 1980, and it soon began to hire its own staff once the Parks Department allowed the unionized municipal workforce to diminish in the park. As it did so, the Conservancy expanded the scope of its work, its branding, and its fundraising, so that by the time it got a contract to manage Central Park on its own in 1998, it effectively had been running the park for ten years, and had a workforce as large as the City’s workforce in the park. By 2008, just ten years later, it would pay for seventy-five percent of the park’s operations and employ nearly ninety percent of its workforce.

Around the same time that the Central Park Conservancy was founded, two other early conservancies were founded: Prospect Park Alliance and Bryant Park Restoration Corporation.

Davis hired Tupper Thomas, a liberal planner with experience in affordable housing, as the Administrator for Prospect Park. Like Barlow, Thomas was brought onto the city payroll but also expected to launch a nonprofit that would support the park. In 1980 Brooklyn, Prospect Park
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74 Krinsky & Simonet, supra note 4, at 138; see also Ted Smalley & Adam Stepan, Columbia Univ. Sch. of Int’l Affairs Case Consortium, Public-Private Partnerships for Green Space in NYC 3 (2014), https://perma.cc/G9ZA-D9NE (“[F]inance mogul George Soros and investor Richard Gilder co-founded the Central Park Community Fund, which commissioned chemist-turned-urban administrator and Columbia University management Professor E.S. Savas to study the park and make recommendations.”).
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81 Id. at 144-45 (stating that this would become the Prospect Park Alliance).
did not have neighbors with the wealth that Central Park’s neighbors had at the time; so Thomas could rely less on philanthropy and on having her own staff, and more on city workers, involving local civic organizations, and creating extensive volunteer programs.82

If Central Park Conservancy represented a philanthropic model for conservancies, and the Prospect Park Alliance a civic model, the third early conservancy, the Bryant Park Corporation, represented a more corporate model. Located next to the main branch of the New York Public Library in midtown Manhattan near Times Square, Bryant Park was decried as a “public urinal” by Mayor Koch in the late 1970s.83 Under Koch, the City had no money to fix up the park nor to begin redeveloping the porn-theater-, prostitution-, and drug-dominated economy of Forty-Second Street. Instead, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, a philanthropy of the Rockefeller family, which owned a great deal of west-Midtown property, agreed to provide funds to renovate the main branch of the public library abutting the park as long as the park itself was rehabilitated.84 To protect its investments in both the library and the neighborhood as a whole, the Fund required the City to create and initially fund an organization, then called the Bryant Park Restoration Corporation (BPRC), to redevelop and manage the park.85 The Koch administration accepted the terms of the Fund, and soon, the BPRC closed the park for three years while it underwent a total renovation (and through which it could close the park to drug dealers and users), then reopened the park in such a way as to promote its
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82 KRINSKY & SIMONET, supra note 4, at 144-45. See generally BETSY BRADLEY ET AL., N.Y.C. LANDMARKS PRESERVATION COMMISSION: UPPER WEST SIDE/CENTRAL PARK WEST HISTORIC DISTRICT DESIGNATION REPORT VOLUME I (Marjorie Pearson & Elisa Urbanelli eds., 1990) (stating that the promises of increased property values made to the New Yorkers by the State in its efforts to get approval for the construction of Central Park in the 1850s had been realized).

83 The main branch of the Public Library is now, tellingly, named the Schwarzman Building, after the CEO of the private equity “vulture” fund, Blackstone, which has made a mint in property speculation and evictions—a kind of post-crisis enclosure of what otherwise could have returned to the commons. David J. Madden, Revisiting the End of Public Space: Assembling the Public in an Urban Park, 9 CITY & COMMUNITY 187, 193-95 (2010).

84 Gayle Berens, Bryant Park, New York City, in URBAN PARKS AND OPEN SPACE 46 (Washington DC: Urban Land Institute et al., 1998) (“[I]n the late seventies, when the Rockefeller Brothers Fund began to consider contributing money to renovate the library, the fund concluded that the library renovations should proceed only if the park’s problems and derelict condition were dealt with.”); see also ROBERT FITCH, THE ASSASSINATION OF NEW YORK 152-55 (1993) (detailing the role of the Rockefeller Brothers Fund in financing and influencing redevelopment of some New York City areas like 42nd Street).

use in both the daytime and evening. It also allowed permanent concessions, including two full restaurants on the east side of the park and an increasing number of food kiosks and even an outdoor bar on the west side. It funds its operations largely through these concessions, as it was able, from the start, to keep the full amount of concession money in the park.  

All three models have had a significant impact on the form of later conservancies. But in the late 1980s, frustrated that only Central Park Conservancy had the private staff and recreational activities, Henry Stern, the parks commissioner during Mayor Koch’s third term, formed the City Parks Foundation to raise money for activities in other parks. Several years later, when parks commissioner again under Mayor Giuliani, Stern spearheaded the formation of Partnerships for Parks, a public-private partnership between the Parks Department and the City Parks Foundation—itself set up by the public Parks Department—to organize volunteers in parks across the city and to encourage them to form “Friends of” groups to raise funds and coordinate volunteer activities in their local parks. Some of these groups would be encouraged to become conservancies themselves, and the city has hundreds of arrangements, some formal and contractual and others not, with “Friends of” groups and conservancies. They have no uniformity and, on some level, conservancies are as flexible an organizational form as CLTs.

Seen from the standpoint of Ostrom’s design principles for governing the commons, however, conservancies and “Friends of” groups’ distinctions from CLTs emerge. The obvious difference in dealing with land as parks and as housing means that fewer people are excluded from enjoying the goods in or of parks. To the extent that a specific person’s enjoyment of a park is curtailed, it is usually due to cultural differences from other users or by the high price of amenities offered there as concessions.

But there are other differences, as well. The units appropriating goods are not as well defined in parks because parks are generators of private real-estate value, commercial income, and jobs. Perhaps ironically, this is because the corporate and philanthropic models of conservancies are best positioned to set rules of appropriation defined by the local ability to replenish the goods. “Friends of” groups and civic conservancies, on the other hand, which rely far more on partnering with municipal
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workers, are much more at the mercy of larger budgeting processes that may not take their parks into consideration. It is also the case that there is nothing in any of the conservancy models that necessitates participation in governance—or even representation of different interests—on a board of directors.\(^90\) Even so, the baseline protections offered by the public trust doctrine only work if the legislative process is able to adequately represent the interests of those impacted by the stewardship of parkland under conservancy care.\(^91\) Needless to say, there are no real mechanisms to ensure this representation.

Even “Friends of” groups may have self-selecting members and directors and yet, if chosen by the Partnerships for Parks as an official group, are under no obligation to expand their representativeness. Accordingly, too, there may not be internal mechanisms to punish violators or air grievances; instead, these tend to get deflected up to the Parks Department, addressed via police or security guard intervention, or simply handled by conservancy staff. On the other hand, parks conservancies may be seen as nested within a Parks-Department-coordinated governance system in which conservancies’ “minimal right to organize” (design principle 8) affords them specific and defined roles within the system, even while bringing some subsidiarity to the operations of the Department, i.e. the principle that those closest to the situation should have some say in its governance.\(^92\)

\(^90\) See id.


\(^92\) The relationship between parks development and accumulation by dispossession is nowhere clearer than in the legislative enactments that created New York’s High Line, a private/public venture and relatively new park that is built atop an abandoned elevated railway. The City partially funded the creation of this amenity on the explicit understanding that it would lead to uses around the former rail for which property owners would pay more in taxes. New zoning encouraged the transfer of air rights from parcels under the line to those on the adjacent corridor, allowing high rise luxury development where it had previously prohibited. See DEPT. OF CITY PLANNING, WEST CHELSEA ZONING PROPOSAL 8 (2005), https://perma.cc/JF2J-AJ57. This new permission to build up put pressure on land owners in the corridor to sell to investors who could take advantage by building hotels and outrageously priced housing. See N.Y.C., N.Y., ZONING RESOL. § 98-33 (2017) (“Transfer of Development Rights to the High Line Transfer Corridor.”). Displacing the low-rise tenements and businesses that stood on the lots in the corridor at the time of the rezoning was part of the park-creation plan. In other words, as Honan explains, “The Highline . . . has helped to promote some of the most rapid gentrification in the City’s recent history. The Highline has been attributed to increasing the property values in the neighborhood by 103 percent.” Honan, supra note 28, at 112 (citations omitted). The park itself is operated by the Friends of the High Line, a not-for-profit organization that relies heavily on contributions from the real estate concerns that own the properties along its edges, the same properties that have their values driven up
III. PROBLEMS OF COMMONING BY CLT OR CONSERVANCY

The historical enclosure of the commons that serves as a departure for much of commons scholarship are physical places: pastures in the centers of English towns and woodlands at the towns’ peripheries that landless peasants relied upon as crucial places to grow food for their families, to collect firewood, and to graze any livestock that they owned for meat and milk. 93 The enclosure of those commons was done quite literally, by evicting the peasants and fencing their land to divide it and facilitate treating formerly commonly-accessible sites as private property. In the context of the city as commons, enclosure of land is the privatization of resources that have been, or should be, publicly accessible. When applied to land-based resources (homes, parks, gardens, farms), this privatization is enclosure both literally (fences, eviction) and by analogy (the capture of publicly-created value by private actors who can then trade it as a commodity). 94

A CLT’s ambition to keep acquiring property in a given area—even when largely unfulfilled—is a way to limit the effects of community development’s basic contradiction in the wake of the City’s disinvestment and abandonment of its property and related services in the 1970s and 1980s. This contradiction was that, to the extent that groups rooted in low-income communities could attract government and private funds to rehabilitate housing and generally make their neighborhoods better and safer by proximity to the High Line. Lisa W. Foderaro, Record $20 Million Gift to Help Finish the High Line Park, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 26, 2011), https://perma.cc/KH4P-5EYN. Further evidence coupled improvement of the park with the increased monetary value of nearby property: the new zoning includes an “improvement bonus” of bulk that would otherwise be prohibited, allowing property owners who pay for elevator access, restrooms, small plazas, and structural repair and remediation of the High Line open space, or stairs up to the High Line to then build larger buildings full of luxury units that can be priced to reflect these nearby amenities. See N.Y.C., N.Y., ZONING RESOL. §§ 98-25, 98-70, Appendix E (2017) (outlining the “High Line Improvement Bonus” and “Special Regulations for Zoning Lots Utilizing the High Line Improvement Bonus and Located Partially Within Subareas D, E, G or I”). Even the founders of Friends of the High Line recognize that the close coupling of real estate interests and park development has not been a boon for low-income neighbors and businesses that pre-existed the transformation. See, e.g., Eleanor Gibson, High Line Creators Launch Website to Advise on Avoiding Gentrification, DEZEEN (June 22, 2017), https://perma.cc/C5Q9-5WAY (“[Robert] Hammond, who co-founded the High Line in 1999 with Joshua David, want[ed] to help others avoid the gentrification and inequality that occurred in its surrounding Chelsea neighborhood as a result.”); see also Mira Nashed, The Gentrification of West Chelsea, NYCROPOLIS (May 3, 2018), https://perma.cc/HJ4Z-TNC4.


94 See Foster & Iaione, supra note 1, at 324-25.
for their residents, they risked demonstrating to investors that the area was again safe for investment. This put the neighborhood—and all of their efforts—at risk of gentrification and displacement and allowed new investors to enclose the value of the improvements they made.

In fact, CLTs remove land from the speculative market to preserve the value of whatever public investment initially goes into its acquisition and improvement and to prevent others from appropriating it.95 Thus, a CLT translates initial government subsidies into something comparable to a long-term CPR. But, a CLT can only succeed in doing so only to the extent that it can expand the governance of neighboring land as a CPR and enforce clear rules about withdrawal and membership to an ever-growing geographic area.

The requirement of expansion, in turn, puts CLTs in a difficult position because it requires the City to change the course of its land policies in broader ways. As Harry DeRienzo, a longtime housing advocate and developer observed then, by 1994 nonprofit housing organizations had begun to “manage the crisis” for the City but were not well positioned to push the city to expand low-income housing more generally.96 Indeed, as the City under Mayors Giuliani and Bloomberg reoriented its housing policy toward for-profit developers, the nonprofit housing developers and low-income cooperatives found themselves to have been a historically transitional organizational mediation of the neoliberalizing state.

Further, CLTs may be compelled to agree to commodification of neighborhood resources in order to secure some land to common. The Cooper Square Committee, for example, agreed to let the City sell a large lot in the neighborhood, instead of transferring it as an additional development site to the CLT and MHA, as a way of capitalizing the already-built housing to which the CLT and MHA were taking title from the City so that it could be used as housing for very low income residents.97 These buildings were in need of expensive repairs—due to their disinvestment and neglect by the City itself—and the sale brought in funds that the City earmarked to enable the repairs to happen.98

Finally, CLTs have to figure out several other problems of commoning. For example, before they have land, to whom must they be accountable? Who are the users, in Ostrom’s terms, if acquisition of actual land that can actually be used is still in the organization’s future? Or who can
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97 See, e.g., Oser, supra note 42, at R5.
98 See id.
be a member of the CLT, with control of the corporation’s governance, in nonprofit law terms? Or, how does the CLT think about the tradeoff between paying decent construction wages and the affordability of the housing it stewards?

Conservancies, by contrast, never take ownership of the land; they manage it, often through an exclusive contract with the City. This, combined with their not having to have any mechanism of accountability to parks users beyond the quality of the service they provide, has pushed at least the corporate and philanthropic conservancies toward an embrace of independence. Interestingly, such independence means something quite different for parks conservancies and CLTs. Instead of independence for conservancies, meaning that the direct users of the CPR gain greater control over the resource (as it does for a CLT), independence can lead to the abandonment of the conservancy’s role as a steward of the public trust. Even though the City, as the land’s owner, is still the ultimate policy-setter, conservancy independence provides cover to the City’s practices that limit even the public’s recreational enjoyment of land, as well as uniform and equitable access to the other valuable goods which parks provide. The providers of the funds that enable the renewal of parks after the long period of disinvestment, whether philanthropists or real-estate owners who pay into a business improvement district (as is the case for Bryant Park) become the de facto stewards of the public trust, but do so in ways that clearly increase their power over the public. Their resources give them outsized power to determine the uses of, and labor practices in, public park land through funding and participation in conservancies. If one abandons all hope of a functioning democracy as a means of distributing the assets of the city as commons, such a management paradigm starts to appear quite attractive. While the New York City of 2019 is a distorted democracy, leaning in this and other ways toward plutocracy, representative government does still operate here.
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99 See NOT-FOR-PROFIT CORP. LAW § 601 (McKinney 2019).
100 KRINSKY & SIMONET, supra note 4, at 147-48 (stating this distinction is important, too, to the defenders of conservancies, as it mitigates critics’ claims that public goods have been privatized).
101 Id. at 178-84. Even here, the City would be unlikely to take over management of a park from a contracted conservancy even when maintenance lags in quality, in part because the City would need staff to manage it.
102 See, e.g., Michael Murray, Private Management of Public Spaces: Nonprofit Organizations and Urban Parks, 34 HARV. ENVTL. L. REV. 179, 199 (2010) (NPOs assume sole physical responsibility for the public space, becoming ultimately answerable for the success or failure of its management . . . . “This clear line of responsibility contrasts strongly with the diffuse accountability within governmental organizations”).
To get a sense of the way in which this distortion has played out, we can look at a proposal made in 2013 by then-State Senator Daniel Squadron. Squadron drafted a bill that would require well-financed conservancies to share 20 percent of their revenue to be placed in a common pool to help other parks with less capacity to raise funds.\footnote{Krinsky & Simonet, supra note 4, at 183.} Large conservancies opposed the bill vociferously.\footnote{Id. at 183-84.} They argued, variously, that the amount of sharing required would have real operational consequences for the rich conservancies, but could not be spread around in such a way that they would have commensurate operational benefits for the poorer ones, and that the bill would erect a significant barrier for any conservancy’s fundraising efforts and staffing.\footnote{Id. at 186.} Former Parks Commissioner Adrian Benepe spoke against the proposal before Mayor de Blasio took office:

If we said to the Brooklyn Museum, “You know you’ve done a great job fund-raising, but you know, we’re gonna take 10 or 20 percent of your money and reallocate it to the Queens Museum, because they haven’t done quite as good of a job of fund-raising,” or “Jennifer Raab has done an extraordinary job raising money for Hunter College, and you know what, let’s take some of that $40 million she brought in this year and reallocate to the Bronx Community College because they need the money more . . .” That’s not the way democracy works. They’re both public institutions. One raises money, the other doesn’t as much.\footnote{Id. at 245; see Dan Rosenblum, Is the Revenue-Generating Park a Good Thing? Commissioner Benepe Says It “Depends on Who’s in Charge,” POLITICO (Aug. 11, 2011, 5:28 PM), https://perma.cc/UFD3-DFF9.}

Further, while CLTs may balk at their lessees’ hiring union or prevailing-wage labor rate—as cost of a project done with fairly paid labor can push against the goal of deep affordability—in principle and sometimes in fact, they can embrace paying higher wages for construction in recognition of its importance in other ways, to the project of commoning. Corporate and philanthropic conservancies, however, have actively resisted organizing among their workers, to dodge real accountability to
their labor force. In fact, one of the Central Park Conservancy management’s stories about why the Conservancy hired its own staff was that union workers refused to do work outside of their union job descriptions without further compensation when the fish in a large pond in the park died suddenly en masse and needed to be removed. Similarly, Elizabeth Barlow Rogers, Central Park Conservancy’s founding president, spoke of calling the conservancy’s first non-managerial staff “interns” in order to skirt union objections.

By way of partial contrast, civic conservancies such as the Prospect Park Alliance and many of the “Friends of” groups that it had a significant role in training, are more embedded in the complex systems of the Parks Department and rely more on public workers. Even so, they rely heavily on volunteers, whose work itself both accrues to the value of the surrounding land and buildings, which goes up with increased park maintenance and constitutes, in some ways, a use of the park resource, as well. As feminist sociologists have noted in other contexts, like several other forms of “free labor,” volunteer work creates value that others may partially appropriate, but achieves this by calling work something other than work: civic engagement, giving back to the community, etc. This is further complicated by the fact that, in Prospect Park, city workers might work under the supervision of Prospect Park Alliance staff. Thus, clearly classifying the constituencies with interest in the park as a CPR gets more difficult.

Yet, at the same time, civic conservancies and “Friends of” groups are more likely to connect with other local, civil society organizations. Tupper Thomas, who went from being Prospect Park’s City Administrator to the founding president of the Prospect Park Alliance, hired an anthropologist to help the group identify the organizations in the communities surrounding the park and inviting them to serve on a policy-making “community committee,” which still meets twenty years after it was organized. Thomas’s emphasis on organizing for community support of Prospect Park became a model for the Partnerships for Parks’ efforts to organize more “Friends of” groups and conservancies around the city.

107 Krinsky & Simonet, supra note 4, at 143-44, 150-51.
108 Id. at 144.
109 Id. at 143.
110 Id. at 145-46.
111 See generally id. at ch. 7 (contrasting four types of free labor, including volunteers, workfare and JTP workers, and out-of-title work to demonstrate how the Parks Department and nonprofits use this vocabulary to manage and justify their use of free labor).
112 Krinsky & Simonet, supra note 4, at 146.
113 Id. at 145-46, 270 n.11.
Nevertheless, it is still important that not even the civic conservancies nor the “Friends of” groups treat the parks as part of a larger city or community beyond parks, wherein, for example, the value added to surrounding real estate could be pooled and shared according to rules that are collectively devised by the various interests in the CPR. At the same time, these proposals are all limited to funding parks, not to ensuring, for example, that neighboring residents and businesses can share enough of the increase in value so as to be able to continue to enjoy the parks equitably.

Of course, “philanthropic,” “corporate” and “civic” are rough types; no conservancy completely embodies one or the other. But the typology is useful in drawing out differences both among the conservancies and their “commoning” or “anti-commoning” approaches to parks stewardship, and between them and nascent NYC CLTs’ approaches and problems in commoning. The table below summarizes some of the ways in which the problems of governance of the commons characterizes CLTs and the three types of conservancy. Understanding the types allows us to forecast possible futures for the CLTs that we are working with and observing: we can see clearly from the path that conservancies have followed that who is at the table at the start, who creates the menu and what motivations animate the endeavor go a great distance in determining how well the entity formed will do as a steward of the commons. We can at least attempt to use this history as a guide to the possible futures of CLTs.

---

114 There have been several ideas close to this floated in the last decade. See, e.g., NEW YORKERS FOR PARKS, SUPPORTING OUR PARKS: A GUIDE TO ALTERNATIVE REVENUE STRATEGIES 1-2, 14 (2010), https://perma.cc/KTH8-R8LE (suggesting the possibility of funding parks with a tax on the incremental benefit to property owners who live close to parks). This is also fairly close to “Parks Improvement Districts” based on the Business Improvement District or BID model. Id. at 14. Battery Park works through this model to some degree. Id.

115 Id. at 6, 14, 23.
### Commons Design Principle | Community Land Trust | Parks Conservancy
---|---|---
(1) common pool resource (CPR) is clearly defined | **yes** - in an expansionist view, the resource is the neighborhood itself that falls into the CLT catchment area; in the limited view of City agencies, the resource is the specific properties under CLT ownership | **yes but no** - the resource is mis-defined as ending at the boundary of the park | **yes but no** - the resource is mis-defined as ending at the boundary of the park  

(1 cont’d) users with the right to appropriate CPR units are clearly defined | **no** - potential residents of CLT housing or renters of commercial space are infinite and undefined; **yes** - those with current leases are known | **yes** - the property owners who get benefit in the form of increased value are known and finite | **no** - who will visit the park is unknown  

(2) rules of appropriation of CPR units defined according to the ability to replenish the common pool | **yes** - e.g. Cooper Square uses a lottery system for distributing scarce housing units | **no** | **no**  

**philanthropic** | **corporate** | **civic**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commons Design Principle</th>
<th>Community Land Trust</th>
<th>Parks Conservancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(3) modifiable governance arrangements</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes but very difficult to change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes but very difficult to change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3 cont’d) people with a right to withdraw from the pool have a say over the governance arrangements and their modification</td>
<td>yes - residents have right to select some board members of formal organization</td>
<td>not usually - unless park users or nearby property holders secure seats on board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>not usually - unless park users or nearby property holders secure seats on board</td>
<td>sometimes - park users and neighbors are likely to have seats on board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) collectively accountable monitoring of the system</td>
<td>sometimes - this is up to how the founders set up the structure of the organization</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no</td>
<td>sometimes - this is entirely up to the discretion of the actual people who have self-selected to be the stewards of a public space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) system of escalating sanctions for violating the rules that get more severe with each violation or with the seriousness of the violation</td>
<td>no sanctions for enclosure of common wealth; yes attempts to violate the ground lease can lead to loss of the lease</td>
<td>no sanctions for enclosure of common wealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no sanctions for enclosure of common wealth</td>
<td>no sanctions for enclosure of common wealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no sanctions for enclosure of common wealth</td>
<td>no sanctions for enclosure of common wealth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commons Design Principle</td>
<td>Community Land Trust</td>
<td>Parks Conservancy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) easy-to-access conflict resolution mechanisms</td>
<td>maybe - this is up to how the founders set up the structure of the organization</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) users have a &quot;minimal right to organize&quot; a body to govern the CPR without interference from a government entity</td>
<td>partly - CLT efforts can organize independently and could possibly get land independently, but city agencies are highly involved in current CLT efforts in NYC through land disposition and subsidy programs</td>
<td>no - users are not the ones organizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) For more complex systems of common pool resources, these functions exist throughout a nested set of organizations</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. DIVERGENT PATHS, CONTESTED FUTURES

In New York City, parks conservancies and CLTs, divergent as they are, share roots in city-dwellers’ response to the fiscal and social collapse of the city in the mid-1970s, when job-loss, federal disinvestment, and local land-use policy combined to push the City to near-bankruptcy. The late Robert Fitch argued that a significant cause of New York City’s industrial decline in the 1960s was due to machinations by the Rockefeller family, whose early 20th-century speculative bets on real estate would otherwise have gone bad. With David, one Rockefeller brother as the chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank, and Nelson, another brother, in the Governor’s mansion in Albany, these socially liberal Republicans oversaw the decimation of New York City’s thriving port (they had long advocated moving port functions to Newark and Elizabeth, New Jersey) and with it, its diverse and small-scale manufacturing base. As the Rockefellers and other real-estate owners pushed out manufacturing uses in order to make way for more lucrative commercial and residential space—their deep pockets allowing them to do so with long-term strategies—the City’s loss of more than half a million jobs between 1965 and 1975 also meant that its population was shrinking, its tax base was shrinking, and its increasingly poor population needed more public services. This, and the combination of the Oil Crisis in 1973 and President Nixon’s “new federalism,” pushed the City to spend well beyond its means and into its epochal fiscal crisis. Under the new, banker-led neoliberal regime in Washington, New York became more dependent on owners of real estate as its diversified tax-base collapsed into a finance, insurance, and real-estate (so-called “FIRE” sector) monoculture.

The range of efforts that we describe above emerged out of this context. Until recently, the language of the “commons” and “commoning” was, well, uncommon to describe land stewardship projects led by regular citizens and by local state-civil society hybrid efforts. CLTs and other nonprofit housing models served the dual task of helping to rehabilitate some of the housing that had been decimated by neglect and ensuring that

---

116 See generally Fitch, supra note 84.
117 Id.; see also Joshua B. Freeman, Working-Class New York: Life and Labor Since 1945 11 (2000) (calling New York City’s early postwar economy a “non-Fordist city in the age of Ford” and considering New York City had a flexible manufacturing base characterized by significant innovation and small firm size, in contrast to the massive factories of the Rust Belt).
the new or existing low-income tenants would not be able to reap a private windfall from the application of public funds toward their housing. Here, there is some recognition of what was lost and then rehabilitated as some kind of common pool resource that needs sustaining and renewal into the future. CLTs, of all the organizational forms applied in this arena, make this most explicit.

Similarly, conservancies and “Friends of” parks groups also recognize the need for the ongoing renewal and sustenance of recreational spaces that had similarly been decimated by neglect—and, in the case of community gardens, often generated by this neglect as buildings were torn down after falling victim to arson or structural abandonment. All of these groups, in their diverse ways, seek to manage publicly owned resources in ways that ensure their openness to a wide range of users, even if this means closing off the spaces, selectively, from time to time, or giving some space to vendors whose prices are hardly in line with a “general” public’s ability to pay to enjoy all the park’s amenities.

The conservancies’ compromises, however, differ in several important ways from those of CLTs, such as Cooper Square’s, noted above. First, many conservancies have not been formed in a context of neglect, but in the context of a newly privatizing and corporate-oriented local state. It is not that the City cannot pay for park maintenance and improvement, but rather that successive administrations have found that park stewardship can be farmed out to civil society, on one hand, and that the residual public staff can be largely supplanted with contingent and precarious workers, on the other. Second, and closely related, the City has found that many Manhattan and Brooklyn parks can be maintained with significant funds generated in their local areas from businesses and private citizens. Aside from the enormous gifts that it sometimes receives, such as the $100 million gift from private-equity mogul John Paulson in 2012.\footnote{KRINSKY & SIMONET, supra note 4, at 140; Lisa W. Foderaro, A $100 Million Thank-You for a Lifetime’s Central Park Memories, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 23, 2012), https://perma.cc/ATQ5-JXYC.} the Central Park Conservancy has over 40,000 donors, many making small donations.\footnote{KRINSKY & SIMONET, supra note 4, at 140; see also Jason Sheftell, Central Park: The World’s Greatest Real Estate Engine, N.Y. DAILY NEWS (June 3, 2010), https://perma.cc/9D6G-X6K8.} Neighbors of conservancy-run parks who own property reap private rewards through the premiums—running into the hundreds of millions of dollars in aggregate—on their real estate values (while renters get pushed further away from such parks because they get
priced out of the area). The City, in turn, reaps tax benefits both from the commercial activity prompted by parks and from the significant increment in raised real-estate values. Indeed, as New Yorkers For Parks, a parks advocacy organization, argued, “smart parks investment pays its way.” Third, and most obviously, civil-society-based parks stewardship rarely contains specific provisions for the commoning of land outside of the parks, and indeed partly relies on the intensified commodification of this land.

By ignoring the impact that management of the open space has outside its physical edge, and treating parks only as “the commons”—to the extent that they do—conservancies’ commoning projects hypostatize the boundaries of the park in ways that work against larger projects of urban commoning in the wake of neoliberal enclosure. In so doing, they threaten to deepen the dynamic of enclosure itself.

The compromises facing both conservancies and CLTs suggest that the language of commoning is much as Marx describes religious suffering: it is, he wrote, “an expression of real suffering and a protest against real suffering.” Commoning strategies are, similarly, both an expression of contemporary neoliberalizing urban life and a protest against it. But the form and content of the protest matters lest it become a simple amplification of the conditions themselves.

We conclude by noting that, in the Partnerships for Parks, the City created a public-private partnership with a private entity that it set up itself. It did so in order to put resources behind community organizing and education around what could be described as commoning strategies for local “Friends of” groups, but that can also be described as an indirect way of promoting private accumulation as a way of paying for a once-publicly managed resource. By contrast, the City has supported the formation of a CLT “learning exchange”—with far less money and none for

---

122 The former administrator of Prospect Park, Tupper Thomas, suggested that the communities of color that used to be prevalent on the park’s east side have largely been pushed further east, and laments that people in poor communities—with some reason—suspect that parks improvements are part of a plan to gentrify their neighborhoods and displace them. See KRINSKY & SIMONET, supra note 4, at 257.

123 See generally NEW YORKERS FOR PARKS, ANALYSIS OF SECONDARY ECONOMIC IMPACTS NEW YORK CITY PARKS CAPITAL EXPENDITURES (2002), https://perma.cc/ZJW3-GXHN (researching the secondary economic impacts of investment in parks and finding that strategic capital investment results in positive economic gains for neighborhoods, investors, and the City).

124 See generally id.

organizers—only through money generated through a legal settlement between an investment bank and the State Attorney General’s office. In many respects, the imbalance between government support for the two efforts is unsurprising; governments rely on private accumulation, and local governments rely specifically on real estate taxes, and CLTs push against each by both removing land from the tax rolls and trying to depress local land values through expanded presence in areas otherwise ripe for speculation and reinvestment. On the other hand, governments also have to legitimize their policies and to respond to pressure from the governed. We have not yet abandoned the promise or the reality of a democratic urbanity.

By pushing the commoning efforts of CLTs—and also devising ways to re-common conservancies—advocates for an urban commons can better show where the battle lines are drawn, who is included among those with a say over common pool resources, where the accountability lies, and how the resources themselves are embedded in the complex organizations of the state.
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INTRODUCTION

It is a false narrative that school segregation only exists in southern states. In fact, New York City (“NYC”) is one of the most segregated school districts in America. NYC public schools have failed—and still fail—to provide Black and Latinx students with the same resources and opportunities as white students. These racial disparities have persisted in NYC for as long as the South has dealt with federally mandated desegregation. In the late 1950s, while the federal government tried to enforce the Supreme Court’s Brown v. Board of Education decision in Southern schools, white families in NYC actively fought against a citywide integration plan.

3 This Note uses the term “Latino” to encompass folks who have been described as Latino and/or Hispanic as a way to recognize both a gender-neutral and an anti-Spanish coloni
dest, white families in NYC actively fought against a citywide integration plan. See generally Southern Manifesto, 102 CONG. REC. 4459 (1956). The NYC Board of Education formed the Commission on Integration in 1955 to create an integration plan in compliance with the Supreme Court’s order in Brown I. Khan, supra. The integration plan sought to rezone a small percentage of schools to prevent overcrowding and to improve the quality of education for predominantly Black and Latinx schools. Id.

4 KUCSEKA, supra note 2, at 24, 29.
5 See MICHAEL F. DELMONT, WHY BUSING FAILED: RACE, MEDIA, AND THE NATIONAL RESISTANCE TO SCHOOL DESEGREGATION 29-30 (2016); Klein, supra note 1.
6 Brown v. Board of Education was a landmark decision in which the Supreme Court ruled that racial segregation in public schools was unconstitutional. Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483, 495 (1954) (Brown I) (overruling Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537 (1896)). However, schools did not integrate immediately after this decision. Instead, it took legislative interventions from Congress to galvanize the process. See Ian Millhiser, ‘Brown v. Board of Education’ Didn’t End Segregation, Big Government Did, NATION (May 14, 2014), https://perma.cc/V3G2-3BMU (explaining that Southern lawyers used the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to challenge schools that refused to integrate).

School segregation has worsened in the last twenty years. Schools have resegregated in the South and have stayed segregated in the North. In fact, the number of segregated schools nationwide nearly doubled between 1996 and 2016. As of 2014, more than one-third of Black students in the South attend an “intensely segregated” (ninety to one hundred percent minority) school. The most segregated school systems, however, are in the North. In 2010, close to seventy-five percent of Black students attended a school in NYC where less than ten percent of their peers were white. Northern urban districts, which never officially enforced school segregation, have maintained dual systems of education through decades of redlining and strategic and exclusionary zoning. School districts in NYC, Newark, Philadelphia, and Washington D.C. are made up of a majority of minority and low-income students and are heavily segregated. Half of NYC’s schools are at least ninety percent Black or Latinx, while Black and Latinx students comprise only about sixty-seven percent of the City’s public school population.


10 Stancil, supra note 8 (defining a segregated school as a school where less than forty percent of students are white); see also U.S. GOVT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, K-12 EDUCATION: BETTER USE OF INFORMATION COULD HELP AGENCIES IDENTIFY DISPARITIES AND ADDRESS RACIAL DISCRIMINATION (2016), https://perma.cc/CVTS-YAJW (“From school years 2000-01 to 2013-14 . . . the percentage of all K-12 public schools that had high percentages of poor and Black or Hispanic students grew from nine to sixteen percent . . . .”).

11 ERICA FRANKENBERG ET AL., supra note 9, at 8.


16 NICOLE MADER & ANA CARLA SANT’ANNA COSTA, THE NEW SCH., CTR. FOR N.Y.C. AFFAIRS, NO HEAVY LIFTING REQUIRED: NEW YORK CITY’S UNAMBITIOUS SCHOOL
School segregation perpetuates white supremacy, a mechanism that ensures white students are afforded better teachers, facilities, and opportunities than Black and Latinx students.\textsuperscript{17} Research clearly shows that integrated schools positively impact all students regardless of their race.\textsuperscript{18} Students who attend racially diverse schools have smaller test score gaps and develop enhanced critical thinking, problem-solving skills, and creativity from working with peers who have different experiences from their own.\textsuperscript{19} It is for these reasons that students, parents, and activists have fought and are fighting to change school policies, in an effort to improve the current academic reality for Black and Latinx students.

While this article focuses on litigation as a way to address educational inequality in NYC public schools, litigation is only one tool in a broader effort to remedy the impact of segregation. In order to integrate NYC public schools, the students and families most impacted by segregation must organize their communities, local politicians must enact responsive local legislation, and privileged parents must shift their views of public education.\textsuperscript{20}

Litigation has been used successfully to challenge segregation since the landmark decision of Brown v. Board of Education.\textsuperscript{21} Those negatively impacted by school segregation, however, must be the ones who push for a lawsuit to address the ramifications of segregated schools, in order to ensure their needs are met and their desired outcomes are 'DIVERSITY' PLAN (2018), https://perma.cc/SR6R-HFRR; NYC Public Schools at a Glance, N.Y. St. Educ. Dep't, https://data.nysed.gov/profile.php?instid=7889678368 [https://perma.cc/XE58-D2QR] (last visited May 9, 2019).
\textsuperscript{17} See Madina Toure, NYC Has the Most Segregated Schools in the Country. How Do We Fix That?, OBSERVER (June 14, 2018, 5:03 PM), https://perma.cc/GZ2T-4TBE (highlighting that NYC public schools have always been segregated due to white resistance and backlash); Veiga, supra note 7.
\textsuperscript{18} See Amy Stuart Wells et al., THE CENTURY FOUND., HOW RacialLY Diverse SCHOOLS AND CLASSROOMS CAN BENEFIT All STUDENTS 11-15 (2016), https://perma.cc/3EUV-CPEQ (discussing the benefits of children attending diverse schools, including closing the “achievement gap,” positive learning outcomes, and an increased interracial understanding of other students).
\textsuperscript{19} Id. at 14.
reached.\textsuperscript{22} In NYC, it is Black and Latinx students who decide whether to initiate a lawsuit to challenge their school system’s failure to provide them with equal opportunities and resources to their white counterparts. It is incumbent on attorneys who represent students in desegregation litigation to make decisions that are driven by the desired outcomes of the community they serve. For example, the Legal Defense Fund (“LDF”)\textsuperscript{23} has been successful in obtaining court orders that require districts to comply with the mandate of \textit{Brown v. Board of Education}.\textsuperscript{24} However, in the aftermath of \textit{Brown}, a central critique of this strategy is that civil rights attorneys have considered the desires of and the litigation’s impact on “constituents,” who may have had a disconnected interest in the outcome of the lawsuit but had more access to civil rights lawyers to address school segregation, rather than the desires of and impact on “clients,” whom their lawsuits purportedly served.\textsuperscript{25} In addition to meeting their burden of proof in court, lawyers must stay rooted in understanding and advocating for the needs of students and families in segregated communities.

The options for challenging school segregation in federal courts, however, are limited, particularly in Northern school districts like NYC. According to the standard set by the Supreme Court, NYC public schools have never experienced de jure—intentional or “by law”—segregation.\textsuperscript{26} Instead, “school officials, politicians, and parents” who are against desegregation speak about segregation in NYC schools in such a way that it is “innocent, natural, and lawful.”\textsuperscript{27} While school segregation is in part a

\textsuperscript{22} See Bell, \textit{supra} note 20, at 471-72 (“[Civil rights lawyers] have not waivered in their determination to implement \textit{Brown} using racial balance developed in the hard-fought legal battles of the last two decades . . . Now that traditional racial balance remedies are becoming increasingly difficult to achieve or maintain, there is tardy concern that racial balance may not be the relief actually desired by the victims of segregated schools,” whose “educational interests may no longer accord with the integration ideals of their attorneys.”).

\textsuperscript{23} For more information about the LDF, see \textit{Our Mission}, LDF, https://perma.cc/JKB9-C6JT (last visited June 1, 2019).

\textsuperscript{24} See \textit{Desegregation Cases / Issues}, LDF, https://perma.cc/QJM6-FL92 (last visited June 1, 2019).

\textsuperscript{25} Ronald Edmonds provides an example of this dynamic: low-income Black students may be the particular clients in a class action desegregation lawsuit, but the constituents are white and middle-class Blacks who drive the lawsuit forward with more access to civil rights attorneys and often “categorically oppose[] majority Black schools.” Ronald R. Edmonds, \textit{Advocating Inequity: A Critique of the Civil Rights Attorney in Class Action Desegregation Suits, 3 NAT’L BLACK L.J. 176, 178-79 (1974); see also Bell, \textit{supra} note 20, at 490-91 (discussing the problem—articulated by Edmonds—that civil rights attorneys face when white supporters, who contribute financially to a civil rights organization, do not share the same social outlook as the client, who is typically from a majority-Black school district).

\textsuperscript{26} “We emphasize that the differentiating factor between de jure segregation and so-called de facto segregation . . . is purpose or intent to segregate.” Keyes v. Sch. Dist. No. 1, 413 U.S. 189, 208 (1973).

\textsuperscript{27} \textit{Delmont, supra} note 5, at 32.
result of housing segregation caused by state action, in the eyes of the judicial system, school segregation in New York exists “by fact” and without action by the state. In 1974, the Supreme Court made clear that, in order to successfully challenge a school district for school segregation, state action must be the cause of that segregation. For this reason, as an alternative to challenging school segregation in federal courts, advocates and plaintiffs have used school finance litigation in state courts across the country, including in New York, to address the unequal funding schemes that are permissible under state constitutions and that, in turn, negatively impact schools with high concentrations of low-income students and high percentages of minority students. Unfortunately, school finance litigation has not been a successful tool for plaintiffs in New York, as the New York Court of Appeals has interpreted Article XI of the New York State Constitution, the State’s Education Article, only to require public schools to provide a low standard of education quality.

Due to the New York Court of Appeals’ articulation that schools only need to provide a minimum standard of education quality to its students under the Education Article, challenges brought under the New York State Constitution are unlikely to be successful. Thus, advocates must be creative. This Note demonstrates how the NYC Human Rights Law (“NYCHRL”), a powerful civil rights act, can be used to address racial segregation in NYC public schools and to fight for equality, since the New York Court of Appeals has blocked all other judicial avenues for relief. Combined with ongoing grassroots and legislative advocacy, the NYCHRL can be utilized to effectively address school inequality and integrate NYC public schools. Litigation is a tool to be used in conjunction

28 The Supreme Court has issued rulings that essentially only allow challenges under the Constitution for de jure, not de facto, segregation in federal court cases. See infra Section II.A. “De jure” means according to law; “de facto” means existing in fact. De Jure, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014); De Facto, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (10th ed. 2014). Richard Rothstein has described the idea that neighborhoods are de facto segregated as a “myth.” Richard Rothstein, The Reason America’s Schools Are So Segregated – and the Only Way To Fix It, WASH. POST (Dec. 16, 2016), https://perma.cc/F4PK-LYFT. For a deeper analysis of the close relationship between state action and residential segregation in America, see Richard Rothstein, THE COLOR OF LAW 215-17 (2017) (“Residential segregation was created by state action . . . . If school boards had not placed schools and drawn attendance boundaries to ensure the separation of black and white pupils, families might not have had to relocate to have access to education for their children.”) (emphasis in original).

29 Milliken v. Bradley, 418 U.S. 717, 745 (1974) (“[I]t must be shown that racially discriminatory acts of the state or local school districts, or of a single school district[,] have been a substantial cause of interdistrict segregation.”)


31 See infra Sections III.B and IV.B.

32 See infra Sections III.B and IV.B.
with organizing to address school segregation because, as stated by Louis Menand of the New Yorker, “[d]e-facto discrimination—we now call it ‘institutional racism’ or ‘structural racism’—is much harder to address. It requires more of people than just striking down a law.”

Part I of this Note provides an overview of the foundation of desegregation litigation in federal courts. Part II briefly outlines the process for desegregation litigation in federal court and explains why federal litigation is not a viable option for plaintiffs in NYC. Part III discusses school finance litigation strategies in New York and other states. Part IV then examines litigation in Minnesota that has sought to persuade courts to read in an anti-segregation mandate into the state constitution and outlines how the New York Court of Appeals has instead interpreted the Education Article as holding schools to a weak standard. Part V focuses on the NYCHRL and argues that it provides plaintiffs with a creative avenue to seek relief for educational inequity by examining current litigation challenging unequal sports access for high school students in NYC. Finally, Part VI discusses how grassroots movements are persistently organizing to integrate the NYC public school system and provides suggestions for future litigation under the NYCHRL.

I. THE FOUNDATIONS OF DESEGREGATION LITIGATION

On May 17, 1954, the Supreme Court issued its decision on Brown v. Board of Education (Brown I), which struck down the “separate but equal” doctrine established in Plessy v. Ferguson. Brown I consolidated four cases, with students and parents from school districts in Kansas, South Carolina, Virginia, and Delaware as plaintiffs, represented by the LDF. In this monumental decision, the Supreme Court abolished state-sponsored segregation in public schools across United States by ruling that school segregation deprived the plaintiffs of equal protection of the laws under the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.

If only it were that simple. In Brown I, the Supreme Court did not order school districts to desegregate. Instead, one year after the Brown I decision, the Supreme Court returned to the issue of school segregation in Brown v. Board of Education (Brown II), which ordered school districts

---

33 Louis Menand, The Supreme Court Case that Enshrined White Supremacy in Law, NEW YORKER (Feb. 4, 2019), https://perma.cc/YM9P-T9DA.
36 Brown I, 347 U.S. at 495.
37 See id.
to desegregate “with all deliberate speed.” 38 This vague phrase allowed segregationists to continue delaying integration for years. 39 After Brown II, plaintiffs spurred lawsuits in federal district courts across the country, asking courts to issue orders forcing segregated school districts to integrate. 40 As a result, courts issued orders mandating that states establish concrete integration plans, which included “busing, facilities upgrades, and compliance monitoring.” 41 The impact on schools was drastic: in 1963, “[o]ne percent of black children in the South attended school with white children. By the early 1970s . . . [ninety] percent of Black children attended desegregated schools.” 42

Unfortunately, the Supreme Court’s precedent after Brown I and Brown II has not made the battle to integrate schools easier for students and families. After forcing school districts with de jure segregation to integrate their public schools, the Supreme Court began to chip away at families’ capacity to hold school districts and government actors accountable for allowing segregation in other schools to continue. In 1974, in Milliken v. Bradley, the Court held that a federal district court may not impose a multidistrict remedy for “a single-district de jure segregation problem absent any finding that the other included school districts have failed to operate unitary school systems within their districts.” 43 Milliken affected urban school districts’ ability to desegregate their schools.

---


39 This delay manifested itself in racist violence. For example, in 1957, Governor Orval Faubus of Arkansas called on the state’s National Guard to forcibly prevent Black students from integrating Central High School in Little Rock, Arkansas. Only after President Dwight D. Eisenhower deployed federal troops were the Black students able to enter the school as angry protesters harassed them. Richard Kreitner, September 4, 1958: Arkansas Governor Calls Out the National Guard to Prevent Public School Integration, NATION (Sept. 4, 2015), https://perma.cc/E5QH-HPGU; David Smith, Little Rock Nine: The Day Young Students Shattered Racial Segregation, GUARDIAN (Sept. 24, 2017, 7:00 AM), https://perma.cc/X6WD-BS9V.


41 COWEN INST. FOR PUB. EDUC. INITIATIVES, TULANE UNIV., DESEGREGATION LITIGATION: AN OVERVIEW 1, https://perma.cc/RG53-NU9K (last visited June 1, 2019).

42 Hannah-Jones, supra note 21.

43 Milliken v. Bradley, 418 U.S. 717, 721 (1974). In Milliken, the Court highlighted that the evidence only demonstrated a de jure segregation problem in the Detroit school district, rather than a constitutional violation in any of the fifty-three outlying school districts or an interdistrict violation thereof. Id. at 745. Further, urban school districts like Detroit could not set aside arbitrary district lines on the basis of race. Id. at 745.
through the use of busing measures\textsuperscript{44} involving white suburban districts.\textsuperscript{45} Justice Thurgood Marshall, who was one of the counsel for plaintiffs in \textit{Brown I}, dissented in \textit{Milliken}, stating that the Court had taken a “giant step backward” in the fight to integrate public schools.\textsuperscript{46} Further contextualizing the negative impact of \textit{Milliken}, Michael F. Delmont describes the decision in \textit{Milliken} as “place[ing] a nearly impossible burden of proof on those seeking school desegregation across city and suburban lines by requiring evidence of deliberate segregation across multiple school districts.”\textsuperscript{47} Robert A. Sedler additionally observes that, after \textit{Milliken}, “[t]he substantive right that has emerged is not a right to attend a racially integrated school, but only a right to attend school in a school system in which there are no vestiges of de jure segregation.”\textsuperscript{48}

Then, in the 1990s, a series of cases curtailed a plaintiff’s power to challenge de facto school segregation,\textsuperscript{49} by making “it easier for [school] districts to be released from court oversight.”\textsuperscript{50} These cases increased the rate at which school districts were released from court supervision, as “more than twice as many districts were released [from judicial supervision] in the 2000s as in the 1990s.”\textsuperscript{51} By 2007, 193 of 480 Southern school

\textsuperscript{44} Busing was one tactic used to desegregate public schools by transporting primarily Black students into white districts. Michael F. Delmont describes the white parents’ uproar against “busing” in his book and corresponding website. Delmont, supra note 5, at 3 (“Describing opposition to “busing” as something other than resistance to school desegregation was a choice that obscured the histories of racial discrimination and legal contexts for desegregation orders.”).


\textsuperscript{46} \textit{Milliken}, 418 U.S. at 782 (Marshall, J., dissenting).

\textsuperscript{47} Delmont, supra note 5, at 17.

\textsuperscript{48} Sedler, supra note 45, at 1694-95.

\textsuperscript{49} Hannah-Jones, supra note 21.

\textsuperscript{50} See Reardon et al., \textit{Brown Fades: The End of Court-Ordered School Desegregation and the Resegregation of American Public Schools}, 31 \textit{Pol’y Analysis & Mgmt.} 876, 877-78 (2012). In \textit{Board of Education v. Dowell}, the Supreme Court ruled that desegregation orders were intended to be a “temporary measure” and that, in deciding whether to dissolve the orders, courts should consider whether schools “had complied in good faith with the desegregation degree since it was entered” and “whether the vestiges of past discrimination had been eliminated to the extent practicable.” Bd. of Educ. v. Dowell, 498 U.S. 237, 247, 249-50 (1991). In \textit{Freeman v. Pitts}, the Court ruled that courts could withdraw supervision over certain aspects in which school district has achieved partial unitary status, since “[a] district court need not retain active control over every aspect of school administration until a school district has demonstrated unitary status in all facets of its system.” Freeman v. Pitts, 503 U.S. 467, 471 (1992). Finally, in \textit{Missouri v. Jenkins}, the Court held that desegregation orders must be a limited remedy for victims of de jure segregation. Missouri v. Jenkins, 515 U.S. 70, 137 (1995). See Reardon, et al., supra, at 877-78.

\textsuperscript{51} Reardon et al., supra note 50, at 899.
districts that were under court ordered supervision were granted unitary status.\textsuperscript{52}

Finally, in the 2007 \textit{Parents Involved} decision, the Supreme Court struck down voluntary racial integration plans in Louisville, Kentucky, and Seattle, Washington, on the basis that these school districts lacked a compelling interest for using race-based assignments and, further, that alternative race-neutral methods would be effective in achieving each district’s integration goals.\textsuperscript{53} \textit{Parents Involved} has prevented school districts from considering race when implementing voluntary school integration plans.\textsuperscript{54} While \textit{Brown I}’s monumental decision opened the door for many students and families to challenge segregation in their districts, the Supreme Court’s subsequent legal precedent has left few options for advocates who are trying to integrate public schools through the federal courts.

II. \textbf{SUING IN FEDERAL COURT: A DEAD END FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS EXPERIENCING DE FACTO SEGREGATION}

A. \textit{The Process of Federal Desegregation Litigation}

Desegregation litigation in federal district court is an arduous process.\textsuperscript{55} As previously mentioned, federal courts can only order integration (or school desegregation) of a school district that once experienced—or is experiencing—state-mandated, de jure segregation.\textsuperscript{56} De jure segregation is found when “a current condition of segregation result[s] from \textit{intentional state action directed specifically} to the [allegedly segregated] school[].”\textsuperscript{57} Thus, a plaintiff must prove either that state-mandated intentional segregation is present in the school district or that a state policy

\textsuperscript{52} \textit{Id.} at 878 (discussing data from the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, which was obtained after reviewing the status of desegregation orders in Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, and South Carolina).


\textsuperscript{54} Chemerinsky, \textit{supra} note 53, at 638.


\textsuperscript{56} See, e.g., \textit{Bd. of Educ. v. Dowell}, 498 U.S. 237, 240 (1991) (initiating District Court supervision upon finding that “Oklahoma City was operating a ‘dual’ school system – one that was intentionally segregated by race.”).

which has led to de facto segregation has a discriminatory intent. While post-Brown state-mandated segregation is clearly impermissible, it is extremely challenging for plaintiffs to prove that a policy’s underlying intent is discriminatory. If the plaintiff is successful, however, the district court will find that the school district unconstitutionally segregates students in violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution, as per Brown I. The district court will then issue a desegregation order that requires the school board to implement remedial measures that will desegregate the school district. Usually, the district court gives the school board and other interested parties the opportunity to present a desegregation plan. The school district can also appeal the decision. After the district court issues a final desegregation order, the court then monitors the execution of that order, which could include requiring the school board to provide reports about its compliance with the plan or appointing a compliance officer. Once a school district eliminates all traces of intentional segregation, it will achieve “unitary status” and judicial oversight will end.

B. The Impact of Desegregation Litigation

The U.S. Department of Justice has not been forthcoming in providing up-to-date data on active desegregation orders. Further, some federal courts are unaware of the number of segregation orders in their dockets or are simply releasing districts from judicial oversight, even where segregation continues. To this extent, even students that attend school in districts that experience de jure segregation face frustrating battles to integrate their schools.

---

59 Id.
61 COWEN INST. FOR PUB. EDUC. INITIATIVES, TULANE UNIV., supra note 41, at 1.
62 Id. It is unclear how desegregation orders are monitored today. See Hannah-Jones, supra note 21.
64 COWEN INST. FOR PUB. EDUC. INITIATIVES, TULANE UNIV., supra note 41, at 2.
65 Id. For example, in order for the New Kent School Board to have achieved unitary status as a desegregated school system, the school district needed to demonstrate a good faith elimination of all traces of intentional segregation in student assignment, faculty assignment, staff assignment, transportation, extracurricular activities, and facilities. See Green v. Cty. Sch. Bd. of New Kent, 391 U.S. 430, 435 (1968).
66 Hannah-Jones, supra note 21.
67 Id.
As a result of current desegregation jurisprudence, students and parents who initiate new lawsuits against their school districts are unlikely to succeed in federal court because it has become increasingly difficult to prove intentional discrimination by the state. Specifically, this is because plaintiffs must prove more than a mere discriminatory effect, and school boards are able to mask their discriminatory motives. “Given its illegality, discriminatory intent is seldom, if ever, explicit,” and “nearly impossible to prove in practice.” This is because, even if a court orders a school district to desegregate, it is highly likely that the district will not comply or properly oversee desegregation, or will resegregate.

Despite the improbability of obtaining relief through federal desegregation litigation, a Brown-era case in Cleveland, Mississippi recently reached a hopeful conclusion. In 2017, after the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Mississippi ordered the Cleveland School District to desegregate its school system, the school district voted to end its appeal. Instead, the court accepted the parties’ proposal: to combine the two segregated high schools in the district into one integrated school. The case had been active since 1969, when a judge initially ordered the Cleveland School District to desegregate, but the district had failed in its attempts to follow the court’s order. The newly integrated Cleveland Central High School opened its doors in the fall of 2017.

---

69 Id.
70 Darby & Levy, supra note 58, at 437. “We emphasize that the differentiating factor between de jure segregation and so-called de facto segregation . . . is purpose or intent to segregate.” Keyes v. Sch. Dist. No. 1, 413 U.S. 189, 205-06 (1973); see Miliken v. Bradley, 418 U.S. 717, 755 (1974); Why Is This Happening? with Chris Hayes: Investigating School Segregation with Nikole Hannah-Jones, NBC (July 31, 2018), https://perma.cc/XDU3-FVLV (discussing the rise of de facto segregation despite the fact that racially restrictive covenants and mandated segregation have been outlawed).
71 See Stancil, supra note 8.
73 Cowan, 2017 WL 988411, at *1-2 (“Under this agreement, the District will consolidate its ninth through twelfth grade students into a single comprehensive high school housed in the current facilities at Cleveland High School and Margaret Green Junior High School.”); Edwin Rios, A Mississippi Town Finally Desegregated Its Schools, 60 Years Later, Mother Jones, Nov.-Dec. 2017, https://perma.cc/7M88-RJ98.
74 “In 1989, a court ordered the Cleveland school district to bus students between the two high schools for shared classes.” Rios, supra note 73. In 2011, the Justice Department found that the district “failed to make good faith efforts to eliminate the vestiges of its former dual school system.” Id. In 2013, a court ordered the Cleveland school district to allow students to enroll in whichever school they wanted. Id.
The outcome of the Cleveland litigation is a best-case scenario for challenging ongoing school segregation that is a result of prior de jure segregation. To challenge de facto segregation, however, creative litigation strategies are required. In places like New York City, one litigation option is to address school funding schemes that lead to unequal distribution of resources between predominantly Black and Latinx schools and those of their white peers, in what is dubbed “school finance litigation.” Another option is to ask courts to “read in” anti-segregation language into the New York State constitution, a strategy that has been successful in other states. And finally, as this Note argues, advocates can use the local Human Rights Law as a tool to address inequality that is a symptom of school segregation.

III. SCHOOL FINANCE LITIGATION IN STATE COURTS: SUCCESS REMAINS TO BE SEEN

For decades, state finance litigation has been an attractive strategy for plaintiffs fighting de facto segregation, including plaintiffs who bring claims in state courts.76 Plaintiffs have used school finance litigation to challenge funding schemes of school districts with predominantly students of color, who are provided with fewer resources than students of predominantly white schools.77 The premise of state financial litigation is that unequal or inadequate school funding violates both the equal protection and the education clauses of a state’s constitution.78 Originally, litigants sought equalized funding for school districts under state constitutions; however, their losses outnumbered their successes.79 As a result, litigants then shifted “their focus from equitable funding to inadequate funding.”80

A. Connecticut: The Slow Aftermath of Sheff

A line of cases arising out of Hartford, Connecticut, illustrates the successful use of state finance litigation to address unequal funding schemes. In 1977, in Horton v. Meskill, the Connecticut Supreme Court

77 See id. at 253.
79 Ryan, supra note 78.
80 Id. supra note 78.
held that unequal school financing violates a student’s right to “a substantially equal educational opportunity,” as required by the education clause of the Connecticut State Constitution.\textsuperscript{81} In 1996, in \textit{Sheff v. O’Neill}, the same court expanded on the \textit{Horton} decision and declared that de facto school segregation in Hartford public schools violated Connecticut’s constitutional mandate to provide the city’s children with a “substantially equal” education.\textsuperscript{82} The court read two clauses of the Connecticut Constitution together: “the education clause, which guarantees ‘free public elementary and secondary schools in the state’ and the segregation clause, which guarantees that no person shall ‘be subjected to segregation or discrimination in the exercise or enjoyment of his or her civil rights because of . . . race [or] ancestry.’”\textsuperscript{83} The Court found that Connecticut’s segregation clause informed the state’s education clause.\textsuperscript{84} As such, “the existence of racial and ethnic isolation in the public school system deprive[d] school children of a substantially equal educational opportunity” and violated the state’s constitution.\textsuperscript{85} The court then ordered the Connecticut legislature to take remedial measures and to develop a plan to address segregation in Hartford public schools.\textsuperscript{86}

Despite this monumental decision, only eleven percent of Hartford students attended integrated schools during the 2007–2008 school year.\textsuperscript{87} Advocates on behalf of the plaintiffs in \textit{Sheff} returned to court in an attempt to hold the state and the city accountable.\textsuperscript{88} In 2015, Connecticut settled with the plaintiffs to add more seats in suburban school districts

\textsuperscript{81} Horton v. Meskill, 376 A.2d 359, 374-75 (Conn. 1977).
\textsuperscript{82} Sheff v. O’Neill, 678 A.2d 1267, 1280-86 (Conn. 1996) (“We therefore hold that, textually, [the education clause] . . . requires the legislature to take affirmative responsibility to remedy segregation in our public schools, regardless of whether that segregation has occurred de jure or de facto . . . . In summary, under our law, which imposes an affirmative constitutional obligation on the legislature to provide a substantially equal educational opportunity for all public schoolchildren, the state action doctrine is not a defense to the plaintiffs’ claims of constitutional deprivation.”); \textit{see also} Ryan, \textit{supra} note 30, at 530.
\textsuperscript{83} Ryan, \textit{supra} note 30, at 530 (alteration in original) (quoting \textit{Sheff}, 678 A.2d at 1270 n.1, n.2).
\textsuperscript{84} \textit{Sheff}, 678 A.2d at 1283; Ryan, \textit{supra} note 30, at 530.
\textsuperscript{85} \textit{Sheff}, 678 A.2d at 1281, 1281-83; Ryan, \textit{supra} note 30, at 530.
\textsuperscript{86} \textit{Sheff}, 678 A.2d at 1290.
\textsuperscript{87} An integrated school is one where “less than three-quarters of a school’s student population are minorities.” Jacqueline Rabe Thomas, \textit{Nearly Half the Students from Hartford Now Attend Integrated Schools, CT Mirror} (Nov. 26, 2013), https://perma.cc/B447-2S9A.
for inner-city students and to work towards having fifty percent of Hartford students in magnet schools.\textsuperscript{89} Twenty-two years after Sheff’s original ruling, Hartford is still not fully integrated, but substantial improvement has been made. By the fall of 2016, forty-nine percent of Hartford minority students attended integrated schools.\textsuperscript{90} Hartford now faces, however, a common problem that school systems across the country are facing since Brown I: white parents are not convinced that it is in their children’s best interests to attend integrated magnet schools outside of their neighborhoods or their zones.\textsuperscript{91} In 2017, 45.6\% of Hartford minority students attended integrated schools, a drop from 49\% in 2016 and below the recent settlement-mandated percentage of 47.5\%.\textsuperscript{92}

B. New York: Still Waiting for Funds

Similar to the strategy used by the plaintiffs in Sheff, school finance litigation has been used to address school inequity in New York as well. The Education Article of the New York State Constitution provides that “the legislature shall provide for the maintenance and support of a system of free common schools, wherein all the children of this state may be educated.”\textsuperscript{93} In the 1982 Levittown decision, the New York Court of Appeals, the State’s highest court, interpreted New York State’s Education Article to entitle students to a “sound basic education.”\textsuperscript{94}

Subsequently, in 1993, the Campaign for Fiscal Equity (“CFE”), an interest group comprised of parents,\textsuperscript{95} filed a lawsuit against the state alleging that the “State’s educational financing scheme fail[ed] to provide

\textsuperscript{89} Id. A system of magnet schools, which parents could voluntarily opt their children into, was the method that Hartford employed to desegregate its schools. Carmen Baskauf & Lucy Nalpathanchil, With Sheff Back in Court, A Look at School Integration in Hartford, CONN. PUB. RADIO (Oct. 23, 2018), https://perma.cc/GB8V-MVBB. This method has been recognized as a model for integration across the country, yet the Hartford district still faces its own challenges to achieve integration. \textit{Id}. For more information about magnet schools, see Ali Trachta, Charter Schools vs. Magnet Schools, NICH, https://perma.cc/7VPJ-PX66 (last visited May 2, 2019).


\textsuperscript{92} Matthew Kauffman, Number of Hartford Students in Integrated Schools Drops by Hundreds, HARTFORD COURANT (Dec. 20, 2017, 1:45 PM), https://perma.cc/KF35-GKF5.

\textsuperscript{93} N.Y. CONST. art. XI, § 1.


\textsuperscript{95} A group of parents formed an interest group called the Campaign for Fiscal Equity (“CFE”) and filed a lawsuit alleging that their children were not being provided access to an adequate education. CFE no longer exists as a non-profit. The Alliance for Quality Education
public school students in the City of New York . . . [with] an opportunity to obtain a sound basic education as required by the State Constitution."96 The State filed a motion to dismiss the claim for failure to state a cause of action, and the New York Court of Appeals eventually denied the motion, holding that the plaintiffs did have a viable cause of action under the Education Clause.97 Affirming the underlying principles of Levittown, the court clearly stated that “a system which failed to provide for a sound basic education would violate the Education Article.”98 The court articulated that a “sound basic education” “should consist of the basic literacy, calculating, and verbal skills necessary to enable children to eventually function productively as civic participants capable of voting and serving on a jury” and “minimally adequate physical facilities and classrooms.”99 The court concluded that, to prove their case, plaintiffs must establish “a causal link between the present funding system and any proven failure to provide a sound basic education to New York City school children.”100

After years of preparing for trial and organizing with community groups, the trial court found that the State’s method for funding education in NYC violated students’ rights under the State Education Article.101 However, the Appellate Division reversed the trial court, articulating further that the Education Article only mandates an opportunity to receive the “skills necessary to obtain employment, and to competently discharge one’s civic responsibilities”102 and that the facilities and resources in NYC’s public schools were not “so inadequate as to deprive students of the opportunity to acquire the skills that constitute a sound basic education.”103 Further, the Appellate Division determined that the State is not responsible for the demographic factors facing certain students, such as “poverty, high crime neighborhoods, single parent or dysfunctional homes, homes where English is not spoken, or homes where parents offer

---

98 CFE I, 86 N.Y.2d at 316.
99 Id. at 316, 317.
100 Id. at 318.
103 Id. at 11.
little help with homework and motivation.” Ultimately, the court stated that this was because the appropriate “cure lies in eliminating the socio-economic conditions facing certain students.”

The New York Court of Appeals reversed this decision in 2003, holding that the plaintiffs had demonstrated a causal link between the state’s current funding system and its failure to provide NYC school children with “better teachers, facilities, and instrumentalities of learning.”

The court noted:

Plaintiffs have prevailed here owing to a unique combination of circumstances: New York City schools have the most student need in the state and the highest local costs yet receive some of the lowest per-student funding and have some of the worst results. Plaintiffs in other districts who cannot demonstrate a similar combination may find tougher going in the courts.

As a result, the court directed the Legislature and the Governor to articulate a funding scheme as a way to reform the education funding system in NYC. In 2006, the New York Court of Appeals accepted the state’s minimum funding amount recommendation as reasonable, which the State still owes today.

The CFE line of cases demonstrate that, even when plaintiffs successfully prove a causal link between a lack of funding for schools and students’ access to the constitutionally-mandated level of education, this is still not enough to ensure educational equality in NYC.

---

104 Id. at 16. The Appellate Division relied on the plaintiffs’ expert, who “conceded that investing money ‘in the family’ rather than the schools ‘might pay off even more.” Id.
105 Id. For more information about how socio-economic status of students is linked to school funding, see Matthew M. Chongos & Kristen Blagg, Do Poor Kids Get Their Fair Share of School Funding? (2017), https://perma.cc/89SP-EHJV.
106 Campaign for Fiscal Equity, Inc. v. State, 100 N.Y.2d 893, 919 (2003) (CFE II). The trial court concluded that, for example, that teacher certification rates “are too low” in NYC, based on evidence that established a correlation between teacher certification and increased student performance. Id. (citing Campaign for Fiscal Equity, Inc. v. State, 187 Misc. 2d 1, 26-27 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cty. 2001)).
107 Id. at 932 (emphasis in original).
108 Id. at 930, 958; Alliance for Quality Educ., supra note 95. Between 2004 and 2006, the state failed to establish a minimum funding amount per the court’s order. Then, the trial court appointed a Panel of Judicial Referees to make recommendations to the court, the State’s Governor appealed that decision, and the Appellate Division ordered the state to comply. Alliance for Quality Educ., supra note 95.
IV. A Strategy in State Court: Integration as Constitutional Mandate

State finance litigation, as it pertains to challenging unequal resources, has largely fallen out of use because success in court has not translated to the full integration of school districts. In many states, including New York, advocates have tried to persuade state courts that integration is a mandate required by their respective state constitutions.

A. Minnesota: A New Attempt

Advocates in Minnesota are trying a new strategy that frames segregation not only as an issue of unequal resources but also as an issue that violates the state constitution itself. In 2016, seven parents and guardians filed a lawsuit against the State of Minnesota in Hennepin County District Court, claiming that state officials violated the Education Clause of the Minnesota Constitution by denying them an “adequate education” and enabling a segregated education. The plaintiffs argued that, under the seminal Minnesota state case *Skeen v. State*, the Supreme Court of Minnesota had interpreted its education clause to mean that schools must meet “baseline level of adequacy and uniformity” of education, and that a separate but equal education system does not meet that requirement. The Minnesota Court of Appeals dismissed the plaintiffs’ case on the grounds that it was not justiciable (able to be litigated) because it is the state legislature’s responsibility to establish “qualitative educational standards,” not the judiciary’s.

In January 2018, the Minnesota Supreme Court heard oral arguments on the issue of justiciability. The plaintiffs argued that the judiciary has the power to determine whether the legislature violated its constitutional obligation under Minnesota’s Education Clause, and the court concluded that the plaintiffs’ claims could be litigated. The plaintiffs’ supporters believe that a victory in this case could be used as persuasive precedent to support efforts to make school segregation an issue under other state

114 *Cruz-Guzman*, 892 N.W.2d at 541; see also Burris-Gallagher, supra note 111.
115 Burris-Gallagher, supra note 111.
116 Cruz-Guzman v. State, 916 N.W.2d 1, 9 (Minn. 2018).
constitutions throughout the United States. However, charter school interest groups, who support the State of Minnesota in this case, claim that state constitutional protections against school segregation would impede on parents’ rights to school choice. This same argument could be made in NYC, where research shows that, while segregation was caused by red-lining and housing discrimination, school choice has exacerbated the problem. Advocates for integration in New York, however, face a similar obstacle as those in Minnesota: convincing the New York Court of Appeals that segregation violates the New York State Constitution.

B. New York: A Weak Education Article

Advocates in New York have taken the fight against school segregation to the New York Court of Appeals under the State’s Education Clause. The New York Court of Appeals, however, has effectively prevented advocates from using the Education Clause to remedy school segregation by articulating a low standard of quality education that a school system must provide to its students.

To fulfill its constitutional obligation and provide a sound basic education, the state must provide certain educational “inputs” to ensure that required student “outputs” are met. In other words, the state must provide “the physical facilities and pedagogical services and resources . . . to provide students with the opportunity to obtain these essential skills” and

---

118 Cohen, supra note 117; Goldstein, supra note 117.
121 Paynter, 100 N.Y.2d at 440 (“[T]he State fails to provide [students] a sound basic education in that it provides deficient inputs--teaching, facilities and instrumentalities of learning--which lead to deficient outputs such as test results and graduation rates.”) (discussing the pleading standard elaborated in CFE I, 86 N.Y.2d 307, 317-18 (1995)); see also Bran C. Noonan, The Fate of New York Public Education is a Matter of Interpretation: A Story of Competing Methods of Constitutional Interpretation, the Nature of Law, and a Functional Approach to the New York Education Article, 70 ALB. L. REV. 625, 630-31 (2007).
achievements, as required by the New York State Constitution. Thus, to succeed, plaintiffs must clearly demonstrate that there is a causal connection between the deficient state input and subsequent deficient student output. While the strength of that link is difficult to measure, it can be proven through evidence demonstrating how poor facilities, overcrowded school buildings, and outdated curriculums lead to low graduation rates and test scores.

After the New York Court of Appeals mandated the state to establish a minimum funding amount for NYC Public Schools in 2003, advocates tried to use the Education Article to address inequitable funding and school segregation in other parts of the State outside of New York City. Two New York Court of Appeals cases, Paynter v. State of New York and New York Civil Liberties Union v. State of New York, demonstrate that the Education Article fails to protect students against school segregation in New York, including New York City. Further, these cases demonstrate how the New York Court of Appeals has limited the scope of its remedy in Campaign for Fiscal Equity.

The New York Civil Liberties Union (“NYCLU”), representing the plaintiffs, sought to extend the rulings of Campaign for Fiscal Equity and alleged “that students in 27 named schools outside of New York City [were] being denied the opportunity for a sound basic education.” Since the New York Court of Appeals had mandated a funding scheme to make up for inequities in the NYC public schools in the Campaign for Fiscal Equity cases, NYCLU maintained that the State must put in place corrective measures to address “impoverished education in schools outside of New York City.” The New York Court of Appeals disagreed, stating that the “New York Constitution does not require equality in educational offerings throughout the state.” The Constitution does, however, require the state to meet the minimum standards of educational quality. In doing so, the court emphasized that local governments should maintain
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124 CFE I, 86 N.Y.2d at 318; CFE II, 100 N.Y.2d 893, 919 (2003).
125 CFE II, 100 N.Y.2d at 908.
126 See sources cited supra notes 106–108 and accompanying text.
128 NYCLU, 4 N.Y.3d at 178.
130 NYCLU, 4 N.Y.3d at 178 (citing Bd. of Educ., Levittown Union Free Sch. Dist. v. Nyquist, 57 N.Y.2d 27 (1982)).
131 Id.
control over their local school districts and limited how retroactive funding could be provided to remedy inadequate resources in individual public schools across the state.\textsuperscript{132} 

In \textit{Paynter v. New York}, fifteen students in the Rochester City School District alleged that racial and socioeconomic segregation—by the State’s action or inaction—deprived them of a sound basic education under the New York State Constitution.\textsuperscript{133} The case never went to trial, as the New York Court of Appeals affirmed the State’s motion to dismiss the claim.\textsuperscript{134} The plaintiffs did not claim that the State provided deficient “teaching, facilities, or instrumentalities of learning.”\textsuperscript{135} Rather, they argued that the State’s practices and policies resulted in a segregated demographic composition of the schools, which led to “some of the lowest test scores and graduation rates in the state.”\textsuperscript{136} The court stated that proof of “academic failure” alone, without proof that the State had failed in their duty under the New York State Constitution, does not rise to a cause of action under the Education Article.\textsuperscript{137} Further, the court articulated that New York State has no constitutional responsibility to change the demographics of school districts with high concentrations of poverty and racial isolation in order to improve academic performance.\textsuperscript{138} This holding reinforces the notion that if the state merely provides “adequate resources,” it “satisfies its constitutional promise under the Education Article, even though student performance remains substandard,” segregated student body notwithstanding.\textsuperscript{139}

\textit{Paynter} and \textit{NYCLU} reveal that the Education Article provides a limited avenue for students and their families to address persistent inequities in school systems across the state. The New York Court of Appeals remains hesitant to expand the holdings of the \textit{CFE} cases to address inequality that is unrelated to school funding outside of the NYC’s public schools. Further, the court refuses to apply the Education Article in such a way that could remedy the segregation that exists in NYC and throughout the state. In effect, the New York Court of Appeals has essentially closed off the state constitution as a way for students and parents in segregated school districts to seek relief throughout the state. And, while NYC public schools have achieved some success and received a judgment

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{132} See \textit{id.} at 181.
  \item \textsuperscript{133} \textit{Paynter v. New York}, 100 N.Y.2d 434, 437-38 (2003).
  \item \textsuperscript{134} \textit{Id.} at 439.
  \item \textsuperscript{135} \textit{Id.} at 437-38.
  \item \textsuperscript{136} \textit{Id.} at 438, 440-41.
  \item \textsuperscript{137} \textit{Id.} at 441.
  \item \textsuperscript{138} \textit{Paynter}, 100 N.Y.2d at 442-43.
  \item \textsuperscript{139} \textit{Id.} at 441.
\end{itemize}
establishing a minimum funding scheme to provide students with an adequate education, the system remains deeply segregated.

V. A CREATIVE LITIGATION FRONTIER: THE NEW YORK CITY HUMAN RIGHTS LAW

A. Background on Litigation Under the NYCHRL

Because the New York Court of Appeals held that segregated schools do not violate the Education Article in Paynter, advocates are, and should be, looking for other ways to seek relief. The New York City Human Rights Law ("NYCHRL") may be a promising tool for advocates to use in challenging aspects of educational inequity that are facets of school segregation, such as discrimination based on race, color, or national origin in public accommodations.  

The NYCHRL was created in 1965 after incorporating two local laws: Local Law 80, which banned discrimination in private housing, and Local Law 55, which created the Commission on Intergroup Relations. The NYC Commission on Human Rights is the administrative body charged with enforcing the NYCHRL and educating the public about the law. Today, the Human Rights Law is “one of the most comprehensive civil rights laws in the nation” and “prohibits discrimination in employment, housing, and public accommodations” based on “race, color, religion/creed, age, national origin, alienage or citizenship status, gender (including sexual harassment), gender identity, sexual orientation, disability, pregnancy, marital status, and partnership status.” Since its inception, the NYCHRL has protected New Yorkers against discrimination on the basis of race, sex, age, and national origin, while the other classes were added later over time. The NYCHRL has generally been used to

---

143 N.Y.C. COMM’N ON HUMAN RIGHTS, supra note 142. Private entities that are considered public accommodations include “a nursery, elementary, secondary, undergraduate, or postgraduate private school, or other place of education,” as long as their operations affect commerce. 42 U.S.C. § 12181(7)(J) (2019).
144 N.Y.C. COMM’N ON HUMAN RIGHTS, supra note 142.
145 In 1970, an Executive Order expanded the NYCHRL to include “creed,” “color,” and “ancestry.” Varela, supra note 141, at 985-86. In 1972, Local Law added “religion” to the list of protected classes. Id. at 986. In 1981, Local Law included “disabilities,” including both mental and physical disabilities. Id. at 987. In 1984, Local Law included “sexual orientation” as a protected class, which was unique in the United States at the time. Id. In 1989, Local Law
combat discriminatory practices by employers, such as retaliation and harassment, to offer “additional protections in housing,” and to protect against “bias-based profiling by law enforcement.”

Until recently, state and federal courts in New York have not taken litigation under the NYCHRL seriously. Specifically, state and federal courts previously declined to develop a unique legal standard under the NYCHRL. If courts did engage in an analysis of the NYCHRL, judges chose to follow “rote parallelism” because the courts viewed the NYCHRL as a carbon copy of its corresponding state and federal law, instead of liberally construing the NYCHRL to reach its potential in providing New Yorkers with more protection against various forms of discrimination. Federal law even supports liberal construction of local law. For example, Title VII, the federal counterpart to the NYCHRL, states that nothing in the law exempts a person from liability under any present or future local law.

Recognizing this problem, the NYC Council passed the Local Civil Rights Restoration Act in 2005 to combat this prevailing practice in the judiciary. The NYC Council envisioned that the NYCHRL would be the ceiling of protection and not the floor, as state and federal laws are treated. Therefore, the Restoration Act mandates that “the provisions of [the NYCHRL] are to be construed independently from similar or identical provisions of New York state or federal statutes.” In this way, the NYCHRL is intended to “meld the broadest vision of social justice with the strongest law enforcement deterrent” and to protect the rights of all people to be free from discrimination, in a way that the federal civil rights law and state human rights law have not been able to accomplish.

added “alienage” and “citizenship status.” Id. at 988. Finally, in 1991, “sex” was changed to “gender.” Id. at 989.

146 N.Y.C. COMM’N ON HUMAN RIGHTS, supra note 142.
148 “Rote parallelism” refers to the judicial practice of automatically applying a federal or state legal standard to similar local laws. Id. at 262.
149 See id. at 262-63.
151 Gurian, supra note 147, at 256; see also 2005 N.Y.C. Local Law No. 85, § 7 (revising N.Y.C. Admin. Code § 8-130).
152 Gurian, supra note 147, at 257 (citing 2005 N.Y.C. Local Law No. 85, § 7).
The power of the NYCHRL has come to fruition in employment discrimination and sexual harassment cases. In these contexts, both state and federal courts have acknowledged that the NYCHRL requires a different analysis than the New York State Human Rights Law (NYSHRL) and Title VII. For example, under the NYSHRL and Title VII, plaintiffs must prove that the harassment or discrimination is either severe or pervasive. However, under the NYCHRL, plaintiffs must demonstrate only that they were treated less well than other employees based on a protected class. In cases involving discrimination based on race, if a defendant has put forth “one or more nondiscriminatory motivations for its actions,” a plaintiff must respond “with some evidence that at least one of the reasons proffered . . . is false, misleading, or incomplete.” In addition, in some jurisdictions, employers can successfully assert a defense under NYSHRL and Title VII by demonstrating that they maintain anti-harassment policies and reporting avenues and promptly address complaints. However, employers are strictly liable for harassment by managers and supervisors under the NYCHRL. Overall, the NYCHRL provides greater protections to plaintiffs than its state or federal counterparts. Since neither federal equal protection laws nor the federal or state constitutions have proven useful in protecting against segregation, the Human Rights Law is a promising new frontier for NYC advocates to use in desegregation litigation.

B. Litigation Against School Inequity Under the NYCHRL

In the realm of education discrimination, school equity advocates have not used the NYCHRL as an avenue to combat school segregation in the same way as it has been used to seek relief from workplace discrimination and harassment. To that end, school equity advocates have little jurisprudence to draw from to craft their positions under the NYCHRL. Broadly, however, the NYCHRL protects individuals from discrimination

157 Williams, 61 A.D.3d at 77; Nuñez, supra note 155, at 476.
158 Williams, 61 A.D.3d at 78; Nuñez, supra note 155, at 500.
161 Nuñez, supra note 155, at 497.
163 See Hamid & Hogan, supra note 153, at 34-35.
in the area of public accommodations.\textsuperscript{164} Since public schools are public accommodations, the NYC public school system must meet, and is subject to, the requirements of this law.\textsuperscript{165}

Despite the lack of jurisprudence, advocates have started to explore using the NYCHRL to combat educational discrimination in NYC public schools. In 2018, four Black and Latinx public high school students, on behalf of a class of all Black and Latinx students who attend segregated NYC schools, and IntegrateNYC, a student-led advocacy organization, filed \textit{L.P. v. New York City Department of Education}, a lawsuit against the NYC Department of Education (“DOE”), the Public Schools Athletic League (“PSAL”),\textsuperscript{166} and PSAL’s Executive Director, Donald J. Douglas, as defendants.\textsuperscript{167} The plaintiffs, represented by the New York Lawyers for the Public Interest (“NYLPI”), argued that the defendants violated the NYCHRL by maintaining “discriminatory policies that deny Black and Latin\textsuperscript{x} students equal access to the life-changing possibilities of sports,”\textsuperscript{168} which negatively impacts their physical health, mental health, teamwork skills, community ties, and friendships, and negatively influences their college opportunities.\textsuperscript{169} While this lawsuit is not particularly addressing school segregation at large, it addresses a facet of school inequality—sports access—that disproportionately affects students of color in NYC public schools.\textsuperscript{170}

Importantly, the students brought the case against the defendants as providers and managers of NYC public school accommodations.\textsuperscript{171} The students claimed that, as managers, the defendants withheld and denied


\textsuperscript{166} PSAL is a DOE-created body that provides and regulates sports teams for all NYC public high schools. \textit{What We Do, PUB. SCH. ATHLETIC LEAGUE}, https://perma.cc/6QV6-3ACA (last visited May 12, 2019).


\textsuperscript{168} L.P. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. Complaint, \textit{supra} note 165, at 2.

\textsuperscript{169} \textit{Id.} at 2, 5, 35.

\textsuperscript{170} \textit{See generally id.}

\textsuperscript{171} \textit{Id.} at 35.
their rightful access to “accommodations, facilities, advantages, and privileges related to sports teams on account of [their] race” and promulgated and maintained “practices that result in a disparate impact [based upon race] to the detriment of the [students].” The students demonstrated their claims with evidence of the disproportionate lack of access to sports teams for Black and Latinx students, and the disparate impact on them resulting from policies that benefit schools with established sports teams. These policies include “‘grandfathering’ established teams,” which favors established schools with fewer Black and Latinx students, “maintaining an opaque and discretionary team-granting system” which leads to a lower grant rate of sports teams in schools with higher proportions of Black and Latinx students, and “preventing students from participating on PSAL teams outside the school where they are enrolled.”

This lawsuit was filed after years of legislative and grassroots advocacy from students and teachers impacted by the lack of access to sports teams. Over two decades ago, NYC began dismantling many large, underperforming high schools to create smaller high schools, with the idea that smaller educational settings would foster better academic relationships between students and their teachers and increase graduation rates. These schools, however, were primarily comprised of people of color and immigrant students and, thus, these same populations now comprise the newer, smaller schools as well. PSAL did not adapt their policies to permit creating and maintaining sports teams at these smaller schools. Thus, “[t]he schools with the least access to sports teams ‘have the highest numbers of students of color, or for whom English is not their

---

172 Id. at 35-36.
173 L.P. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. Complaint, supra note 165, at 14-16. The complaint cites data showing that, on average, Black and Latinx students attend a school with “nearly ten fewer teams than students of other races.” Id. at 14. Further, “[a]pproximately 7.9% of Black and Latin[x] students in the city are currently enrolled at schools with no PSAL teams—more than twice the rate for students of other races (3.4%).” Id.
174 Id. at 20-21.
177 See Dwyer, supra note 175.
178 Id.
first language.’” As a result, students of color in these smaller schools who wanted to play on particular sports teams suffered.

In 2011, David Garcia-Rosen, a teacher and an activist, other school administrators, and high school students in the Bronx created the Small Schools Athletic League to provide these students with access to sports teams, with virtually no support from the Education Department or PSAL. Unfortunately, this proposal did not steadily increase access to sports teams, since students in predominantly Black and Latinx schools across the city still did not have equal access to sports teams. The Fair Play Coalition, a collection of students, teachers, coaches, and lawyers, are using the lawsuit to expand access to school sports across NYC and guarantee that all students have an opportunity to play a sport that PSAL offers students.

The students in L.P. are seeking declaratory and injunctive relief against defendants, yet also offer as solutions alternative policies that the defendants should implement for less discriminatory outcomes, such as “mandat[ing] that every small New York City high school be considered part of an ‘umbrella program’ with co-located or nearby schools” such that each group would have the same number of students. PSAL, then, “could grant each program an equal number of PSAL teams,” to ensure that all NYC public high school students have an equal opportunity to access sports teams. The defendants have responded and denied the claims.

In 2019, the NYC Department of Education unveiled a pilot program entitled “PSAL-All Access.” Twenty-six schools from Manhattan, the

179 Id. (quoting David Garcia-Rosen, a history teacher and dean at International Community High School in the Bronx, N.Y.).
180 McGraw, supra note 176. This podcast episode is dedicated to highlighting voices of advocates and students of color from smaller public high schools who did not have access to sports such as, for example, a basketball team, baseball team, soccer team, or track team. Id.
181 Id. After pressure from the Fair Play Coalition, the Department of Education provided funding, adding 214 teams since 2014. Jim Dwyer, New York’s Playing Fields Aren’t Level, Students Say, N.Y. TIMES (June 28, 2018), https://perma.cc/SK2T-Y8B6. However, upon creation of the league, the principals of the small schools used their own in-house budgets to fund the teams, including hiring referees and getting equipment, until the Department provided a one-time grant of $250,000. Dwyer, supra note 175; McGraw, supra note 176.
182 Dwyer, supra note 175.
184 L.P. v. N.Y.C. Dep’t of Educ. Complaint, supra note 165, at 32.
185 Id.
Bronx, and Brooklyn that enroll 8,500 students will have access to nineteen PSAL sports teams. The program will also permit students from these participating schools to join sports teams at nearby schools if their respective school does not provide a certain sports team. However, Melissa Iachan, Senior Staff Attorney at NYLPI and a lead lawyer in L.P., stated that the program “is too small to make a dent in the issue” before the court, as “the pilot program does not change the pervasive systematic racial inequality in the current PSAL system.”

At this point, the parties have entered a settlement negotiation agreement and the court has granted the plaintiffs an extension to move for class certification. It is conceivable that the students could be successful if the New York Supreme Court of Bronx County views that they are treated “less well” than their white student counterparts—who have access to PSAL sports teams—because of their race and ethnicity, taking the NYCHRL to the “furthest reaches of what is constitutionally permissible.” In this case, the court will have to ensure that NYC public schools are no longer separate and unequal, but have equal sports resources, taking a step towards integration.

The lawsuit against the DOE and PSAL under the NYCHRL is an example of litigation advocacy that looks beyond federal and state law and takes advantage of a local law that could finally safeguard plaintiffs against a form of discrimination that they would not originally be protected from—school segregation. This lawsuit advises advocates to strategize and challenge individual aspects of educational inequity, whether it be access to sports teams, extracurricular activities, or after-school programs.

VI. BEYOND LITIGATION

Underlying any litigation effort must be a desire to truly serve the needs of communities affected by educational inequity. Brown I made school segregation a national issue after the LDF constructed a decades-

---

188 Id.
189 Id.
190 Id.
192 Gurian, supra note 147, at 262.
long strategy to combat racial discrimination in education.\(^{193}\) In NYC, grassroots organizing around integrating schools has been a long-standing tradition that is in full force today.\(^{194}\) Unlike pre-Brown efforts, however, it is incumbent on attorneys to work with the specific communities impacted by school segregation and not to solely litigate on behalf of marginalized groups.\(^{195}\)

One way to practice this type of lawyering is to follow the advocacy that led to the NYLPI’s complaint against the DOE and PSAL. Advocates, including students and teachers from segregated schools in NYC, organized for years before the complaint was even filed.\(^{196}\) After addressing the lack of sports access through organizing, the complaint was filed in continuation of the ongoing fight. Thus, litigation stemmed from the organizing, and in turn was tailored to address only a portion of school inequity that results from school segregation. In this way, a suggested strategy could be to fight inequalities piece by piece, while confronting the whole systemic problem of racial segregation in NYC public schools.

A recommendation for future litigation is to address the high rates of school suspensions that impact Black and Latinx students. Advocates are currently organizing to reduce the maximum number of days that students can be suspended from school.\(^{197}\) A potential claim under the NYCHRL could be that the disproportionate rate at which Black and Latinx students are suspended in NYC public schools, as compared to other races, results in disparate impact on those students.\(^{198}\) Advocates may have additional leverage with this argument because, as of 2011, the DOE must report discipline and suspension data to the NYC Council as mandated by the

---

\(^{193}\) Bell, supra note 20, at 472-73.


\(^{195}\) LÓPEZ, supra note 20, at 28-32.

\(^{196}\) See supra Section V.B.


In sum, lawyers must work in conjunction with communities impacted by racial segregation in school to determine the best course of action to fit their needs.

CONCLUSION

Before the U.S. Supreme Court decided Brown I, Ella Baker, an organizer and civil rights leader, expressed her frustration with the general ignorance surrounding school segregation in New York. With the NAACP’s focus on remedying segregation in the South, she commented, “[W]hat do you do about the poor children right here?” Students, parents, and advocates are still asking that same question today and, like Baker, are actively trying to remedy school segregation in NYC. Educational inequity, as a function of school segregation, is a persistent problem in NYC that is gaining political traction but is long overdue to be readily fixed.

It goes without saying that all children in NYC, regardless of race, should be provided access to an excellent education. As one option, advocates should creatively initiate litigation that challenges facets of unequal school systems under the NYCHRL. But, it is important to acknowledge that this tactic will not solve education inequality, as there is no single solution to this problem. To ensure that all children in NYC receive the education that they deserve, advocates must: challenge funding schemes, access to sports and after-school programs, and distributions based on race, gender, and test scores across the city; understand the effect that white supremacy has had on keeping our schools separate and unequal; and listen to the realities of NYC public school students and follow their lead.

200 Delmont, supra note 5, at 30.
201 Id.
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INTRODUCTION: “WHITE PARENTS DON’T KNOW”

“It’s a damn shame the school made these kids stand in the pouring rain,” Latasha Battle said.¹

Battle stood in a downpour with other parents and students outside Success Academy (“Success”) of Cobble Hill before the school opened its doors.² It was a little before 7:35 A.M. one morning in the spring of 2017.³

The word “damn” caused problems.⁴ A few hours later, Success Academy’s principal, Brittany Davis-Roberti, banned Battle from the school grounds.⁵ The ban came in the form of a letter from Principal Davis-Roberti.⁶ In order to ever set foot on the campus again, the principal

¹ Ben Chapman & Greg B. Smith, Mom Banned from Brooklyn Success Academy Charter School Until She Says Sorry to Principal for Saying ‘Damn’ Near Kids, N.Y. DAILY NEWS (June 14, 2017, 4:00 AM), https://perma.cc/FDE7-HXY3.
² Id.
³ Id.
⁴ Aaron Holmes et al., Mom Banished from Brooklyn Success Academy for Cursing Refuses to Say Sorry – and Pulls Her Kids Out of Charter School, N.Y. DAILY NEWS (June 14, 2017, 5:25 PM), https://perma.cc/5N5Q-JD9N. The school, which is a charter school and part of the larger Success Academy network, claims that Battle also used the word “fuck” and that she screamed rather than speaking. Id.
⁵ Id.
⁶ Id.
required Battle to “schedule an appointment . . . to apologize for [her] behavior.”

Principal Davis-Roberti also required Battle to “pledge that it [would] never happen again.”

After the New York Daily News wrote about the incident, Success defended Principal Davis-Roberti’s decision: “When an adult frightens children and staff by screaming profanities, we absolutely support our principals in taking necessary steps to ensure a respectful, safe school environment,” a Success spokesperson said. Battle has said she won’t apologize, and she has pulled her children from Success. “I’m leaving. I’m taking my children and I’m never coming back,” she said. “At 8:15 a.m. it’s graduation and then I’m out of here. It’s ridiculous.”

In Connecticut, meanwhile, Norman Johnson—the father of Janai, a high school student—had a dispute with his daughter’s principal over the basketball team. The two had a meeting, and words were exchanged. A few days later, Johnson received the following email:

This letter is to inform you that as of February 10, 2013, you are tres[pa]ssed from the Capital Preparatory Magnet School and its events, (including but not limited to sports both on and off campus), with the exception of commencement exercises on May 21, 2013; after which the trespass will be reinstated. Disregarding this correspondence by coming to school grounds or to an event in which Capital Prep is a participant, will result in your immediate removal.

Your verbal altercations, physical intimidation and direct threats to staff have created an unsafe environment for staff, students and other parents and will no longer be tolerated.

A copy of this letter is being sent to the Hartford Board of Education and the Hartford Police Department as well as other communities and venues where the Capital Preparatory Magnet School’s activities may occur.

---

7 Id.
8 Id.
9 Chapman & Smith, supra note 1.
10 Holmes et al., supra note 4.
11 Id.
14 Johnson, 859 F.3d at 163 (emphasis omitted).
More than eighty percent of the students at the school—known as a high-performing school for low-income families in Hartford, Connecticut—are identified as Black or Latinx.

* * *

What Principal Perry gave Johnson—and what Principal Brittany Davis-Roberti of Success gave Latasha Battle—is known in the New York City Department of Education (DOE) as a “limited access” letter. And in New York City, home to the largest school system in the country (which covers all five boroughs), “unruly” parents of children receive these letters.

These limited access letters allow a principal to ban a parent from school grounds, apply modified security protocols, or strictly enforce already-existent security policies. Officially, a principal is only supposed to issue these letters after an incident at the school that was serious enough to require that a School Safety Agent (SSA) be involved. In practice, however, principals have apparently given these letters even for less serious incidents that do not involve SSAs.

The content of limited access letters varies. Some have modified procedures for student pick-up and drop-off. Other letters include modified security procedures, such as schools stating that parents cannot pass a

---

15 See Marwa Eltagouri, Hartford’s Capital Prep Graduates 32, HARTFORD COURANT (June 7, 2013), https://perma.cc/8DFP-ZK59 (“Capital Prep, which claims it sends 100 percent of its graduates to a four-year college, met that goal again, an accomplishment the school’s founder and principal, Steve Perry, calls ‘not what you’d expect of Hartford children.’”).


19 Zimmer, supra note 17. Importantly, “‘[l]imited access letters,’ which an Education Department staffer advised should only be used in case of a ‘serious incident at the school that required the involvement of School Safety Agents,’ have been given out without any apparent oversight or supervision to parents across the city . . . .” Id.

20 Based on the author’s experience. In discussing this issue with other MFJ attorneys, it is apparent that principals may issue these letters for a variety of reasons.

21 Based on the author’s experience. For instance, some letters may require a parent to give notice to a principal in advance if the parent intends to pick up her, his, or their child from school.
The text of a typical letter prevents a child’s parent from meeting with any of the child’s teachers without a principal’s approval. For example, a letter may say something like: “You [the parent] are required to call me [the principal] before scheduling a meeting with your child’s teacher.” But some parents say SSAs and other school staff may incorrectly interpret this type of letter and refuse to let a parent on campus, even if a parent already has called the principal to schedule a meeting with a teacher.

The reality of which parents receive the letters (and which do not) suggests that they are another tool of discrimination and oppression. Although no formal data exist on limited access letters, the limited anecdotal evidence available strongly suggests that nearly all the banned parents who have received these letters are Black or Latinx. The DOE does not keep track of the race of the parent receiving the letter, the race of the principal giving the letter, or anything else related to the limited access letter practice. But those intimately familiar with the letters know who the letters target; as Stephanie Thompson, a twenty-five-year-old Black mother in New York City, put it in a recent article: “[w]hite parents don’t know about [these] letters.” Furthermore, some of these banned parents have children with disabilities, which is unsurprising given the overrepresentation of Black students and other students of color in special education.

Black students—rather than parents—have received most of the attention in discussions of the school-to-prison pipeline. Black students have also faced disproportionate amounts of school discipline throughout the country. These rates, according to an April 2018 federal report, are only worsening. In 2013-2014, for instance, Black students constituted
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sixteen percent of the nation’s students but accounted for twenty-seven percent of all arrests at schools. Two years later, in 2015-2016, Black students constituted fifteen percent of the nation’s students—a smaller percentage—but accounted for thirty-one percent of all arrests at schools. Race-conscious policies on school discipline were introduced by the Obama administration—and then later rescinded by Trump—but they focused on disciplining students, not parents.

Parents of children with disabilities, regardless of race, may be more likely to receive limited access letters than parents of children without disabilities. Students with disabilities in New York already receive a disproportionate amount of student discipline. In 2017-2018, students with disabilities comprised approximately twenty percent of students in New York City and roughly forty percent of suspensions. Nationally, the trends are similar; students with disabilities receive school suspensions at approximately twice the rate of non-disabled peers. This link is hardly shocking; “[s]o intertwined are these oppressions that any attempt to rid the nation of racism without doing away with ableism yields practically nothing.”

New York State has also tracked similar discipline data for students of color, but not for parents. New York City, too, tracks data on student
suspension, but not parental exclusion from campus. The DOE collects and publishes disaggregated data of every suspension and other removals from class by race and more. The data on student suspensions are robust, detailed, and granular. They speak powerfully to the racial dimensions of “no excuses” discipline policies and the disproportionate effects on students of color. But the data on parental exclusions is nil. The DOE does not keep track of the race of the parent receiving the letter, the race of the principal giving the letter, or anything else related to the limited access letter practice.

Why do these letters matter? Because limited access letters are part of the school discipline system and likely result in the systematic exclusion of parents of color. The same impetus leads a principal to ban an “unruly” parent as the one that leads a teacher to suspend a “disruptive” student. Implicit or explicit bias in these contexts will lead a figure of authority to make the kind of snap decision that punishes people of color, whether parent or child. This discipline protocol includes school safety officers and principals, who have the authority to arrest and suspend students and refer them—and their parents—to the police. As such, these letters are one more way in which “our schools are functioning as carceral spaces.”

The letters are a form of punishment for parents, but also their children. The parent who cannot watch his daughter play basketball or graduate cannot celebrate the joy of her education. The student whose father twice as likely to be suspended as white students. Id. at 9. And in Long Island, Black students are about five times more likely to be suspended than white students. N.Y. EQUITY COALITION, STOLEN TIME: NEW YORK STATE’S SUSPENSION CRISIS: LONG ISLAND (2018), https://perma.cc/B9XV-HVEZ.

Alex Zimmerman, Black Students in New York City Receive Harsher Suspensions for the Same Infractions, Report Finds, CHALKBEAT (Oct. 11, 2018), https://perma.cc/BZD9-ATTQ. New York City’s Independent Budget Office (IBO) released a report in October 2018 breaking down the average length of suspensions by the ten most frequent infractions and by race. Id. The report found that “overall suspensions still disproportionately affect black students and students with disabilities.” Id. For instance, white students who were suspended for “reckless behavior” during the 2016-2017 school year received an average suspension of 10.9 days, whereas Black students, by contrast, received an average suspension of 16.7 days—more than an entire week of extra suspension time. Id. For the IBO’s report, see N.Y.C. INDEP. BUDGET OFF., WHEN STUDENTS OF DIFFERENT ETHNICITIES ARE SUSPENDED FOR THE SAME INFRACTION IS THE AVERAGE LENGTH OF THEIR SUSPENSION THE SAME? (2018), https://perma.cc/BNU2-EB72.

See Zimmerman, supra note 17.

may not attend graduation, in turn, cannot feel part of a family fully welcome at the school. The child who does not feel part of a welcome family at school may choose to stop going. And once a student has dropped out of high school, or not gone to college, or otherwise failed to overcome the systemic barriers she faces, the rest, as they say, is history.

* * *

The power in these letters is not just in what they mean for parents receiving them—it is also in their secrecy. No DOE Chancellor’s Regulations directly address the practice. The NYC Parents’ Bill of Rights does not discuss the practice. Nor do any state laws apparently recognize the relevant rights of a parent. Despite what is almost certainly a racially discriminatory disparate impact, an utter lack of any form of due process, and a violation of the “arbitrary and capricious” standard, the DOE has not given any inkling that it will curtail or eliminate the practice. But parents do have ways to fight back.

Sometimes the harm these letters impose on parents is substantial—such as when a school forbids a parent from attending a child’s capstone project, as Principal Perry did for Norman Johnson, or participating in graduation. This type of letter prevents a parent from engaging in critical moments of their child’s education. Sometimes the harm may seem less substantial—such as when a school merely reaffirms strict compliance with security protocol already in place. But even if the harm caused by the letters seems minimal, this article argues that the disapprobation and shame that accompanies receipt of the letters poses a serious threat to students and their families.

I hope that the article will motivate New York elected officials to modify or abolish the limited access letter procedure altogether. Of course, all students, teachers, and school staff need a safe, orderly place to learn and work. But what does that look like, and for whom?

Limited access letters should be abolished permanently. They are unnecessary: principals that truly have reason to bar a dangerous parent can seek recourse through a restraining order. The letters can have a financial impact: parents excluded from a campus may need to disrupt their work schedule, if not an entire day, to restructure child drop-off and pick-up

---


41 See N.Y. Educ. Law § 2590-h(15)(c)(i) (McKinney 2019), which calls for “reasonable access by parents . . . to schools, classrooms, and academic and attendance records of their own children, consistent with federal and state laws, provided that such access does not disrupt or interfere with the regular school process,” but does not specifically discuss limited access letters.

42 Johnson v. Perry, 859 F.3d 156, 164 (2d Cir. 2017).
arrangements. Perhaps most importantly, they are humiliating. In the alternative, if the DOE refuses to abolish limited access letters, then it must create a formal appeals process for these letters. This process should entail a fact-finding hearing before an impartial hearing officer—as is required in any New York City superintendent’s suspension of a student. This process should also involve a dispositional hearing to determine the length for which a parent can be banned from campus—as is also done in any DOE superintendent’s suspension. If not even a simple hearing is possible, then, at the very least, the DOE must allow parents to appeal the limited access letter in writing to a superintendent or neutral body—as other school districts, such as the Los Angeles Unified School District, require.

Reform of the limited access letter procedure will allow schools to better build trust with so-called “difficult” parents, and will allow both schools and parents to offer a more inclusive education for the real victims of New York’s limited access letter policy: the students.

In Part I, the article first discusses the current reality of limited access letters in New York City. It provides an overview of other limited access letter “moments” in the last few years. These incidents include the letters that two outspoken parents received after advocating for change at their elementary school in East Harlem; three separate limited access letters that a parent received at an East Village elementary school; and a limited access letter that a parent in the Bronx received after allegedly accosting an eight-year-old eating school breakfast. The article then discusses the lack of any DOE or New York State policy referring to the limited access letter practice in any way. The article analyzes New York State’s education law and associated appeals mechanism and concludes that these, too, provide insufficient (or nonexistent) remedy for parents seeking to contest a limited access letter.

In Part II, the article discusses why limited access letters violate federal and state law. It proposes multiple theories of liability in making this claim. The piece begins by analyzing the Mathews v. Eldridge procedural due process framework that the Supreme Court has used for decades. Analyzing the limited access letter process through this basic heuristic—which assesses, roughly, the public interest, private interest, and risk of erroneous deprivation in a taking—the piece concludes that the current lack of a hearing deprives parents of their Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment right to due process. The piece then discusses the small amount of

---

44 Id. at 12-13.
case law in New York and across the nation addressing limited access letters. While noting that procedural due process may provide the strongest theory of liability, the piece also discusses the potential viability of an Article 78 New York State proceeding challenging limited access letters as arbitrary and capricious. The article observes the “arbitrary and capricious” roadmap created by the January 2019 case Lujan v. Carranza, involving a challenge to a DOE letter very similar to a limited access letter. The piece also briefly discusses the possibility of DOE parents bringing suit under a theory of racially disparate impact, while noting the limitations imposed by the 2001 Supreme Court case of Alexander v. Sandoval.

In Part III, the article presents a recommendation—outright abolition of the limited access letter practice, for the many reasons discussed above. In the alternative to this strongly preferred abolition, the article also proposes urgently needed reforms and solutions. The article discusses the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD), which recently made major changes to its analogous “disruptive parent/person letter” process. In this discussion, the article provides an overview of extensive data that a Los Angeles parent advocacy group found when analyzing these LAUSD disruptive person letters. The article next highlights the reforms that Los Angeles put into place. These reforms, which New York City or New York State could adopt, include: a clear policy guidance document on the subject; a template for a warning letter and subsequent disruptive person letter; and a parent’s right to two levels of appeal in a simple, timely fashion. The piece suggests that, if limited access letters are not eliminated outright, these reforms provide a bare minimum of what the DOE must afford parents. Finally, the piece concludes with a call to end the due process violations of parents of color and parents of students with disabilities.

I. LIMITED ACCESS LETTERS IN NEW YORK CITY

A. A Punishment for Outspoken Parents of Color and Parents of Children with Disabilities

It is no coincidence that limited access letters—at least the ones publicly discussed in media—have gone almost exclusively to people of color

46 The term “DOE parents” refers to parents of students who attend DOE schools. Many parents in New York City send their children to charter schools (e.g. Success Academy). While these charter schools remain subject to some New York State oversight, the degree to which charter schools must abide by DOE policies remains in dispute. As a result, this article focuses on parents of children who attend traditional DOE public community schools.
and/or parents of children with disabilities.\textsuperscript{47} As one Black parent, who received three limited access letters in three years, said, “When you say stuff as a white man, you’re seen as expressing yourself. You’re passionate. You’re smart and challenging. Whenever I do anything, I’m seen as an angry black woman and aggressive. I’m a ‘pit bull.’”\textsuperscript{48} Since a limited access letter can purported to target nebulous, subjective behavior, its use is especially prone to reflecting stereotypes in U.S. culture that people of color, particularly Black people, are angrier and more aggressive than white people.\textsuperscript{49}

Kaliris Salas-Ramirez is a DOE parent born in Puerto Rico.\textsuperscript{50} She is the parent of a special education student, Seba, and the co-president of the Parents Association at his school.\textsuperscript{51} “Seba is my pride and joy,” she wrote in an article.

He is the center of my world. I do the things I do to make the world a better place for him. He struggles with emotional processing, and has issues around abandonment. At the beginning of the year, he was running away from school, a safety concern for sure, but he wanted to be at home.\textsuperscript{52}

Salas-Ramirez had concerns about her son’s school, Central Park East 1 ("CPE1").\textsuperscript{53} In particular, she and other parents took issue with Monika Garg, the school’s new principal, who imposed significant school cultural changes.\textsuperscript{54}

Salas-Ramirez received a limited access letter on May 1, 2017, after joining more than seventy percent of the families at CPE1 in requesting the removal of Principal Garg.\textsuperscript{55} She received the letter after inviting a graduate student from the Columbia School of Journalism into CPE1.\textsuperscript{56}

\textsuperscript{47} Note that, although the City does not keep track of data regarding limited access letters, every letter publicly discussed in media pieces involves either a parent of color or the parent of a child with disabilities. This is the author’s experience.

\textsuperscript{48} Zimmer, \textit{supra} note 17.


\textsuperscript{50} Kaliris Salas-Ramirez, \textit{Kaliris Salas-Ramirez: Caught in the Crossfire of a Battle for Democracy}, ECE POLICYMATTERS (May 2, 2017), https://perma.cc/5C4X-Z2CB.

\textsuperscript{51} Id.

\textsuperscript{52} Id.

\textsuperscript{53} Id.

\textsuperscript{54} Id.

\textsuperscript{55} Id.; \textit{CPE 1 Parents to Wage Strike Demanding Mayor de Blasio Remove School’s Principal}, ED NOTES ONLINE (May 5, 2017), https://perma.cc/YJF3-PCTX (describing the action around, and request for, Garg’s removal, and listing Ms. Salas-Ramirez as a point of contact).

\textsuperscript{56} Dartunorro Clark, \textit{Controversial Harlem Principal Bars Parents from Campus}, DNAINFO (May 2, 2017, 9:24 AM) (alteration in original), https://perma.cc/E7RM-TFSZ.
The journalism student began taking photographs of empty classrooms; Garg wrote in the letter that “bringing press on site without authorization put[s] children and teachers at risk.” Salas-Ramirez wrote about the effect the limited access letter had on her son’s education:

Under the terms of the letter, I cannot take my son to his classroom, or pick him up from school—unless I have been announced or have made an appointment. The security staff must escort him to his classroom. Nor can I be at the school to assist parents with their concerns. I don’t know if I can attend leadership meetings, or meet with the school psychologist or counselor about my son’s Individualized Education Plan.

Principal Garg also gave a letter to Jen Roesch, a parent of a child in the special education program at CPE1. Roesch does not appear to have publicly self-identified her race. Roesch reported that her letter came after allegations that she was “recording on her cell phone in the school.” Roesch, however, denied the accusations, explaining that she photographed the hallways and bulletin boards to document the school’s lack of compliance with a DOE-required policy mandating the public display of anti-bullying posters.

* * *

Advocates know very little regarding limited access letters. When a journalist filed a FOIL request, the DOE wrote back that it did not keep data on these letters. At least some limited access letters—such as the ones Latasha Battle, Norman Johnson, Kaliris Salas-Ramirez, and Jen Roesch all received—appear to be retaliatory in nature. None of these incidents seem to involve any violence or potential danger to the rest of the school. Three of the four parents present as people of color, and at least two of the parents’ children are identified as having special needs.

An anonymous commenter on an internet blog for New York City public school parents, for instance, wrote in June 2015 that they received a limited access letter from the principal of P.S. 109 in the Bronx. The commenter, like Roesch and Salas-Ramirez, also identifies as a parent of
a child with a disability. As with the other parents who received a letter, this commenter also states that they took a stand against the school’s administration:

I’ve been bullied by my children principle at a elementary school in the bronx p.s 109 in the bronx. she has taken my rights away from me with my 2 disabled children I’ve been slapped in my face with a evolope, I’ve been followed by the staff. My children who are victims of domestic violence have been snatch out of there class and put into a kindergarten class where my son urinated on himself due to believing that our abuser was there to hurt him. As a parent the principle josette Claudio stop all staff from talking to me I received a limited access letter from the princible after I filed a complaint against her she them allowed herself to become personal with me. I’ve reported this behavior to the doe and the board of education but as always they protect their princible and continue to allow her to treat me and other parents this way. Over 28 teachers left the school last June and this June of 2015 many more have left due to the horrible behavior of this principle.

Limited access letters may also be correlated with a degree of parent activism within a school community. For instance, Stephanie Thompson, a woman who identifies as Black and a parent of a child at an East Village public school, held a seat on the Lower East Side/East Village District 1 Community Education Council (CEC). Thompson in fact received three limited access letters in three years. Thompson says she received one letter “for complaining about her principal” and a second “for criticizing her superintendent within earshot.” Roesch and Salas-Ramirez, too, held leadership roles in their school community. Specifically, Salas-Ramirez was the co-chair of the CPE1 Parent Association, an elected position. As part of her advocacy against the principal, Salas-Ramirez stated that she had “attended and spoken at meetings of the Panel for Educational Policy, on which New York City’s [then] chancellor Carmen Fariña s[at], and the Community Education Council of [her] district.” As part of this work, Salas-Ramirez also met with many elected officials,
including a member of Congress. Roesch, too, joined in this advocacy. A Change.org petition created to support these parents described Roesch as an “outspoken critic[] of Principal Garg’s leadership.”

Limited access letters may also be issued in response to an incident of violence. These incidents may consist of the very narrow purpose the DOE originally had in mind for limited access letters—based on a “serious incident at the school that required the involvement of School Safety Agents.” While limited access letters addressing violence are still not legitimate—as they essentially allow a school to circumvent the restraining order process—one may perhaps sympathize more with school officials who write them. On April 27, 2018, for instance, a mother at P.S. 146 in the Bronx allegedly interrupted an eight-year-old who was eating breakfast at the school cafeteria and “burst in and hauled him off to the principal’s office.” Police and EMTs responded to the incident. The student was treated at a hospital for a stiff neck the next day. His mother later sought a safety transfer to another school. The mother who allegedly attacked the student received a limited access letter. Meanwhile, all parents at the school received a limited access letter informing them not to enter the Cauldwell Ave. building during school hours.

B. A Policy Without a Guide

Limited access letters appear to be a “shadow” policy. They are not covered in the Chancellor’s Regulations in the relevant sections. They cannot be found, apparently, in state or city laws. And few people, if anyone, seem to know anything about what legal basis allows them to exist at all.

---
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Principals seem to vary widely in how, when, and whether they choose to wield limited access letters at all. No DOE regulations describe any discretion in how principals may choose to use these limited access letters. According to Nequan McLean—a leader on the Bedford-Stuyvesant District 16 Community Education Council—one principal in Bed-Stuy “was giving out limited access letters like candy.” Since DOE regulations do not provide guidance to principals in how they may choose to use these limited access letters, principals have unfettered discretion. In general, the Chancellor’s Regulations, a set of less-than-transparent legal documents, explain most of the DOE’s policies. But these supposedly comprehensive Regulations are utterly silent with respect to limited access letters. The Chancellor’s Regulations, consisting of four volumes, cover a wide range of material spanning admissions, budgeting, employee concerns, and countless other topics in between. While available online and free to the public, they make for dense reading material hardly accessible to the majority of New York City public school parents (or anyone else). Even if banned parents were to labor through these tomes in search of an explanation of limited access letters, they would come up empty-handed. The DOE Chancellor’s Regulations simply do not address limited access letters at all. Volume D, which addresses “parent and community involvement,” is entirely silent on the subject. The regulations in this volume instead focus on FOIL requests, school leadership teams, political campaigns, community education councils, and use of DOE buildings for non-academic purposes.

Chancellor’s Regulation A-412, “Security in the Schools,” also does not discuss limited access letters. Part A of section II of this Regulation describes the procedure in place for “Notification Requirements for School-Related Crimes.” But this Regulation does not refer to limited access letters in any way, shape, or form. Part B of section II would

84 Zimmer, supra note 17.
88 Id.
90 Id. § II.A.
91 Id. Section II of this Regulation discusses crimes committed by students, sexual misconduct by a DOE employee, and medical emergencies. The Regulation generally directs
seem to be more directly on point for limited access letters, as this section describes the “Notification Requirements for School-Related Incidents.” While the Regulations do not define an “incident,” this term might include Norman Johnson’s shouting match with the principal of Capital Prep; the unwanted entry of a student journalist who started taking too many pictures; or the alleged physical assault on a student eating school breakfast.

But this section also does not reference limited access letters. The entirety of the text of this section is as follows:

B. Notification Requirements for School-Related Incidents

The following procedures must be followed if a SSA/DOE employee learns of or witnesses a school-related non-criminal incident, accident or medical emergency which may require school disciplinary or other follow-up action and/or central/superintendent notification:

1. If an individual requires immediate medical attention, the SSA/DOE shall follow the same procedures set forth in II.4 above;
2. The SSA/DOE must notify the principal/designee;
3. The principal/designee must determine what, if any, disciplinary or other follow-up action shall be taken and then contact the superintendent and the parent, where a student is involved;
4. If the incident involves corporal punishment, the principal must notify the Office of Special Investigations.94

Item 3 of this section, section II.B, does not make any reference to limited access letters.95 The item seems to grant the principal carte blanche to fashion any or no discipline at all. The section also does not mention any other type of specific follow-up measure for the principal to take.96 Per item 3, when a student is involved in an incident, the principal must notify the superintendent and the parent.97 However, beyond this de

92 Id. § II.B.
93 See id.
94 Id. (emphasis added).
96 See id.
97 See id.
minimis notification requirement, the principal seems to have no constraints at all. The next section, II.C., discusses the “Written Reporting Requirements” but, again, this section does not address limited access letters at all.\(^\text{98}\) Overall, then, the DOE’s Chancellor’s Regulations—which are supposed to detail all the DOE’s policies—make zero references to limited access letters.

C. A Snap Decision Without Any Chance for DOE Appeal

The Chancellor’s Regulations also offer no opportunity for a parent to appeal a limited access letter. Indeed, a Department of Education website that specifically lists other appeals available under the Chancellor’s Regulations—such as appealing a “transfer to another school based on residency,” “a zoning line decision,” or “an approved proposal to locate or co-locate a charter school in a public school building”—makes no reference to limited access letters.\(^\text{99}\)

The parent’s best option may come from another less-than-transparent process: the Division of Family and Community Engagement (“FACE”) complaint procedure.\(^\text{100}\) But this grievance process does not appear in the Chancellor’s Regulations. Rather, the same informal DOE website describing the appeals procedures describes what parents are to do under this FACE process.\(^\text{101}\) The procedure seems designed for the exclusion of a child—rather than a parent—from the school.\(^\text{102}\)

For any other issues not addressed in the regulations—such as, again, limited access letters—the DOE includes only a boilerplate catchall procedure.\(^\text{103}\) First, the DOE suggests that an aggrieved parent speak with the school’s parent coordinator and fill out a form.\(^\text{104}\) Once again, the form makes no reference to limited access letters.\(^\text{105}\) After a parent submits the

\(^{98}\) Id. § II.C. This section requires the principal to prepare an incident report, attempt to obtain handwritten statements from parties and witnesses, and comply with other procedural requirements. However, once again, nothing in the section discusses limited access letters as a possible consequence.

\(^{99}\) How to File an Appeal or Complaint, NYC Dep’t of Educ., https://perma.cc/GEJ5-G7JS (last visited Apr. 28, 2019).

\(^{100}\) Id.

\(^{101}\) Id.

\(^{102}\) Id. The relevant section is labeled generally “Complaints Regarding Exclusion from School,” but the site only makes reference to a child’s exclusion.

\(^{103}\) Id.

\(^{104}\) Id.

\(^{105}\) Division of Family & Community Engagement Parent Intake/Referral Form, NYC Dep’t of Educ., https://perma.cc/9D3Q-5WAD (last visited June 11, 2019). This complaint form includes only the bare minimum. Parents are asked to fill out demographic information and then to “please state the nature of [their] complaint[,] [i]ndicating any actions that have
form, the district-level family support coordinator may get involved, and
the parent may need to “contact[] officials at the school or district level,”
yet it is unclear who needs to be contacted, the necessary timeframe, or
exactly how the “family support coordinator will then work with [parents]
to resolve the issue.” No further details are given in this section as to
specific points of law, procedures, or other protections for parents.

Finally, the website describes interim measures:

If at any point in the complaint process staff at the school, district,
borough, or central level determine that it is necessary to take im-
mediate steps or measures to address your concerns, prior to the
complaint being fully investigated or resolved, the Chancellor’s
Office/Division of Family and Community Engagement will rec-
ommend the appropriate actions to help your child and address
your concerns.

However, once again, the site remains geared toward complaints involv-
ing children and provides no details on specific interim protections for
parents who have received a limited access letter. It is a bureaucratic
nightmare that never ends.

D. A State Appeal Process Mired in the Hell of Bureaucracy

Within the state education system, parents retain an “appeal right”—
but it is extraordinarily cumbersome and almost never used. The DOE
“Appeal or Complaint” web site discussed above notes in passing that
parents and others “may appeal a decision by the New York City Depart-
ment of Education under the procedures laid out in New York Education
Law § 310.” Does a limited access letter constitute a decision at all? It
seems that the answer is yes—but only a handful of appeals of a limited
access letter seem to have ever taken place. While parents in other dis-
tricts in New York State have appealed these letters, there does not seem
already taken place.” Id. Parents are also advised that if the complaint is “particularly sensi-
tive” in nature, they may refer the complaint form directly to the District Office. How to File
an Appeal or Complaint, supra note 99.

106 How to File an Appeal or Complaint, supra note 99.

107 Id. To clarify, these interim measures are for a parent’s grievance against a school, not
vice versa—so this section would not logically support a school’s effort to issue a limited
access letter.

108 See id. In particular, N.Y. EDUC. LAW § 310 states that “[a]n appeal] petition may be
made in consequence of any action: . . . [b]y any other official act or decision of any officer,
school authorities, or meetings concerning any other matter under this chapter, or any other
act pertaining to common schools.” N.Y. EDUC. LAW § 310(7) (McKinney 2019).

109 See discussion of Appeals of Robert P. Oliver, No. 14,829 (N.Y. Educ. Dep’t Jan. 9,
2003), infra note 124. The other appeals are: Appeal of Paul and Kathleen Havens, No. 14,758
(N.Y. Educ. Dep’t July 24, 2002), https://perma.cc/5MDX-5552 (involving a blanket limited
to have ever been an appeal of a New York City DOE limited access letter.\footnote{See Commissioner’s Decisions, N.Y. STATE EDUC. DEP’T, https://perma.cc/QZJ9-GNVN (involving a parent not permitted to observe a health class).}

Furthermore, this appeal process is not nearly as straightforward as the DOE makes it sound. The following is an attempt to document all the steps a parent must take to appeal a limited access letter to the New York State Education Department (“NYSED”).

1. File a Complaint to the DOE District Regional Superintendent

The DOE first directs the parent to refer to NYSED’s appeal procedures.\footnote{How to File an Appeal or Complaint, supra note 99.} NYSED then directs parents in New York City to send a complaint directly to the District Superintendent.\footnote{New York State ESSA-Funded Programs Complaint Procedures, N.Y. STATE EDUC. DEP’T, https://perma.cc/6WMN-UZH2 (last visited Apr. 8, 2019).} A parent then must determine who the relevant superintendent is—no small feat in a city with forty-six superintendents whose authority can depend on geography, grade level, or a student’s special needs.\footnote{Superintendents, NYC DEP’T OF EDUC., https://perma.cc/P4DC-DDFZ (last visited Apr. 8, 2019).}

Neither NYSED or DOE appears to have made sample complaints for this level of the appeal.\footnote{See Sample Forms, N.Y. STATE EDUC. DEP’T, https://perma.cc/5JUF-H8AK (last visited Mar. 12, 2019), where the NYSED has made sample forms available for unrepresented pro se parents at the state appeal level, but not for the initial DOE complaint level that the NYSED directs the parent to initiate.} However, based on the author’s experience with parents seeking to contest other educational issues (e.g. in a special access letter a principal issued in the wake of Sept. 11, 2001); Appeal of Christine Canazon, No. 12,997 (N.Y. Educ. Dep’t Aug. 31, 1993), available at https://perma.cc/QZJ9-GNVN (involving a parent not permitted to observe a health class).
education context), a brief email or letter to the superintendent may suffice. While, again, no samples appear to exist, a complaint might be as simple as a parent writing, “I disagree with the limited access letter, because I am not a danger to the school or community.” But without a clear process or samples, parents are left trying to make sense of their options.

2. Wait Up to Thirty Business Days, Then File a Complaint with the DOE’s Office of State/Federal Education Policy and School Improvement

The hell of bureaucracy continues. After first sending a complaint to the correct district superintendent, the school district then has thirty business days—six weeks—to take any action (e.g., retracting the limited access letter), during which time the parent’s restricted access continues.115 If the regional superintendent does not resolve the parent’s complaint within thirty business days or fails to resolve it as the parent sees fit, then the parent can send a complaint to the DOE’s Office of State/Federal Education Policy and School Improvement.116

3. Wait Up to Thirty More Business Days, Then File a Complaint with the New York State Education Department

The parent waits for a decision from the DOE’s Office of State/Federal Education Policy and School Improvement—which could take up to thirty more business days—before sending a complaint to the New York State Education Department.117

Taking a step back for a moment: a principal can issue a limited access letter on a whim, without the slightest shred of oversight or delay. No DOE regulations bar or even guide the principal’s decision-making process before sending the letter.118 A parent, by contrast, could be delayed twelve weeks—even longer if the procedures are not followed in a timely manner somewhere along the DOE chain—before they are able to file a complaint with the State of New York.119 The parent must navigate multiple local and state bureaucracies, craft a sophisticated legal argument, and continuously determine who and where to send a complaint—not to mention, what to include in the complaint. The existing avenues to appeal these letters fall short, especially considering that the letters ban parents from important milestones in their child’s education, plenty of

115 See New York State ESSA-Funded Programs Complaint Procedures, supra note 112.
116 Id.
117 Id.
118 See discussion of NYC Dep’t of Educ. Chancellor’s Regulations, supra Section I.B.
119 See New York State ESSA-Funded Programs Complaint Procedures, supra note 112.
which would be missed over a twelve-week period during which a parent is left navigating their procedural options in the dark.


Even after waiting for months, the New York State-level appeal process remains incredibly difficult at a procedural level. The process requires the parent to submit formal legal documents that an attorney would normally prepare. The New York State Education Department’s Office of Counsel has prepared an appeals information web page for parents attempting to appeal pro se (without assistance of counsel), including brief sample forms. However, the requirements are technical and difficult. The parent must complete the following: a Notice of Petition; a Petition, which must be verified by a notary public; a caption for the case; and personal service of the papers via hand delivery to the DOE’s clerk, any “member or trustee” of the DOE, or “the superintendent of schools or someone in the superintendent’s office who has been designated by the board to accept service.” The hand delivery requirement for service seems particularly unfair from a power imbalance perspective, given the lower burden on the defendant Education Department, which is permitted to respond “by mail.” In one of the very small number of NYSED appeals addressing limited access letters, the NYSED dismissed most of the entire appeal on the parent’s failure to perform personal service alone.

Adding further to the imbalance of power, the parent must also provide payment to the state in order to start the appeal. Specifically, the parent must submit a check for $20 to the New York State Education Department. The Commissioner of Education may waive this fee, but only if the petitioner makes a request for this waiver via affidavit.

---

121 Id.
122 Id.
123 Id.
124 See Appeals of Robert P. Oliver, No. 14,829 (N.Y. Educ. Dep’t Jan. 9, 2003), available at https://perma.cc/WF9K-V986 (“Section 275.8 of the Commissioner’s regulations requires that a petition be personally served upon the named respondents. The record shows that petitioner served the petitions upon the Board of Education but failed to serve the individual respondents Leland Christensen, Superintendent Evelyn Blose Holman, Security Director Paul Brady, Germaine Moore and the individual board members named in the caption. Therefore, the appeals are dismissed as to all parties except respondent Board of Education.”).
125 See Instructions and Sample Forms for Filing an Appeal for Petitioners Not Represented by an Attorney, supra note 120.
126 Id.
parent happens to have connections to a free notary, parents may also need to pay for a notary public. The parent has thirty days—a long time for a parent to wait when excluded from school, but perhaps not a long time when attempting to complete pro se legal papers—from the date of the “decision or action complained of” to complete all of these requirements.\textsuperscript{127} If the parent seeks a temporary “stay” of the limited access letter, the parent must specifically ask for one, apparently using the exact language the NYSED requires.\textsuperscript{128}

In terms of substantive law, meanwhile, the burden of proof for a parent is high. NYSED’s Office of Counsel states that the burden of proof rests on the parent bringing the petition.\textsuperscript{129} NYSED continues by stating that a parent “has the burden of demonstrating a clear legal right to the relief requested and the burden of establishing all the facts upon which he or she seeks relief.”\textsuperscript{130} The Office of Counsel instructions continue by noting that the parent may meet this burden by submitting exhibits, affidavits, or other forms of proof.\textsuperscript{131} The Office of Counsel explicitly warns that anything less—such as allegations or conclusory statements—will not suffice.\textsuperscript{132} A banned parent, then, must not only navigate this appeals process after waiting many weeks, but must submit “affidavits, exhibits or other proof” in order to return to school.\textsuperscript{133}

The Office of Counsel says that New York will send a so-called Letter of Resolution “[w]ithin 60 State agency work days” of receiving the complaint.\textsuperscript{134} This Letter of Resolution will explain whether the agency has chosen to sustain the parent’s complaint or overrule it.\textsuperscript{135} The letter will also specify “if any corrective action is required.”\textsuperscript{136} If the appeal is unsuccessful, the Office of Counsel notes that parents may appeal to the United States Department of Education in Washington, D.C.\textsuperscript{137}

\textsuperscript{127} Id.

\textsuperscript{128} Id. (“You must include as part of your Notice of Petition an additional paragraph stating: ‘Please take further notice that the within petition contains an application for a stay order. Affidavits in opposition to the application for a stay must be served on all other parties and filed with the Office of Counsel within three (3) business days after service of the petition.’”).


\textsuperscript{130} Id.

\textsuperscript{131} Id.

\textsuperscript{132} Id.

\textsuperscript{133} Id.

\textsuperscript{134} New York State ESSA-Funded Programs Complaint Procedures, supra note 112.

\textsuperscript{135} Id.

\textsuperscript{136} Id.

\textsuperscript{137} Id.
In the meantime, what about school pick-up? What about parents who work more than one job and cannot afford the time involved in writing such a cumbersome appeal? The system is designed, it seems, to keep parents unaware of their rights and unable to exercise them. Most problematically, it is unclear if any parents in New York City receiving a limited access letter have ever completed this appeals process, in any context, at all.\footnote{138}{Based on a review of the NYSED Commissioner’s decisions; see discussion supra Section I.D.}

II. WHY LIMITED ACCESS LETTERS VIOLATE THE LAW

A. Limited Access Letters Violate Procedural Due Process

This article advances the argument, recognized by the Second Circuit in the 2017 case of Johnson v. Perry but not enforced in New York City’s DOE, that parents who receive a limited access letter are not receiving their constitutional due process rights. These rights, discussed below, originate under the Fifth Amendment and Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. More concretely, parents cannot be banned from a child’s school property without first having an opportunity to be heard. Just as people must have a hearing before almost any other type of deprivation takes place—whether it be a criminal trial before a person is deprived of personal liberty; a grievance hearing before losing public housing; or even a traffic court hearing before being forced to pay a speeding ticket—a parent must have a right to present her, his, or their side of the story.

1. Mathews v. Eldridge Balancing of Interests

For decades, the basic framework for procedural due process in American law has been governed by Mathews v. Eldridge. In this 1976 case, the Supreme Court identified a basic three-part balancing test for determining whether a recipient of a government benefit is entitled to a pre-deprivation hearing: (1) “the private interest,” which translates roughly to the importance an individual places on the benefit; (2) the risk of “erroneous deprivation” if no hearing were to take place; and (3) “the public interest,” which translates roughly to the government’s valuation of the liberty or property and the financial cost and administrative burden of the hearing process.\footnote{139}{Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 335 (1976).} In order to trigger this Mathews balancing test, an individual must have a protected liberty or property interest implicated,
which brings the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment and Fourteenth Amendment into play.\footnote{Id. at 332 (“Procedural due process imposes constraints on governmental decisions which deprive individuals of ‘liberty’ or ‘property’ interests within the meaning of the Due Process Clause of the Fifth or Fourteenth Amendment.”).}

As a simple but perhaps clear example: a court may permit a towing company to remove a parked car that is blocking traffic on a highway, even before the car’s owner has a chance to contest the taking in court. The car itself, as a form of tangible private property, represents a protected property interest implicating the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment and Fourteenth Amendment. The public interest in keeping roads safe for other motorists is extremely high. The risk of erroneous deprivation, meanwhile, may be quite low: in other words, the fact-finding needed to determine whether a parked car is indeed blocking traffic on a highway or not may be extremely simple. These two factors almost certainly outweigh the car owner’s high private interest in the individual car.

2. DOE Student Discipline as DOE Limited Access Letters Analogue

Student discipline and suspension procedures in the DOE—which already invoke a \textit{Mathews}-style hearing—may provide a helpful analogue for limited access letters. The DOE seems to have already accepted, in essence, that procedural due process and \textit{Mathews} balancing necessitate a pre-deprivation hearing in the context of a superintendent’s suspension.

As established by \textit{Goss v. Lopez}, the right of a student who is facing discipline to participate in public education represents a protected Fourteenth Amendment property and liberty interest.\footnote{\textit{Goss v. Lopez}, 419 U.S. 565, 579 (1975) (“At the very minimum, therefore, students facing suspension and the consequent interference with a protected property interest must be given some kind of notice and afforded some kind of hearing.”).} This protected interest triggers \textit{Mathews} balancing. In New York City, a DOE school is permitted to remove a student immediately from the classroom under certain circumstances.\footnote{NYC \textsc{Dep’t of Educ.}, \textsc{Regulation of the Chancellor A-443: Student Discipline Procedures} § III.A.2 (2004), https://perma.cc/LR4H-RA3K (“If the student’s presence in [the] classroom poses a continuing danger and presents an ongoing threat of disruption to the academic process, the student may be removed immediately, and such notification to the student and opportunity to be heard must be provided within one school day of the removal.”) [hereinafter \textsc{Student Discipline Procedures}].} However, a student receives notice and opportunity to be heard within one school day of the removal.\footnote{Id.} When a DOE school issues a more serious superintendent’s suspension—any suspension that
may last more than five days—\textsuperscript{144} the DOE must schedule a hearing for the student within five days of the suspension.\textsuperscript{145}

At the hearing, the student has many procedural rights. For instance, the student can introduce exculpatory evidence, provide live testimony, and cross-examine witnesses.\textsuperscript{146} An attorney or non-attorney advocate may represent the student.\textsuperscript{147} The student also has a right to an appeal within the DOE.\textsuperscript{148} In the language of \textit{Mathews}, then, the DOE seems to have determined that the student’s private interest in receiving an education outweighs the school’s public interest in immediately punishing students who allegedly violate discipline rules, with the risk of erroneous deprivation—i.e., inadvertently punishing a student who does not break any rules—high enough to warrant a right to a hearing.


Extending the logic of the DOE student suspension procedure to the context of limited access letters—which both constitute parts of the school-to-prison pipeline—\textsuperscript{149} this \textit{Mathews} framework should illustrate the need for a pre-deprivation hearing.

In a limited access letter context, \textit{Mathews} balancing starts with a determination of the public and private interests. The public interest would seem to be school safety. A DOE school, that is, wants to keep students, teachers, and other school staff safe from allegedly disruptive parents. The private interest would seem to be the interest of a parent in being on school grounds. Parents, that is, want to make sure they can participate fully in their child’s education. Finally, \textit{Mathews} balancing requires an assessment of the risk of erroneous deprivation. This erroneous deprivation would seem to mean the risk that a school would wrongly exclude a non-disruptive parent by falsely concluding that the parent is disruptive.

But will this balancing even take place at all? To trigger \textit{Mathews} balancing under the Due Process Clause of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment, parents must first demonstrate that they have a protected liberty or property interest.\textsuperscript{150} In non-lawyer terms: do parents have a right to be at their child’s school?

\textsuperscript{144} Suspensions, NYC DEP’T OF EDUC., https://perma.cc/2FKY-U48X (last visited Apr. 28, 2019).
\textsuperscript{145}\textsc{Student Discipline Procedures}, supra note 142, § III.B.3(s)(1).
\textsuperscript{146} Id. § III.B.3(n)(1)-(23).
\textsuperscript{147} Id. § III.B.3(n)(12).
\textsuperscript{148} Id. § III.B.3(n)(23).
\textsuperscript{149} See discussion supra pp. 338-41.
In Johnson v. Perry—the Connecticut case described earlier—the District of Connecticut, and the Second Circuit as well (by declining to overturn the District Court), answered this question: yes—parents do have a right to be on their child’s school campus.\footnote{See Johnson v. Perry, 140 F. Supp. 3d 222, 229 (D. Conn. 2015), aff’d in part, rev’d in part, dismissed in part, 859 F.3d 156 (2d Cir. 2017) (upholding the relevant portion of the lower court’s decision).} The District of Connecticut, reviving parent Johnson’s due process claims sua sponte, stated that the trial court “was mistaken to dismiss plaintiff’s due process claim, as defendant’s actions deprived plaintiff of a recognized liberty interest.”\footnote{Johnson, 140 F. Supp. 3d at 228.}

In support of this right, the District Court discussed Troxel v. Granville, a 2000 Supreme Court case involving a custody battle between parents and grandparents.\footnote{Id. at 228-29.} The Troxel court, making extensive note of earlier Supreme Court cases, highlighted the “interest of parents in the care, custody, and control of their children.”\footnote{Troxel v. Granville, 530 U.S. 57, 65 (2000).} The Johnson court applied this property interest to the specific locus of limited access letters and a parent’s right to be at a child’s school:

Banning a parent from his child’s public school infringes upon the parent’s constitutional liberty interest in directing the education of his child. Although the State has authority to restrict school access to ensure a safe and productive environment, it may not so significantly prohibit an individual parent from normal school access without affording the parent a fundamentally fair opportunity to contest the State’s asserted reasons for doing so.

At a minimum, due process requires notice and an opportunity to be heard “at a meaningful time and in a meaningful manner.”\footnote{Johnson, 140 F. Supp. 3d at 229 (quoting Mathews, 424 U.S. at 333).}

In the context of New York City and New York State, Johnson v. Perry remains the law of the land. The Second Circuit, ruling in 2017 on an appeal of Johnson v. Perry on technical grounds, left this aspect of the decision—establishing a parent’s Fifth Amendment liberty interest in being on school grounds—undisturbed.\footnote{Johnson, 859 F.3d at 168 (“We conclude that the district court’s treatment of Johnson’s due process claim is not within the scope of Perry’s notice of appeal, and we thus lack jurisdiction to review that decision.”).}

With the parent’s property interest to be on campus established by Johnson, the rest of the Mathews due process framework establishes a right to a pre-deprivation hearing. Limited access letters significantly implicate the private interests of parents in being able to set foot on their
child’s school campus. This private interest is of the utmost gravity given the enormous importance that most parents place on their child’s education. As noted in Johnson—which in turn supported its finding with Troxel—the right to set foot on a child’s campus goes part and parcel with the right to share in a child’s education. 157 A parent who cannot set foot on her, his, or their child’s school grounds potentially cannot participate in school meetings, student performances, fundraising events, sporting activities, or even graduation. It is true that some limited access letters do permit even banned parents to attend these activities—but often they must still contact the school ahead of time to notify security of their presence. The incredible affront to a parent’s dignity—in other words, the ability of a school to humiliate a parent—by requiring this process alone should make the high level of private interest apparent.

The public interest at stake—i.e. the school’s interest in being able to maintain an orderly, safe campus—may also be relatively high. The school rightfully has to balance the interests of not just one child or parent but the interests of an entire community of children and parents. Just as a single student can make a learning environment challenging, a single parent can perhaps make a school setting unsafe or disruptive. However, notably, in some situations a parent may pose substantially more risk to the rest of the school than others: a parent who has demonstrated physical violence is a far cry from a parent who merely has expressed unpopular opinions. But even parents who demonstrate physical violence in a school are entitled to due process—just as students facing suspension, and individuals facing incarceration, receive Fifth Amendment protections as well. 158

From a more nuanced, long-term perspective, the school’s public interest might actually align with the parent’s private interest. Many studies show that the children of parents who are more involved in their child’s education often perform better in the classroom. 159 Studies also show that

157 Johnson, 140 F. Supp. 3d at 229 (“'[I]t cannot now be doubted that the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment protects the fundamental right of parents to make decisions concerning the care, custody, and control of their children.’ . . . Banning a parent from his child’s public school infringes upon the parent’s constitutional liberty interest in directing the education of his child.”) (quoting Troxel, 530 U.S. at 66).

158 U.S. CONST. amend. V; STUDENT DISCIPLINE PROCEDURES, supra note 142, § III.

159 See, e.g., BARRY RUTHERFORD ET AL., U.S. DEP’T OF EDUC., OFFICE OF EDUC. RESEARCH & IMPROVEMENT, PARENT AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT IN EDUCATION 29-30 (1997), https://perma.cc/59YJ-6E4L (“[T]here are two facts that are ‘fairly well settled’ in the literature regarding the link between parent involvement and student achievement. First, students, including students from low [socio-economic status] whose parents are involved in their schools, do better in their academic subjects and are less likely to drop out than those students whose parents are less involved. Second, those schools where parents are well informed and highly involved are most likely to be effective schools.”) (citations omitted).
parents involved in their children’s schools “spend more time working with their children at home and rate teachers higher,”\(^1\)\(^6\)\(^0\) a positive outcome for parents and schools alike.

But the risk of erroneous deprivation should break any ties.\(^1\)\(^6\)\(^1\) In other words: it is an enormous problem that the principal has apparent power to ban from school grounds both the parent who acts with violence, constituting, perhaps, a “proper deprivation” of a parent’s right to set foot on campus, and the parent who merely suggests school policy changes, constituting the “erroneous deprivation” contemplated in *Mathews*. Moreover, determining the propriety of a deprivation based on a parent’s alleged violent behavior must necessarily take into account the ways in which implicit racial bias influences perceptions of behavior, such that the conduct of a parent of color is deemed violent while the same conduct of a white parent is not deemed violent. While this discussion is beyond the scope of this article, these issues could be resolved, or at least raised, in a *Mathews*-style hearing.

The fact that the DOE currently allows principals to ban either type of parent without any type of accountability or oversight means that, without some form of hearing, these erroneous deprivations will continue.

The cost of a hearing, meanwhile, seems incalculably low. It would take as little as an hour-long meeting—between the principal and the parent, with a neutral arbiter presiding—to conduct the fact-finding necessary to get to the truth. The DOE already has an entire department, the Office of Safety and Youth Development (“OSYD”), devoted to approving superintendent’s suspensions.\(^1\)\(^6\)\(^2\) Five separate hearing offices in New York City adjudicate suspension cases—one for each borough, with a second hearing office in Brooklyn that also serves Staten Island.\(^1\)\(^6\)\(^3\) Extending this same procedural mechanism through OSYD for parents who receive a limited access letter seems a logical and simple step. A similar process could easily be put in place for whenever a principal wishes to issue a limited access letter.

---

\(^1\)\(^6\)\(^0\) *Id.* at 30 (citations omitted).

\(^1\)\(^6\)\(^1\) For a landmark case that illustrates the court’s balancing of individual and public interest, see *Goldberg v. Kelly*, 397 U.S. 254, 266 (1970) (“Thus, the interest of the eligible recipient in uninterrupted receipt of public assistance, coupled with the State’s interest that his payments not be erroneously terminated, clearly outweighs the State’s competing concern to prevent any increase in its fiscal and administrative burdens.”).

\(^1\)\(^6\)\(^2\) See *Suspensions*, supra note 144 (“The chief executive officer of the DOE Office of Safety and Youth development (OSYD)/designee must approve [superintendent’s] suspensions . . . .”).

\(^1\)\(^6\)\(^3\) *Suspension Hearing Offices*, NYU LAW SUSPENSION REPRESENTATION PROJECT, https://perma.cc/M6C2-3VKC (last visited Apr. 29, 2019).
Again, discussion of DOE student suspension procedures as an analogue may shed light. Currently, whenever a student receives a superintendent’s suspension, the regional superintendent sends a letter to the students’ parents the same day the suspension is issued.\textsuperscript{164} Then, the student’s hearing must take place within five days of the suspension.\textsuperscript{165} If the student is found not responsible for the conduct giving rise to the suspension, the student is immediately returned to the student’s home classroom.\textsuperscript{166} If the student is found responsible, the DOE may continue to suspend the student for a designated amount of time.\textsuperscript{167}

The DOE could introduce a similar process for parents who receive a limited access letter. For instance, the DOE could formally require the principal or superintendent to issue a limited access letter on the day in question. The DOE could then require OSYD to schedule a hearing to take place within five days of the letter. Based on the hearing, the DOE could then either uphold the limited access letter, retract it, or modify the length of the parent’s “limited access” to campus.\textsuperscript{168} Realistically, the DOE could almost certainly bootstrap limited access letter hearings into the same exact five hearing offices that currently hold suspension hearings. The procedure would be enormously similar.

The DOE has already made what perhaps most reasonable people would consider erroneous deprivations. To wit: Stephanie Thompson, the East Village mom banned for criticizing the superintendent and the principal; and Kaliris Salas-Ramirez and Jen Roesch, the CPE1 advocates banned for challenging policy at their children’s school. These are the erroneous takings that the DOE must curtail through a pre-deprivation hearing.

* * *

Courts in other circuits and states have also supported the assertion that limited access letters violate the Fifth Amendment and Fourteenth Amendment procedural due process rights. In a 2010 criminal case in Washington State—for which the ACLU filed an amicus brief—a parent

\textsuperscript{164} \textit{Student Discipline Procedures}, supra note 142, § III.B.3(n).

\textsuperscript{165} \textit{Id.} § III.B.3(s).

\textsuperscript{166} \textit{Id.} § III.B.3(u)(2); \textit{see also Advocates for Children}, supra note 40, at 13 (“If the charges are dismissed, your child has the right to return to school immediately . . .”).

\textsuperscript{167} \textit{Student Discipline Procedures}, supra note 142, § III.B.3(v) (describing dispositional options should the allegations be sustained); \textit{see also Advocates for Children}, supra note 40, at 13 (“If the charges are sustained, your child may be suspended for a particular length of time . . .”).

\textsuperscript{168} Based on the author’s experience, a current major issue with limited access letters is that many (if not all) letters do not specify any length of time for which the parent ban is in effect. A hearing officer could create more parameters to an otherwise apparently indefinite suspension.
was banned from her son’s elementary school campus “after she repeatedly asked pointed questions about curriculum, district policies, textbooks, and lesson plans at a ‘Curriculum Night’ event held for parents.” According to the ACLU, this parent was later “cited and criminally prosecuted for going back to the school twice—once to try to attend a parent-teacher conference and a book fair, and once to pick up her son from a science fair.” When the parent requested a hearing to challenge the ban, the school district refused.

In that criminal case, State v. Green, the Court of Appeals of Washington discussed the school’s failure to inform the parent, Ms. Green, of the right to appeal the trespass. The court held that this failure of notice to the parent constituted a violation of her procedural due process rights. Discussing Mathews yet again, the court elaborated—highlighting many of the same types of procedural deficiencies that plague the New York City Chancellor’s Regulations:

Here, Green had the right to appeal under [the Revised Code of Washington] 28A.645.010. But, she was not informed of this right. The notice of trespass and other correspondence to Green restricting her right of access cite only to the criminal trespass statute. The notice of trespass instructed Green to direct any concerns about a “school-related issue” to the assistant superintendent. The letter amending the notice of trespass also permitted Green to contact [general counsel for the school district, Charles] Lind with any questions regarding the notice. Nowhere do these materials mention a right to appeal the restrictions in the notice of trespass to any school district official, the school board, or the court. The materials do not cite the regulations or statutes that provide the right to appeal. They identify no procedure or deadline. No witnesses for the State testified even to an oral notice of any right to appeal, let alone a procedure to appeal. The bare right to a judicial appeal, without being informed of that right, was insufficient to protect Green from arbitrary action by the school district.

---

170 Id.
171 Id.
173 Id. at 1137-38.
174 Id. at 1137.
Later in the decision, the court explicitly invoked the *Mathews* test. It found that the school district violated the parent’s procedural due process rights due to the risk of erroneous deprivation: “We hold that under the *Mathews* test[,] without notice of procedures to challenge the notice of trespass, no protection existed to prevent the erroneous deprivation of Green’s right to be at her child’s school.”

A similar set of facts resulted in a similar decision in California. In a May 2018 case—in which the Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund (MALDEF) filed an amicus brief—the Eastern District of California found that, under state law, a parent cannot be banned indefinitely without a right to a hearing. The case began when Claudia Macias, mother of a fourth-grade student, asked that her son’s principal re-assign him to a different class. Macias made this request because her son’s teacher triggered his anxiety. When Macias and her husband attempted to visit the classroom, the principal refused to let them do so. The principal called the school’s resource officer, a Sherriff’s deputy, and indefinitely banned Macias from the school. The principal said that Macias “screamed at and harassed two teachers,” an allegation Macias denied in her amended complaint. The deputy then threatened to arrest Macias if she ever returned to the school except for an emergency. Macias raised both First Amendment retaliation for protected speech and deprivation of procedural due process arguments.

With respect to the free speech arguments, Senior District Judge Ishii noted that, while California does allow school officials to restrict parental access to campus in certain circumstances, this restriction requires a finding that the individual “willfully disrupted the orderly operation” of a

---

175 *Id.* at 1138.
177 *Id.* at *1.
178 *Id.*
179 *Id.*
181 *Id.*; *Macias*, 2018 WL 2264243, at *5 (“While Plaintiff’s complaint does reference Principal Filippini’s perspective that the teachers were being harassed by Plaintiff . . . Plaintiff describes this as a false accusation.”) (citation omitted).
182 *California School Officials May Not Indefinitely Ban Parent, supra* note 180; *Macias*, 2018 WL 2264243, at *1 (“Sheriff’s Deputy Brian Miller, the school resource officer, told Plaintiff that Principal Filippini ‘had the authority to ban her from the school,’ and said ‘he would arrest her if she ever returned to the school.’”).
183 *Macias*, 2018 WL 2264243, at *3-10.
school campus. Because the defendant school had moved to dismiss, the court was required to view this motion in the light most favorable to Macias, the nonmoving party. The court found that there was “no basis to conclude that Plaintiff engaged in improper conduct” and denied the school officials’ motions to dismiss. Importantly, Judge Ishii noted that “imposing [an indefinite] ban indicates a retaliatory motive.”

With respect to the procedural due process grounds, the court discussed whether Macias had a right under state law to be present on campus. The court looked to Section 51101 of California’s Education Code and Section 626.4 of the California Penal Code to see whether the laws “significantly limit[ed]” the school’s discretion to ban a parent from campus. Based on these statutory provisions, the court concluded that Macias’s right to be on the grounds of her child’s school was a type of property interest that required procedural due process. As such, Judge Ishii then concluded that this interest gave rise to requirement for a hearing, which never took place. These laws—if enforced—ensure that principals in California cannot issue the type of indefinite limited access letters that school leaders in the DOE and elsewhere in New York have used without providing a hearing.

184 Id. at *11 (citing CAL. PENAL CODE § 626.4).
185 Id. at *2 (citing Faulkner v. ADT Security Services, 706 F.3d 1017, 1019 (9th Cir. 2013)).
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188 Macias, 2018 WL 2264243, at *6-8.
189 Id. at *7-8 (“Section 51101 states, in relevant part: ‘[P]arents and guardians of pupils enrolled in public schools have the right and should have the opportunity . . . to be informed by the school, and to participate in the education of their children, as follows: (1) Within a reasonable period of time following making the request, to observe the classroom or classrooms in which their child is enrolled; (2) Within a reasonable time of their request, to meet with their child’s teacher or teachers and the principal of the school in which their child is enrolled; . . . (7) To have a school environment for their child that is safe and supportive of learning . . . (9) To be informed of their child’s progress in school; . . . (12) To be informed in advance about school rules, including disciplinary rules and procedures in accordance with Section 48980, attendance policies, dress codes, and procedures for visiting the school.’”).
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191 Id. at *6-8.
192 Id. at *8 (“Plaintiff therefore has alleged a protected property interest on which to base her claim for a due process violation.”).
193 Macias, 2018 WL 2264243, at *8, 11.
Other circuits and courts have come down another way when parents have been accused of disrupting a school environment. In a Michigan case from 2002, for instance, a father of an elementary school student was accused of masturbating in a car in the school’s parking lot. The father, Alexander Mejia, was arrested and charged with indecent exposure. He was ultimately acquitted, but, nevertheless, the superintendent conducted his own investigation, and, based on this investigation, wrote Mejia a letter banning him from all school activities and from setting foot on the school property. Mr. Mejia’s wife, Patricia Mejia, asked—personally and by going through an attorney—that the superintendent retract the letter, but he would not do so, giving rise to the case. The school subsequently filed a motion for summary judgment.

The Michigan court in this case relied on Troxel v. Granville, the same Supreme Court child custody case that the Johnson court relied on in Connecticut. After discussing several Sixth Circuit cases, the Mejia court noted that the Mejias based their argument in part on the Troxel “right to direct and control the education of their child.” However, unlike in Johnson, the Mejia court disagreed with this take on Troxel:

This argument . . . is based upon a strained reading of Troxel. While Troxel does mention that parents have the right to direct and control the education of their children (albeit the case does not, itself, involve the education of a child), nothing in that decision suggests that it includes the right to go onto school property, even if doing so is necessary to participate in the child’s education.

---

194 Note also that parents seeking to litigate claims must choose a theory of liability carefully. In a case cited by the Macias court, a parent was banned from a school after an altercation in which the parent allegedly yelled obscenities. Camfield v. Bd. of Trustees of Redondo Beach Unified Sch. Dist., No. 2:16-cv-02357-ODW (FFM), 2016 WL 7046594, at *2 (C.D. Cal. Dec. 2, 2016). However, rather than pursuing a claim based on Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment procedural due process grounds, the parent attempted to argue that California Education Code § 51101 gave rise to tort liability. Id. at *4–5. This effort was unsuccessful, and the court dismissed this claim and the parents’ other unrelated claims. Id. at *6.
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But times have changed since *Mejia* was decided seventeen years ago. Since then, a wealth of scholarship has shed light on the criminalization of youth in schools. Communities have become far more aware of the school-to-prison pipeline, and this change in attitudes has led to school administrators and courts questioning zero-tolerance policies. For cases coming seventeen years after *Mejia*, then, courts may find it less tenuous to read *Troxel* as granting parents a right to be on campus.

The *Mejia* court also relies on the blanket assertion that the Supreme Court generally uses “restraint in delineating the scope of parents’ fundamental rights with respect to education.” But this assertion does not pass muster. For decades, the Supreme Court has many times taken an aggressive posture in expanding the rights of parents with respect to education. In the 1923 case of *Meyer v. Nebraska*, for instance, the Court struck down a Nebraska statute that prohibited the instruction of any language other than English in schools. The Court made specific reference to the same parental “right of control” over a child’s education advanced in *Troxel*. In the 1925 case of *Pierce v. Society of Sisters*, the Supreme Court overruled an Oregon statute forbidding private schools. Drawing specifically on the logic of *Meyer v. Nebraska*, the Court found that the Oregon law “unreasonably interferes with the liberty of parents and guardians to direct the upbringing and education of children under their control.” Years later, the Supreme Court continued this logic in *Wisconsin v. Yoder*. In this case from 1972, the Supreme Court struck down a Wisconsin statute forcing children to remain in school beyond eighth grade, due to religious objections brought by Amish parents.

As of 2019, the Supreme Court has continued to grant very broad power to parents in an educational context, contrary to the *Mejia* court’s assertion. In 2017, for instance, the Supreme Court decided *Endrew F. v. Douglas County*. This case greatly expanded parents’ rights with respect to their children’s education because it confirmed the right to public reimbursement for private school tuition—in other words, the right to opt

---
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out of the public education system entirely, at taxpayer expense—when a child is not making appropriate progress in line with her, his, or their abilities.212 Thus, the Supreme Court can hardly be said to exercise “restraint” when it comes to a parent’s rights over their child’s education.213

The Mejia court also observed that the Mejias did not point to any cases which would establish a fundamental right to being present on their child’s school property.214 But this observation is also out of date. Johnson, State v. Green, and Macias v. Filippini all now seem to stand for the proposition that parents have a fundamental right to be present on their child’s campus.215 Without going too far “into the weeds,” the Mejia court’s logic seems meager or insufficient at best: the cases it cites are distinguishable from the conduct alleged in the case.216 Furthermore, the analysis of Mejia focused largely on substantive due process—not the procedural due process that Johnson has focused on since.217

The case law from the Second Circuit and beyond overwhelmingly support a New York City parent’s right to be on their child’s school grounds. The one exception, Mejia, is out of date and, most importantly, decided by the Sixth Circuit—which includes Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, and Tennessee—so it does not have binding or precedential effect on the Second Circuit. Since at least the 1920s, contrary to Mejia, the Supreme Court has regularly expanded the rights of parents to control or direct the education of their children. Other cases, such as Johnson and Macias, have argued forcefully for a parent’s right to a pre-deprivation hearing before being excluded on a long-term basis from campus.218

214 Id. at *5-6.
216 See Mejia, 2002 WL 1492205, at *4. In one case cited by Mejia, for instance—Lovern v. Edwards, 190 F.3d 648 (4th Cir. 1999)—a court dismissed somewhat similar claims for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. In Lovern, a parent was banned from a school campus after a dispute over his son’s failure to be selected for the varsity basketball team. However, the Lovern court seemed distracted by what it perceived as the frivolity of the proceedings; it turned out the parent ran a private litigation company and sought more to advance his business interests rather than his son’s basketball career. The Mejia court also cited Henley v. Octorara Area School District, 701 F. Supp. 545 (E.D. Pa. 1988), but this case involved an individual who was not a parent getting banned from school property. Another case cited by Mejia, Swanson v. Guthrie Indep. Sch. Dist., 135 F.3d 694 (10th Cir. 1998), involved a homeschooing parent concerned about curriculum, facts not directly applicable to the limited access letter context.
217 Compare Mejia, 2002 WL 1492205, at *2-7, with Johnson v. Perry, 859 F.3d 156, 166-68 (2d Cir. 2017).
Thus, the conclusion is stark: the DOE’s limited access letters—to the extent that they ban or restrict a parent’s presence on campus without a pre-deprivation hearing, rather than merely enforce safety rules already in effect for all parents—are illegal.

B. Limited Access Letters Are Arbitrary and Capricious

While procedural due process may provide the primary and most immediate theory of liability to challenge limited access letters, the “arbitrary and capricious” standard may provide an alternative attack on the practice.

Under the federal Administrative Procedure Act, a court may overturn the findings of a federal agency if the findings are found to be “arbitrary and capricious.”219 States have adopted their own versions of the Administrative Procedure Act to create a similar standard of review for state agency decisions. In New York, litigants may initiate an Article 78 proceeding—referring to Article 78 of New York’s Civil Practice Law and Rules—to challenge New York state agency decisions.220 New York State has interpreted “arbitrary and capricious” to mean “without sound basis and reason and generally taken without regard to the facts.”221

A recent case involving an appeal of a parent ban similar to a limited access letter may shed light on a path toward arguing that these letters are arbitrary and capricious.222 In Lujan v. Carranza, a New York City man was banned from coming within 1,000 feet of the grounds of his son’s elementary school due to his 1988 sex conviction of an offense against a middle school-aged girl.223 The principal issued the ban nearly twenty years after Mr. Lujan, the “sole caretaker” of his son, had been released from prison and discharged from parole.224 Lujan attempted to have the ban overturned by writing to the DOE; however, the DOE upheld the ban, referencing its policy that prohibits people convicted of sex offenses against minors and designated as having “the highest risk of recidivism”

---

220 N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 7803 (McKinney 2019) ("The only questions that may be raised in a proceeding under this article are: . . . whether a determination was made in violation of lawful procedure, was affected by an error of law or was arbitrary and capricious or an abuse of discretion . . . .").
222 I consider a “limited access letter” to refer to when a parent receives a letter from a principal restricting access in response to a recent incident that allegedly took place on school grounds. By contrast, the letter in Lujan comes in response to a sex offense—which involves its own statutory reporting and restriction scheme—from many years earlier.
223 Lujan, 63 Misc. 3d at 236.
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from entering school grounds. The letter also advised that Lujan “could contact school personnel regarding his son’s progress, and could try to make arrangements with the principal if he wanted to attend a specific event with supervision.”

Lujan appealed to the Commissioner of Education at NYSED, and later to the Supreme Court of Albany County under an Article 78 claim. In the meantime, Lujan’s son graduated from the elementary school and moved on to middle school. Lujan received a letter from the middle school principal imposing what the court characterized as “somewhat more lenient” restrictions compared to the elementary school: this principal allowed him to meet with school staff and attend events if he let them know ahead of time and a school safety agent (“SSA”) accompanied him.

When Lujan ultimately appealed in Albany County Supreme Court, that court found that the DOE’s refusal to grant him full access to his son’s school was not arbitrary and capricious. The court seems to have based its decision on two factors. First, the court noted that the ban on Lujan’s entry into the middle school was not a “blanket prohibition.” Because Lujan could still set foot on school grounds after giving notice and with SSA accompaniment, the court found that Lujan still had sufficient access to the school. Second, the court noted that Lujan’s sex offender status and underlying conviction did make the school’s treatment of him rational, despite the many years that had passed since the crime.

While Lujan was unsuccessful in demonstrating that his case involved arbitrary and capricious decision-making, applying the same standard to many of the cases discussed in this piece would likely yield the opposite conclusion. For instance, Natasha Battle’s ban from school property came in response to her use of the word “damn” in front of school children. To adopt the Lujan analysis: to ban a parent from stepping on school grounds due to profanity is “without sound basis and reason.”

---
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Battle did not exhibit any threat toward students or staff. Even Success’ position—that she was scaring students and school staff by yelling out profane words—does not seem to indicate an actual threat of violence or a crime. The profanity she allegedly uttered came in direct response to a predictable trigger: the school’s failure to open its doors for families and children standing outside in the rain. Continuing the Lujan inquiry, Success banned Battle “without regard to the facts.” The only relevant facts, as stated, were that Battle used the word “damn” and was forced to stand outside in the rain with her children.

Parents and practitioners who feel that a school has issued any type of ban “without sound basis and reason” and/or “without regard to the facts,” then, may wish to argue that the ban is arbitrary and capricious. While unproven, perhaps this approach might yield strategic rewards as well. “Arbitrary and capricious” claims invoke a more “low stakes” standard inherent in state law. Procedural due process claims, meanwhile, invoke “higher stakes” principles of federal constitutional law. A state court, then, may feel more comfortable overruling a school district’s limited access letter by simply saying the decision was arbitrary and capricious, rather than wading into the murky and deeper waters of procedural due process. Strategically, however, the standard for “arbitrary and capricious” may also be a challenging one to meet.

C. Limited Access Letters Impose a Disparate Impact on Parents of Color and Parents of Students with Disabilities

Finally, litigants could almost certainly argue disparate impact in theory. In other words, litigants could argue that limited access letters impose a disparate impact on a constitutionally-protected class—people of color—and on parents of students with disabilities.

Unfortunately, this theory of liability would likely not be successful in the current judicial landscape. In 2001, the Supreme Court decided the case of Alexander v. Sandoval. This case found that Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, which prohibits discrimination on the basis of “race, color, or
national origin," did not allow for a private right of action under a theory of disparate impact. As a result, DOE parents would likely not be able to seek judicial relief unless Alexander v. Sandoval were overturned.

III. SOLUTIONS FOR NEW YORK CITY: LESSONS FROM LOS ANGELES

In Los Angeles, limited access letters—or “disruptive person letters,” as they are known there—once mirrored New York City’s practices. The Los Angeles Unified School District (“LAUSD”) recently reformed its schools’ use of these letters in banning parents from campus. Although New York City can learn from LAUSD’s reforms, the most appropriate action is still to stop the limited access letter practice.

A. Abolish Limited Access Letters Altogether

For nearly every reason imaginable, New York City—and the rest of the country—should end the practice of limited access letters, full stop. As discussed above, they are illegal. Depriving parents of their protected liberty interest in being on a school campus without a pre-deprivation hearing violates procedural due process requirements under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. Even if a process were introduced to attempt to satisfy constitutional requirements, parents should not be excluded from campus—period. These types of letters have a disproportionate effect on parents of color. The letters can cause shame and humiliation for recipients. And they do not resolve the more serious underlying issues of establishing mutual trust between schools and parent communities.

There are other ways to engage with parents productively without resorting to limited access letters. Lily Gonzalez is an LAUSD graduate
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and parent of a student at a California charter school. She recently wrote a moving story about her own experience:

Recently I sent a strongly worded email to my daughter’s teachers, she was working on a group project and didn’t receive the grade we were hoping for, she was also not presented with the grading rubric right away letting her know what she did wrong and areas for improvement. This was a project that I saw my little scholar working avidly on, and I was beyond upset when my daughter received a low score. The hoop earrings were about to come off. This alone could have been reason enough to be labeled as a disruptive parent had she been at LAUSD. Instead of receiving one of these letters, her teachers scheduled a meeting with me to take place a few days later. This also gave me the time to cool off. We met, they explained the rubric and why she received the grade that she did. The reason rubrics weren’t handed out on the spot was because the grade was cumulative and other components for assessment were factored in. We resolved the situation and worked together. Had I received letter telling me that I was “disruptive,” I would have only been further agitated, and the last thing I would have wanted was to work together with my child’s educators. It was a learning experience for us all.

Gonzalez’s story may illustrate the type of response that DOE principals and educators could take with “difficult” parents. The Parent Organization Network (“PON”), a collaborative organization whose mission is to “connect, empower, and mobilize parents and parent organizations” in the Los Angeles area, suggests “provid[ing] training to any staff member that interacts with parents on customer service, conflict resolution, and de-escalation techniques.” Given the plethora of biases that school staff may unconsciously or consciously harbor toward certain parents, de-escalation provides an essential tool for staff to check in with themselves and act responsively instead of reactively.
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In a similar vein, schools can take affirmative steps to open up the conversation about their policies and expectations of parents. “Providing parents with a booklet of rights to review on their own is not enough,” PON’s 2016 report reads. “Principals need to review the rules most frequently violated with parents at ‘Back to School Night’ events.” The group also recommends “formal orientations . . . with opportunities for parents and staff to dialogue about rights and responsibilities, school rules and procedures . . . and how to navigate the school and district to seek resources and resolve problems at school[,]” as well as training for parents on how to observe their child’s classroom without violating rules and policies.

“Maintaining the safety of students while building stronger relationships with their parents are not mutually exclusive concepts. Both are achievable if schools truly reframe the role of parents as true partners.” Even though LAUSD has made reforms, parents and advocates there still see the effects of the letters—parents are still excluded from participating in their children’s education. Outright abolition of limited access letters, then, is by far the preferred solution. In the alternative, the reforms discussed below would make the practice more palatable for DOE parents. As we work towards abolition of limited access letters altogether, the following steps should be taken to improve the practice as it exists.

B. Restrict the Reach of Limited Access Letters

Under the new LAUSD policy, the ban cannot be indefinite; letters may only ban a parent for up to a year. Significantly, the bulletin also states that a parent or other recipient of the letter may not be banned outright from campus: “[t]he letter does not preclude individuals from visiting the school or attending school activities, but merely requires calling the principal ahead of time to schedule an appointment.” The DOE should adopt this policy as well, restricting limited access letters to a maximum duration of one year and ensuring parents may still participate fully in school events.

---
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C. Make Data Public

In Los Angeles, unlike in New York, the public has been able to learn more about who is receiving these letters, who is issuing them, and why. The findings on schools issuing these letters have been upsetting, but, from a policy perspective, they provide valuable information. PON filed an information request regarding the LAUSD.\(^\text{259}\) In response, the group was permitted to analyze 476 disruptive person letters issued between 2002 and 2016.\(^\text{260}\) PON analyzed each letter and compiled a database charting “school year, local district, school grade-level configuration, school type, principal, recipient(s), type and frequency of offense, and number of warnings and letters given to recipients.”\(^\text{261}\) Among other findings, the group learned the following:

- Seventy percent of disruptive person letters were issued by elementary schools.\(^\text{262}\)

- Approximately seventy percent of those receiving a letter were female.\(^\text{263}\)

- A small number of principals accounted for a disproportionate number of letters: About one third of all letters issued were issued by a block of eleven percent of all principals giving out these letters.\(^\text{264}\)

- During 2015-2016, 60.5% of all principals in LAUSD were women, but this group of principals constituted 68% of the principals who issued one or more disruptive person letters.\(^\text{265}\)

- Eighty-two percent of letters, or 389 in total, were issued due to “verbal behaviors.”\(^\text{266}\) Specific examples of verbal behavior that resulted in a disruptive person letter included: “being irate, raising the voice, yelling, using the wrong tone of voice, using

\(^{259}\) Parent Org. Network Report, supra note 251, at 8.
\(^{260}\) Id.; see also Kohli, supra note 245 (clarifying that this 476 figure is not the total number of disruptive person letters that were sent during the years in question). In fact, 304 letters were issued in 2015 alone. Szymanski, supra note 247. Also note that “disruptive person letters” were formerly known as “disruptive parent letters,” the change reflecting that anyone setting foot on campus could receive a letter. Id.
\(^{262}\) Id. at 13.
\(^{263}\) Id. at 16.
\(^{264}\) Id. at 13.
\(^{265}\) Id. at 12.
\(^{266}\) Parent Org. Network Report, supra note 251, at 17.
profanity, being argumentative, being disrespectful, saying negative things about the school, staff, or parents to others, or making general threats.\textsuperscript{267}

- The other top reasons principals issued letters were due to alleged violation of school policies,\textsuperscript{268} threats,\textsuperscript{269} and parents approaching students.\textsuperscript{270}

- Prior warning was only mentioned in fourteen percent of the letters.\textsuperscript{271}

- Ninety-nine percent of the letters restricted the recipient’s access to the campus.\textsuperscript{272}

- Ninety-seven percent of the letters restricted access for an indefinite duration.\textsuperscript{273}

- None of the 476 letters analyzed “provided instructions on how to appeal the letter or how a parent might work with the school administrator to regain normal access to campus.”\textsuperscript{274}

PON also conducted qualitative interviews with a small number of parents who received letters.\textsuperscript{275} Five out of six of the individuals interviewed said that they suspected the real reason they were banned from campus was “because they had been vocal or persistent in challenging

\textsuperscript{267} Id.
\textsuperscript{268} Id. at 18. Thirty-five percent of letters, or 168 in total, were issued due to “[v]iolating school or district policy or procedures.” Id. Some specific examples of violating policy or procedures that resulted in a disruptive person letter included: violating the visitor’s policy; failing to leave campus when requested; talking to others during classroom observation; and violating court orders. Id.
\textsuperscript{269} Id. at 20. Twenty-five percent of letters, or 121 in total, were issued due to “[t]hreats.” Id. The report stated that they were “unable to assess from the letters whether a specific verbal threat . . . was credible.” Id. at 21.
\textsuperscript{270} Id. at 19. Eighteen percent of letters, or 85 in total, were issued due to “[p]arents approaching students.” Id. These were issued in “situations where parents approached children other than their own directly to talk to them, touched their arm or shoulder to re-direct them, reprimanded or confronted them, threatened them, or physically struck them.” Id.
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policies being enforced."276 All six parents took action upon receiving the letter, from attempting to meet with the school principal or asking that the principal’s supervisor or a district official review the letter.277 In the interviews, however, parents described the outcomes of their actions, none of which was that the letter was rescinded.278 Parents interviewed reported “feeling sad, angry, frustrated, powerless, desperate, . . . ultimately devastated . . . [and that] there was ‘no way out’ to get the principal’s decision reviewed or overturned.”279

This is the type of qualitative and quantitative data that the DOE needs to generate. In fact, as of early 2019, the New York City Council has proposed legislation before it that would make this data a reality.280 In March 2018, City Council member Ritchie Torres introduced a bill designed to require the DOE to report information and trends regarding limited access letters.281 The bill would require the DOE to report annually on the number of limited access letters issued to parents, with data disaggregated by student race, student special education status, and other categories.282 However, as of mid-2019, the City Council’s Committee on Education has control of the bill, and it does not appear to have made any movement since its introduction in March 2018.283
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D. Introduce a “Limited Access Letter” Hearing, Modeled After a Suspension Hearing

As discussed earlier, the suspension hearing process in the DOE—while highly flawed—might provide a model for an appropriate adjudication mechanism for parents.\textsuperscript{284} Given that the DOE already has suspension hearing office “machinery” in place, allowing parents a chance to be heard by a neutral hearing officer before a limited access letter goes into effect could be a fair way to resolve the solution. This fact-finding proceeding could work in the same way the suspension process currently does: parents could present evidence explaining why the principal’s version of events was not accurate. The school could also present evidence. Both sides could present witnesses, cross-examine the other side’s witnesses, and introduce documents for review.

This process could also, in the long run, save the DOE time. Rather than requiring a regional superintendent or other person to review an appeal of the letter (as the new Los Angeles process requires, detailed below), an independent hearing officer could take a first pass at resolving the situation. In doing so, the hearing officer could “weed out” nonsensical limited access letters and keep tabs on how individual schools are operating.

In late 2016, shortly after the PON report, LAUSD implemented an initial appeals process for disruptive person letters.\textsuperscript{285} To document and outline this policy, LAUSD formally issued a written bulletin entitled “Disruptive Person Letter.”\textsuperscript{286} Under the new appeals process, a parent can now first appeal the letter to the school’s principal, and, within thirty days of receiving the appeal, the principal shall issue a written response.\textsuperscript{287} After the initial appeal to the principal, the parent (or other letter recipient) may then appeal the letter to the local district superintendent or designee.\textsuperscript{288} The district must respond within thirty days to issue the final decision.\textsuperscript{289} If the letter is upheld by the principal or the district, then the school must review the letter every ninety days.\textsuperscript{290} One loophole is that the new policy does not specify the individual who must conduct the review—meaning that potentially a person with vested interests in supporting school personnel over parents might be reviewing the letter.\textsuperscript{291}
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\textsuperscript{290} Id.
\textsuperscript{291} Kohli, supra note 245; see also Disruptive Person Letter Policy Bulletin, supra note 257.
The bulletin also includes a sample “warning” letter for principals to use in interacting with parents or others prior to issuing a disruptive person letter.\textsuperscript{292} The warning letter template begins:

Dear Mr./Mrs. __________________:

I am writing to confirm our conversation on __________________ and to warn you I am considering restricting your access to our campus. Your conduct on _________ created a serious disturbance, which required the attention of school personnel.

[DESCRIBE INCIDENT THAT MAY LEAD TO DISRUPTIVE PERSON LETTER]

I found your behavior to be __________________. While I appreciate your concern for your child, such a disturbance to the instructional program cannot be tolerated. I cannot operate a school effectively when conferences are not scheduled.\textsuperscript{293}

The letter goes on to cite the relevant School Board Rules and criminal statutes which may apply if a parent persists in making a disturbance.\textsuperscript{294} The bulletin also includes a form for a parent to appeal a letter at the school level, as well as another form for a parent to appeal the letter at the local district level.\textsuperscript{295} Following is the sample of a disruptive person letter that a principal may use that matches the “warning” letter almost identically for the first three paragraphs, as well as its closing.\textsuperscript{296} However, the letter includes the following text for principals to use in restricting a parent’s access:

This letter \textbf{does not} preclude you from visiting the school or attending school activities, but merely requires calling the principal ahead of time to \textbf{schedule an appointment}.

If you have business at the school, please call __________________ in advance for an appointment. You may not enter the school without __________________ authorization.\textsuperscript{297}

\textsuperscript{292} Disruptive Person Letter Policy Bulletin, \textit{supra} note 257, attachment A.
\textsuperscript{293} Id.
\textsuperscript{294} Id.
\textsuperscript{295} Id. attachment B, C.
\textsuperscript{296} \textit{Compare} id. attachment A, \textit{with} id. attachment D.
\textsuperscript{297} Disruptive Person Letter Policy Bulletin, \textit{supra} note 257, attachment D (emphasis in original).
The letter also describes the appeals process: “You may appeal the letter to the issuing principal and, if not resolved, to the local district director.”

These are exactly the types of procedures that the New York City DOE should put into place for limited access letters. The LAUSD bulletin—a document analogous to the DOE’s Chancellor’s Regulations—provides the appropriate formality for principals, staff, attorneys, and parents to rely on when a dispute arises. Again, given the extensive hearings and appeals process already in place for school suspensions in New York, it would seem only a small step to introduce a written policy similar to the school suspension process for limited access letters.

In addition to the formal written notice component, the DOE should also implement the warning letter aspect of the LAUSD appeals plan. The formality of a warning letter provides fair notice to parents that their behavior may not be acceptable to the school. At the same time, it facilitates a dialogue between a principal and parents before their behavior crosses the school’s line. This dialogue in turn gives the parent a chance to share their side with the principal. Given that the first notice a parent currently receives in New York City of any problem is the letter banning them from the campus, a prior written warning would be very useful.

The DOE should also adopt LAUSD’s letter template for a number of reasons. First, the uniformity of the letter may help reduce implicit bias and/or problematic language by principals. The standardization of the letter would also ensure that parents receive consistent information on what the limited access letter actually means. The clarity of the disruptive parent letter template—including the statement in bold that the letter “does not preclude you from visiting the school or attending school activities”—also makes the process clearer for parents. Even some of the subtle nuances—such as the letter’s note of appreciation for the parent’s “concern for your child”—seem well-executed and logical. The DOE should adopt a similar tone with public school parents.

Finally, the LAUSD appeals process seems both simple and intuitive for parents. Rather than relying on opaque references to state and federal education laws, the appeals process allows a parent to immediately request a chance from the authority figure they likely know best at the school—the principal. The thirty-day requirement sets a clear and timely standard for the school to adhere to, while also giving principals sufficient time to prepare a more thorough investigation and report. The second

---

298 Id.
299 Id. (emphasis in original).
300 Id.
level of appeal, to the local district superintendent, also seems well-designed. By allowing the superintendent to have final say in the matter, the procedure allows schools to maintain a safe campus while also ensuring that parents are not bound to the discretion of a principal who may already be biased against them.

There may, of course, be limitations and downsides to this process. For instance, the appeals process might be, in essence, a sham, giving the appearance of due process while remaining a system that excludes parents of color and parents of students with disabilities systematically from school campuses. A parent might not receive the letter, given that many people may experience housing insecurity or do not use snail mail regularly. A letter might not be translated into a parent’s native language. Parents might feel pressured to obtain legal representation, creating a system where only parents represented by counsel would receive the full attention of the superintendent. Pitfalls still abound. However, this appeals process would still almost certainly be preferred to the current lack of any system.

CONCLUSION

Limited access letters pose a serious problem for parents of color and for parents of children with disabilities. Students of color and students with disabilities already face disproportionate levels of school discipline. Banning parents from campus exacerbates the carceralization of schools and reinforces the reality of the school-to-prison pipeline.

As Los Angeles’s PON urges: “Listen to parents; don’t restrict their access to campus when they are informed and empowered, because they are your most crucial partners in educating children.”

Ultimately, when a school excludes a parent, it is the student who suffers the most. No child deserves to have their parent banned from watching them play soccer, star in a play, or graduate from high school. By introducing a formal set of requirements for fact-finding and dispositional hearings in a school suspension context, the DOE has already shown a keen and admirable interest in reforming student discipline. Applying the same interest to helping schools deal fairly with the parents who may present similar issues—and, preferably, by banning limited access letters outright—is the next logical step.
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INTRODUCTION

In New York City, much-needed critical attention has been paid to the racial disproportionality and overreach of the city’s child welfare system, the Administration for Children’s Services (“ACS”), and its conflation of poverty with neglect. The vast majority of child protection cases

---

brought in New York City allege child neglect rather than abuse. This article explores the proportionally smaller category of cases brought with the most severe physical abuse allegations, cases in which ACS is often seen to be most justified in removing and separating children from their families. As The Bronx Defenders Family Defense Practice has developed and evolved over its ten years in existence, we have found that early litigation exposes the fact that, much like elsewhere in child protective law, these serious physical abuse cases are often based on misperceptions and are susceptible to both mistake and overreach.

The mere existence of a fracture, head trauma, or other serious injury in a young child or infant that cannot be explained, even without additional evidence of an intentional act, can trigger civil child abuse allegations, tear apart a family, and stigmatize a parent as an “abuser.” In the context of public defense, where the vast majority of parents represented are low-income people of color, whose parent-child bonds are largely devalued, the severity of an accusation alone can mean long-protracted family separation and, in some cases, the permanent dissolution of a family.

Head trauma and “unexplained fracture” allegations seem medically complicated and unassailable when they include a diagnosis of abuse by a medical professional. A parent defender’s understandable first reaction may be that the case is unwinnable, indefensible, or that a parent faced with these charges may never get their children home. A common response is to resolve the case as expeditiously as possible without challenging the allegations.

In many cases, however, injuries labeled as “unexplained” may be the result of accidents simply unwitnessed by the parents, events not fully understood or believed by medical professionals due to bias, the result of a natural disease process or, in some cases, the injuries may not exist as pled. In our experience in The Bronx Defenders Family Defense Practice, employing aggressive and early litigation in abuse cases, in conjunction with holistic client advocacy by parent advocates and social workers, has more than halved the amount of time families are separated. By immediately demanding proof of abuse or medical evidence that substantiates the

---

2 In 2018 in the Bronx, there were 12,407 reports of suspected neglect to the State Central Register, contrasted to the 233 abuse reports received. NYC ADMIN. CHILDS SERVS., CHILD WELFARE INDICATORS ANNUAL REPORT 2018, at 9 (2019), https://perma.cc/JC5C-GKPM.

3 See Section III.A, infra, for a discussion of our data on physical abuse cases. A recent study sponsored by The Annie E. Casey Foundation found that children of parents represented by interdisciplinary offices like The Bronx Defenders spent 118 fewer days on average in foster care during the four years following an abuse or neglect filing, as compared to panel attorneys. Lucas A. Gerber et al., Effects of an Interdisciplinary Approach to Parental Representation in Child Welfare, 102 CHILD. & YOUTH SERVS. REV. 42 (July 2019); see also John Kelly & Michael Fitzgerald, New York’s Parent Defender Model Lowers Reliance on Foster
abuse allegations, we have in many cases been able to expose that alleged abusive injuries are more likely accidentally caused or related to a natural disease process, even if the accidents are not witnessed. In challenging these cases through immediate and aggressive litigation, we have been able to both achieve quicker reunification between our clients and their children and expose the fallacy that certain injuries in a baby, such as a skull fracture, are necessarily from abuse. We have also found that these cases are winnable, even where a parent can never explain how their child sustained an injury. Early, creative, and aggressive litigation is the key, and this article shares strategies that can be used to win cases, reunify families more quickly, and expose the fallacy that a young child’s “unexplained” injury in some communities is necessarily abusive.

The purpose of the article is to use our experience litigating physical abuse cases in the Bronx to provide practitioners and family defenders both in New York and in other states with ideas and strategies of how to move cases forward for parents and caretakers charged with serious physical abuse of a child. It is our hope that, by challenging these allegations, defense attorneys can expose the misperceptions and overreach of agencies that charge parents with physical abuse based on injuries alone.4

Part I includes real Bronx Defenders case examples that demonstrate the shift in how our practice now aggressively litigates abuse cases early and often and how it has changed outcomes for our clients. Part II provides a legal background on some of the most applicable New York City and State child protection processes, statutes, and standards, as well as the racially disproportionate ways in which those statutes, standards, and practices target people of color. Part III provides some of the tools and strategies we have found most useful in pushing reunification, using our cases to demonstrate how emergency hearings, expert witnesses, motion practice, and depositions can expose the fallacy of many abuse cases.

I. SHIFT TO EARLY AND AGGRESSIVE LITIGATION IN THE BRONX DEFENDERS’ ABUSE CASES

Over the last ten years, as The Bronx Defenders Family Defense Practice has developed and grown, we have changed the way in which we approach physical abuse cases. When we first represented parents charged

---

4 The authors understand and appreciate the vast difference in resources available to a lawyer at an institutional provider in New York City such as The Bronx Defenders as compared to a practitioner in upstate New York or in another state. The goal of this article is to demonstrate that abuse cases are not only winnable but that there are avenues to reunite families more quickly even if a parent is charged with abuse based on unexplained injuries.
with abuse based on the existence of unexplained injuries alone, we often, though not always, delayed litigation in order to collect all of the information and records, obtain multiple experts who could testify in person, and understand all of the evidence before challenging ACS’s claims of abuse. Unfortunately, this resulted in long and protracted trials conducted over a period of years, thereby frustrating clients, attorneys, and judges alike. Clients had to wait until the trial itself, many months or years down the line, before exposing that fractures in the petition in fact didn’t exist or were not definitive, or that ACS’s original claims in the petition were not all they appeared to be. The following is such an example.

A. “Multiple Fractures in Three-Month-Old Baby”: Protracted Litigation Exposes Medical Overreach

Josephine lives in the Bronx with her grandmother, husband, teenage cousin, and three young children, including her three-month-old son Evan. One morning, when returning from her full-time overnight job, her husband tells her that Evan was holding his arm in a funny way while drinking his nighttime bottle. Worried, Josephine checks on Evan to find him sleeping soundly in his crib, so she decides to check on him when he next wakes. A few hours later, Josephine notes that, despite gulping his bottle, Evan holds his arm differently and seems to be in pain when she moves him. Josephine talks with her husband, and neither can recall anything happening that could have caused an injury. Josephine immediately takes Evan to an emergency room.

At the hospital, the doctors clinically examine Evan and x-ray his arm. The clinical examination reveals that Evan has no swelling and does not appear to be in pain during tummy time. A radiologist reads the X-ray and suggests that Evan may have a small arm fracture, though it is difficult to read on X-ray. The doctors question Josephine, but she can’t recall any event that could have fractured her baby’s arm. She notes that sometimes her older children play with Evan while he sits in a bouncy seat, but that she always cautions them to be gentle with their little brother. The emergency room refers Evan to a child abuse pediatrician and conducts a full skeletal survey on Evan. The skeletal survey reveals a possible abnormality in the ribs that could be a fracture and possible leg fractures but is not conclusive.

---

5 Names and identifying details in all cases have been changed to protect client confidentiality.

6 A skeletal survey (or a bone survey) is a full body X-ray of the bones of the body. Christine W. Paine & Joanne N. Wood, *Skeletal Surveys in Young, Injured Children: A Systematic Review*, 76 CHILD ABUSE & NEGLECT 237, 237 (2018). It is often done when there is
Even though Evan is healthy and his mother has sought appropriate and immediate medical care, ACS and the child abuse pediatrician\(^7\) ("CAP") allege that both parents abused Evan based on the existence of “multiple” fractures. ACS forcibly removes not just Evan but all three of the children from their home, placing them in foster care. ACS files a petition against the parents alleging abuse based on the existence of three sets of unexplained fractures. The petition does not include information that we learn later but was as yet unknown at the time: (1) the fact that the child is clinically well, (2) that the leg “fractures” may actually be abnormalities or normal bone variants, and (3) that a radiologist has determined that the bones themselves may look abnormal.

Evan is discharged from the hospital without receiving a cast, medication, or any other treatment for his allegedly fractured arm and legs. At the first appearance in family court, Josephine’s lawyers ask for an emergency hearing for the children’s return but quickly withdraw after the child abuse pediatrician states that the injuries were caused by abuse, without explaining how the abnormalities were determined to be fractures or why they were necessarily from abuse. Josephine’s attorneys decide they need more time to evaluate the medical evidence and speak to experts.

Over the next several years, Josephine’s attorneys prepare for trial, hire experts including two bone specialists, and pore over the medical evidence. After almost a year of litigation it becomes clear, and even the child abuse pediatrician concedes, that Evan’s leg “fractures” were, in fact, not fractures but a normal variation of a child’s bones as seen in an X-ray. It also becomes clear that the alleged rib fractures may also have a fracture suspected due to child abuse to see whether there are other occult or unknown fractures that may not be showing clinical symptoms. Id.

\(^7\) The concept of “Child Abuse Pediatricians” is a relatively new phenomenon, having gained formalization and wider-spread utilization within the past ten years. See AM. BD. OF ME D. SPECIALTIES, ABMS BOARD CERTIFICATION REPORT 2017-2018, at 8 (2018). The term refers to a sub-specialization for which pediatricians receive certification. The field of “Child Abuse Pediatrics” was created in 2006 in response to increased interest in the biologic basis of disease processes that have their origins in childhood trauma experiences. A fuller discussion of this specialization is beyond the scope of this article but is an important piece of the issues at play in these cases. For just a few examples of the literature on this issue, see Keith A. Findley et al., Shaken Baby Syndrome, Abusive Head Trauma, and Actual Innocence: Getting It Right, 12 Hous. J. Health L. & Pol’y 209 (2012) (explaining that in the past decade the legitimacy of “Shaken Baby Syndrome” diagnoses has been called into question, as demonstrated by the evolution of the diagnosis nomenclature from “Shaken Baby Syndrome” to “Abusive Head Trauma,” among other examples); Kip Nelson, The Misuse of Abuse: Restricting Evidence of Battered Child Syndrome, 75 L. & Contemp. Probs. 187 (2012) (explaining that “Battered Child Syndrome” was intended to be a helpful tool for physicians, but has degraded into a cunning instrument for prosecutors who use the designation inappropriately, such as to mask otherwise impermissible or prejudicial character evidence).
been normal variants and that the arm “fracture” may have been nursemaid’s elbow. During the trial, it is exposed that the radiologist who originally read the X-rays was not even certified in pediatric radiology and that a more sensitive radiology study did not show an arm fracture. In addition, it isn’t until at least a year into the case that the court hears testimony from our client, the children’s mother, who up to that point has had no opportunity to tell her story or speak to the judge about the allegations. Over the course of the multi-year trial, the mother, our client, completed services and slowly gained more contact with her children, eventually reunifying with them fully.

After three years in court, Josephine consents to a neglect finding after her children have been back in her care for many months. In total, the family is separated for over a year and mired in a family court case for over three years. In that time period, it not only becomes clear that there were not three sets of fractures, that at best there was an arm fracture or a rib fracture, and that it is possible that some if not all of the fractures never existed at all. Unfortunately, it takes years to clarify these issues and work toward reunification, during which time the children are in foster care with limited parental contact.

B. Challenging Abuse Allegations at Case Outset: Proving an Infant Skull Fracture Is Accidental

While it is impossible to know exactly what would have occurred if Josephine’s lawyers had pursued a full emergency hearing at the case outset, our recent and numerous experiences litigating aggressively against abuse allegations soon after the case is filed have routinely and quickly exposed ACS’s inadequate investigations and lack of firm medical evidence to support their abuse allegations, even where injuries remain unwitnessed or without a clear cause. The following example is demonstrative.

One afternoon in January 2019, Rosa is folding laundry in her Bronx apartment bedroom while her six-year-old son Johnny and nine-month-old daughter Wendy play on the bed. As the siblings are cuddling and playing, they accidentally bang heads when Johnny, who is laying on his back, sits up as his baby sister Wendy crawls over him. Johnny cries, and Rosa comforts him. Rosa checks Wendy for injuries but she seems fine. Later that evening, Rosa breastfeeds Wendy and puts her to bed without issue.

---

8 For a description and discussion of nursemaid’s elbows, see Mohd Miswan MF et al., Pulled/Nursemaid’s Elbow, 12 MALAY. FAM. PHYSICIAN 26, 26-28 (2017).
The next morning while she is feeding Wendy, Rosa notices that Wendy’s head is slightly swollen and that Wendy has a bruise on her forehead. Not taking any chances, Rosa brings Wendy to her primary care doctor, who refers Wendy and Rosa to the emergency room at a Bronx public hospital. The hospital conducts a CT scan and finds that Wendy has two minor skull fractures and a very small bleed in the brain underlying the fractures. When questioned at the hospital about the injury, Rosa gives the only explanation she has for how Wendy sustained the fractures: that her children bumped heads on the bed. Wendy appears happy and playful in the hospital, nursing multiple times throughout the day.

The hospital finds Rosa’s explanation concerning and calls ACS to report Rosa, setting in motion investigations for potential criminal prosecution and family separation. ACS and the NYPD repeatedly question Rosa. Because Rosa cannot provide a reason deemed adequate for the swelling on Wendy’s head, she is not allowed to take her daughter home. Once discharged from the hospital, ACS places Wendy, Johnny, and an older sibling with Rosa’s sister, telling Rosa that, despite there being no court order, she cannot see her children for any prolonged period of time and that all contact between Rosa and her children must be supervised. Rosa is incredibly distraught, since she is still nursing Wendy every few hours.

Two days later, ACS files a petition in Bronx Family Court alleging that Rosa and her husband abused their daughter, based on an emergency room doctor’s statement that Rosa’s explanation for the injury was “inconsistent with the child’s injuries.” Despite the fact that Rosa acted entirely appropriately, sought medical attention, and that no doctor could provide an explanation for the injuries or conclude that they were caused by an abusive act, she still faces abuse charges from the state. The petition fails to mention why Rosa’s account of the head banging between Wendy and her brother is considered inconsistent with a skull fracture, nor does the petition state whether ACS spoke to any specialist doctors other than a physician in the emergency room.

When assigned to represent Rosa, the Bronx Defenders attorney learns that she hasn’t seen her children in two days, believing she was not allowed any contact. Rosa tells her attorneys that she has never been arrested or had prior contact with ACS. Before going in to arraign the case,
Rosa shows her attorneys Wendy’s discharge summary, which indicates that Wendy did not even need follow up care and that the type of skull fracture Wendy sustained can be from falling or bumping one’s head. Rosa tells her attorneys this summary was provided to ACS.

At intake, ACS asks that the court place the children with their relatives. At the arraignment, after consulting a pediatric neurosurgeon to confirm the fracture could be caused by two children banging heads against one another, The Bronx Defenders ask for an emergency hearing to keep the children in Rosa’s care. During the appearance, the judge holds a short informal hearing, asking the ACS caseworker for evidence to support the charges that Wendy’s skull fractures were the result of abuse. By questioning the ACS worker, the judge learns that this worker did not speak to the doctors who actually examined Wendy, but instead only spoke to two social workers. In fact, though Rosa is accused of abuse, the ACS worker does not have an opinion from any medical professional that the injuries are the result of abuse, only a statement from a physician in the emergency room where Wendy received treatment who believed that two children bumping heads could not cause a skull fracture. The judge questions the ACS worker and finds out that the ACS worker interviewed and observed the other children, who had no bruising or other issues. The Bronx Defenders attorney asks the ACS worker whether an actual medical professional had deemed the injury abusive, but the ACS worker cannot answer. In addition, the attorney for the children notes that the fourteen-year-old daughter desperately wants to return home, corroborates the head banging incident, and describes her parents as loving.

Given the lack of information brought by ACS and the agency’s inability to articulate why the injury was actually abusive or non-accidental, the court sends all the children home to Rosa that same day over ACS’s objection. The court orders ACS to visit the home to check in but does not require the family to participate in any services. Indeed, in making its decision, the court points out that there was no phrasing in the abuse petition alleging that Wendy’s skull fracture was actually the result of abuse rather than an accident. ACS objects and requests that the children be sent to foster care with Rosa’s sister. The judge denies the request, inviting ACS to amend the petition if and when the agency has more information.

---

*Children in Foster Care (2013); Office of Children and Fam. Servs., Child Welfare and Comm. Servs., 17-OCFS-ADM-14: Family Visiting Policy for Children in Foster Care 5 (2017). Often, visitation will be restricted for weeks if not months to an ACS “agency” office, where families are forced to spend time in often tiny rooms under the constant surveillance of a caseworker, also known as a Child Protective Specialist. These visits often constrict families from being themselves or sharing the comfortable intimacy of “family time.” See, e.g., Jeanette Vega, ‘Your Actions Are Setting You Back’ - Losing My Temper in Visits Hurt My Case, RISE (Sept. 1, 2015), https://perma.cc/77MG-VV2N.*
Just over three months later, ACS withdraws its abuse petition against the parents, never producing evidence that baby Wendy was abused or that her skull fracture was anything other than an unfortunate accident. Weeks later, Rosa receives a letter that the original ACS investigation was “unsubstantiated.” Nevertheless, Rosa tells her attorney that she is now scared to bring her children to the hospital.

II. A FRAMEWORK OF BRONX CHILD PROTECTION ABUSE CASES

When a parent brings a baby or young toddler under two years old to a Bronx hospital emergency room to seek medical assistance with an injury to the head, or brings a young child or baby who has something wrong with their leg or arm, the hospital likely runs tests and imaging. If the imaging, such as a CT scan or an X-ray, reveals skull fractures, brain injuries, rib fractures, or arm or leg fractures, hospital staff question the parent about how the injury happened and, if unsatisfied with the response, subsequently call ACS to report possible abuse. ACS conducts a short investigation and, if a medical professional raises even the slightest suspicion of abuse, even if there may be an accidental cause for the injury, ACS usually intervenes and separates a child from the parent or restricts a parent’s access to their child. This is almost always done before coming to court to file abuse charges or seek a judicial order to remove children.

When ACS separates a parent from a child, the agency must come to court the next business day to seek judicial oversight over the child’s removal, which generally is in the form of an abuse petition. In many cases, the government charges the parent for inflicting the very injury the parent was seeking assistance for when the parent originally came to the hospital. For example, in the case of Rosa above, she was seeking medical assistance for the swelling she found on Wendy’s head and then was ultimately accused of causing the head injury for which she sought treatment.

When the government ultimately charges a parent with abuse, the abuse petition often only includes the child’s age, the alleged injuries, and a vague statement that the injuries are suspicious for abuse, or more often

10 The majority of hospital staff who interact with an injured child—physicians, surgeons, dentists, osteopaths, residents, interns, registered nurses, and staff involved in admissions, examinations, care or treatment—are categorized as “mandated reporters” and are required by law to report when there is reasonable cause to suspect abuse. Injuries such as “fractures . . . to skull, nose, facial structure . . . skeletal trauma accompanied by other injuries . . . multiple or spiral fractures . . . in various stages of healing” are listed in guidance to these professionals for determining if there is reasonable suspicion of abuse or maltreatment. SHELDON SILVER & ROGER GREEN, A GUIDE TO NEW YORK’S CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES SYSTEM (2001). https://perma.cc/P3DU-954W. For a 2019 OCFS publication containing similar guidance, see OFFICE OF CHILDREN AND FAM. SERVS., CHILD PROTECTIVE SERVICES MANUAL (2019).
simply that a parent’s explanation is inconsistent with the injuries according to medical staff. The petitions are often based on poorly investigated allegations with no definitive medical evidence that any particular injury was caused by abuse. The petition rarely includes potential variances in diagnoses or causes that are still being ruled out at the time of filing. And almost never is the source with the medical opinion of abuse actually named. Instead, the petition may say “staff from Named Hospital state that an injury is not consistent with the parent’s explanation or is suspicious for abuse.” The petition seldom articulates in any detail why an injury itself, such as a rib fracture, bespeaks abuse or why a certain parental explanation for an injury would be implausible.\textsuperscript{11}

Nevertheless, in our experience, cases charging parents with abuse, even if often poorly investigated, are treated as more “serious” from the moment of filing than those charging parents with neglect.\textsuperscript{12} For example, once the specter of abuse is raised, a parent’s contact with a child is almost always restricted to a few supervised hours a week at ACS or a foster care agency.\textsuperscript{13}

\textsuperscript{11} For example, a typical petition may have the following language, “on or about [date], the emergency room doctor who received the CT at [hospital] stated that the child sustained a skull fracture. The mother stated that she believed this was the result of the baby hitting its forehead while playing with another child. According to [doctor], this explanation is inconsistent with the injuries.” The petition often will not include further allegations as to why the parent’s explanation of the injuries was insufficient or inconsistent, therefore suggesting abuse.

\textsuperscript{12} The distinction is roughly analogous to the distinction between felony and misdemeanor charges in criminal court. In our experience, the vast majority of cases in Bronx Family Court are brought under neglect dockets, which often involve facts or circumstances related to raising children in poverty. See discussion supra notes 2, 7.

\textsuperscript{13} Under N.Y. Fam. Ct. Act § 1030(c) (McKinney 2019), a parent has a right to reasonable and regularly scheduled visitation with a child who is not in their care unless the court finds that the child’s health or life would be in danger. § 1030(c) allows the court to order supervised visitation if it is in the best interest of the child. In cases where physical abuse is alleged, in the authors’ experience, courts routinely commence with visitation supervised by ACS. At this time, ACS’s policy is to provide at least one visit per week for two hours at a time, or two to three visits a week for infants and toddlers of shorter duration. N.Y.C. Admin. for Children’s Servs., Pol’y and Proc. No. 2013/02, Determining the Least Restrictive Level of Supervision Needed for Families with Children in Foster Care (2013). In our practical experience, ACS will often not provide more than two visits a week unless ordered to do so. In some cases, in our experience, the courts will order visits supervised by a family member, which allows a parent to have more contact with a child in foster care. See, e.g., In re T.A., No. 21833-4/11, 2012 WL 745087, at *2 (N.Y. Fam. Ct. Feb. 28, 2012) (ordering supervised visitation by either the grandparents or a 24-hour nanny). However, this often does not commence until some visits have occurred under agency-based ACS supervision. In addition, ACS, and sometimes the attorneys for the children, take the position that a court may not be able to order unsupervised visitation on certain serious abuse cases before fact-finding. See, e.g., In re Daniel O., 141 A.D.3d 434, 435 (N.Y. App. Div. 2016); see also infra Section II.B (discussing the Daniel O. case further).
Due to serious time lags, cases often don’t reach trial for years. In the intervening time, parents and children remain separated from one another with supervised contact only, and the government moves along the federally-mandated timeline that may require the agency to file a petition to terminate the parents’ rights altogether.\textsuperscript{14} The section that follows provides an abbreviated look into the path of a typical child protection abuse case in the Bronx after the case has been filed in family court. Abuse cases are litigated in two basic types of hearings: at a classic “fact-finding” trial or at a reunification hearing called a “1028 hearing,” known in other jurisdictions as the “shelter hearing” or “removal hearing.” Given that the majority of these cases are argued under a \textit{res ipsa loquitur} theory, explained below, the background provides special focus on those cases.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{A. Abuse Investigations and Prosecutions Disproportionately Impact Low-Income People of Color}

Before discussing the doctrinal elements and legal path of an abuse case, it is crucial to address the reality that hospital reporting practices, laws, statutes, and standards disproportionately impact parents of color who live in low-income, heavily policed and surveilled communities. In discussing abuse cases, what is ultimately at stake for parents is the fundamental freedom to seek medical care for their children\textsuperscript{16} and to be met with help, compassion, and care rather than with suspicion, distrust, and a prosecutorial eye. We contend that this freedom and right is simply not afforded equally.

Research consistently shows that children of color receive differential treatment in the pediatric emergency room.\textsuperscript{17} Once there is a suspicion

\textsuperscript{14} The Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA), passed in 1997, created a federally-mandated timeline within which states must, save for the exemptions provided within the statute, file to terminate parents’ rights when children remain in foster care. Under ASFA, the government is required to file to terminate a parent’s rights—hence “freeing” a child to be adopted—at a reunification hearing called a “1028 hearing,” known in other jurisdictions as the “shelter hearing” or “removal hearing.” Given that the majority of these cases are argued under a \textit{res ipsa loquitur} theory, explained below, the background provides special focus on those cases.

\textsuperscript{15} The doctrine of \textit{res ipsa loquitur} infers negligence from the nature of an accident or injury rather than from concrete proof of the injury’s causation. 79 \textsc{Christine M.G. Davis et al., N.Y. Jur. Negligence} § 194 (2d ed. 2019). New York extends that doctrine to inferences of abuse, and “permits a finding of abuse or neglect based upon evidence of an injury to a child which would ordinarily not occur absent acts or omissions of the responsible caretaker. . . . authoriz[ing] a method of proof which is closely analogous to the negligence rule of \textit{res ipsa loquitur}.” \textit{In re Philip M.}, 82 N.Y.2d 238, 246 (1993) (citations omitted).

\textsuperscript{16} See \textit{Troxel v. Granville}, 530 U.S. 57, 66 (2000) (recognizing “the fundamental right of parents to make decisions concerning the care, custody, and control of their children”).

\textsuperscript{17} See, \textit{e.g.}, Kent P. Hymel et al., \textit{Racial and Ethnic Disparities and Bias in the Evaluation and Reporting of Abusive Head Trauma}, 198 \textit{Pediatrics} 137 (2018) (finding significant racial
of abuse raised at the hospital, Black children are more likely than white children to receive full body X-rays to check for fractures, despite the fact that Black children are no more likely than white children to have X-ray findings suggestive of abuse.\(^{18}\) For example, in a six-year-long study of the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia, researchers concluded that African-American and Latinx toddlers hospitalized for fractures were five times more likely to be evaluated for child abuse with a skeletal survey, and three times more likely to be reported for suspected abuse and/or maltreatment.\(^{19}\) The study’s authors concluded that “racial differences do exist in the evaluation and reporting of pediatric fractures for child abuse, particularly in toddlers with accidental injuries.”\(^{20}\) Further, a recent study that examined medical professionals’ implicit biases showed the existence of stereotyping that linked race and class to abuse.\(^{21}\)

Due to hospitals’ disparate reporting practices, ACS’s disparate investigation rates within communities of color, and the well-documented disproportionate policing and surveillance of families of color, there is consequently a massively disproportionate effect on families of color and those living in poverty.\(^{22}\) This means that, for families of color, certain

---

\(^{18}\) Paine & Wood, supra note 6, at 237.

\(^{19}\) Wendy G. Lane et al., Racial Differences in the Evaluation of Pediatric Fractures for Physical Abuse, 288 JAMA 1603, 1606-07 (2002).

\(^{20}\) Id. at 1603.

\(^{21}\) Cynthia J. Najdowski & Kimberly M. Bernstein, Race, Social Class, and Child Abuse: Content and Strength of Professionals’ Stereotypes, 86 CHILD ABUSE & NEGLECT 217, 221 (2018) (“Our findings demonstrate a degree of consensus among medical professionals regarding the existence and content of stereotypes that link race and social class to child abuse.”).

\(^{22}\) See id.; see also Sheila D. Ards et al., Racialized Perceptions and Child Neglect, 34 CHILDREN & YOUTH SERVS. REV. 1480, 1488 (2012) (“The one aspect of the chain of events over which caseworkers have the largest control—investigation and substantiation—is the one area that we find is most consistently related to racialized beliefs and perception”); Frank Edwards, Family Surveillance: Police and the Reporting of Child Abuse and Neglect, 5 RSF 50, 63 (2019) (citations omitted) (“Race plays a powerful role in explaining the geography of family surveillance. For children and families of color, population composition and policing powerfully explain the intensity of family surveillance”).
Injuries are considered “abusive” that would not be seen as even suspicious among affluent and predominantly white communities mere blocks away.23

In contrast to other anecdotes within this article, the reality for a wealthy, white family might proceed as follows. In a wealthy Manhattan zip code,24 a white mother brings her baby to the emergency room after her son’s babysitter reported discovering what she described as a “weird soft spot” on her son’s head. The emergency room staff immediately calls in a pediatric neurologist. The pediatric neurologist diagnoses the child with a skull fracture. The mother states that she has no idea how this injury occurred. Doctors tell her that it is common to have no explanation, given that skull fractures can be caused by trivial contact, such as if a baby hits his head hard with a toy or on a wall. The child’s treatment team consoles the mother. They reassure her that the injury is minor, requires no treatment, and will not cause any long-term damage. The child spends the night in the hospital for monitoring and goes home the next morning. The mother never hears from ACS or the police. The child returns home to his mother’s care and is never separated from his loving family.

---


24 This story is fictitious, but is based, in part, on conversations with medical professionals and other individuals who work with families in other boroughs. For just one real-life example of the differential treatment of a white, upper class parent who may have inadvertently injured their child, see Anna Arons, Jenny Mollen, Jason Biggs, and How Race and Class Shape the Aftermath of Childhood Accidents, PASTE (May 3, 2019, 1:32 PM), https://perma.cc/R76X-ZKGF (“[F]ar too many parents do end up alone, with their children snatched from their arms, after accidents as common as Ms. Mollen’s. The difference for these parents: they are poor, they are people of color, and they do not have the benefit of the doubt from child services.”); Lisa Respers France, Jenny Mollen Reveals She Dropped Her Son on His Head, Fracturing His Skull, CNN ENT. (Apr. 18, 2019, 3:25 PM), https://perma.cc/NVF3-RT8W.
It is well-documented that Black families are grossly overrepresented in New York’s child welfare system in general, and that the system’s laws problematically conflate poverty with neglect in myriad ways. In our experience, poor parents of color who bring their young babies and children to Bronx hospitals with certain injuries are often met with interrogation rather than consolation and compassion. The case anecdotes throughout this article describe parents repeatedly being charged with abuse based exclusively on injuries that litigation reveals are plausibly accidental. Even if ACS ultimately drops its charges or the children return home after a hearing, the government has inflicted needless, irreversible, and serious harm on families.

B. A Parent’s First Day in Family Court

On a parent’s first date in Bronx Family Court, a parent meets a lawyer either from The Bronx Defenders or from a panel of 18-B private attorneys. Sometimes a parent’s child or children are still in the hospital, while in other circumstances the child with the injury and his or her siblings have already been placed in foster care. Attorneys often have mere minutes to review the abuse petition and speak to a client on a crowded court bench before being rushed into courtrooms to arraign the case. Many times, neither the parents nor the attorney enter the courtroom even knowing where the children are physically located or ACS’s plan for the children’s care should they not go home. As discussed earlier, the petitions often lack specificity as to how ACS will prove that a certain injury is the result of physical abuse. At the initial arraignment appearance, the

25 See sources cited supra note 23 and infra note 26; see also Emma S. Ketteringham et al., Healthy Mothers, Healthy Babies: A Reproductive Response to the “Womb-to-Foster-Care-Pipeline,” 20 CUNY L. REV. 77, 86-87 (2016) (discussing low-income families’ disparate involvement with the child protective apparatus); Amy Mulzer & Tara Urs, However Kindly Intended: Structural Racism and Volunteer CASA Programs, 20 CUNY L. REV. 23, 27 (2016) (discussing race and class disproportionality in the child welfare context, specifically within CASA programs).

26 See, e.g., Vivek S. Sankaran & Christopher Church, Easy Come, Easy Go: The Plight of Children Who Spend Less Than Thirty Days in Foster Care, 19 U. PA. J.L. & SOC. CHANGE 207, 211 (2016) (demonstrating the long-term harm of removal, even when children are removed from their family’s care less than a month); Wendy Jennings, Separating Families Without Due Process: Hidden Child Removals Closer to Home, 22 CUNY L. REV. 1, 8 (2019) (discussing the ways in which family separation traumatizes children).

27 In New York’s First Appellate Division, Article 18B of the County Law provides for the assignment and compensation of private attorneys to represent indigent defendants. N.Y. COUNTY LAW Art. 18-B § 722 (McKinney 2019); id. § 722-b.
court formally assigns the lawyer to the parent and addresses the question of where the child or children will be placed pending litigation, whether staying with relatives or being placed in foster care. Unless a parent requests an emergency hearing for the return of their children, the next court date will be set months out for a preliminary conference with a court attorney—not the judge. The trial on whether or not a child’s injury exists and is the result of a parent’s physical abuse against the child, rather than a normal childhood accident, may be delayed anywhere from several months to, more typically, at least a year. Thus, on the date of arraignment, parents are left with the choice of either reserving the right to an emergency hearing and waiting as the trial litigation slowly progresses or instead affirmatively attempting to prove that they did not abuse their child, without a full understanding of the actual “abuse” they are being accused of perpetrating.

On the initial court date, judges may also issue temporary orders of protection on behalf of the subject children. In our experience, ACS often requests such orders as a matter of course whenever charging abuse. Where the court finds that the subject children’s lives or well-being are in danger, it may restrict parents’ access to their children to supervised visitation at ACS agencies throughout the borough, where families must interact in a single small room while caseworkers observe their every move. Unfortunately, expanding beyond these restrictive settings in an abuse case can be a protracted process that may not occur until after trial on the ultimate issue of abuse.

---

28 N.Y. Fam. Ct. Act § 261 (McKinney 2019) (guaranteeing a constitutional right to counsel in certain family court cases); id. § 262 (establishing that the judge must inform the party of the right to have counsel at the initial court appearance).

29 Id. § 1027.

30 Id. § 1029.

31 Id. § 1030(c).

32 Unfortunately, given one recent First Department decision, Bronx Family Court judges often feel constrained from liberalizing visitation arrangements pre-trial in abuse cases, in large part because ACS cites that case as a barrier to unsupervised visits pre-trial. In the 2016 case In re Daniel O., the First Department reversed an order granting unsupervised time in a pre-trial abuse case, 141 A.D.3d 434 (N.Y. App. Div. 1st Dep’t 2016). In fact, the court found that it was an abuse of discretion to order unsupervised visitation at all before a trial. However, in that case, the Bronx Family Court judge had not taken testimony and, though it was pre-trial, the case was also pre-hearing, making it very different than many abuse cases now which are litigated extensively through witnesses pre-trial, which affords the judge an opportunity to evaluate credibility and expand visitation. Nevertheless, given Daniel O., the massive lag times before a trial hearing may actually mean that parents cannot visit their children outside of government agencies or supervision by friends or family for years before any allegation has even been proven against them. See, e.g., In re Aliah M.J.-N., 145 A.D.3d 891 (N.Y. App. Div. 2d Dep’t 2016) (reversing a family court order finding that “it was an improvident exercise of discretion for the Family Court to direct that the mother shall have unsupervised visitation with the subject child prior to the disposition of the Family Court Act article 10 proceeding
After arraignment, ACS provides parents with a “service plan” in which they are expected to enroll in various courses before allegations are even substantiated against them. In abuse cases, these courses may include anger management, batterers accountability, parenting, mental health assessments, and/or substance abuse assessments. Parents are expected to voluntarily participate in these services, even if they maintain that they have never engaged in abusive behavior toward their children and were simply seeking medical assistance at an ER for a discovered injury. Often, ACS constructs these service plans with little information about the family, and without meaningful consultation with the children or social workers. Parents have a right to visitation that is not supposed to be denied on the basis of failure to adequately comply with their service plan. However, the on-the-ground reality in our experience is that ACS often declines to expand visits on the basis of non-compliance with services, frequently restricting parenting time with children to twice-weekly, two-hour visits in the stifling supervised agency setting until and unless parents engage in these services.

While awaiting a trial date, parents and their counsel will generally meet at least twice with a court attorney assigned to specific judges: first for a preliminary conference and second for a settlement conference. These appearances, however, do not take place before a judge, so issues of substantive fact continue to go unaddressed. In other words, unless attorneys file motions, orders to show cause, or other pleadings, the court may not see a parent between arraignment and trial, other than at twice-yearly permanency hearings when a child is in foster care. In the interim,

35 Sometimes parties may appear in front of the judge on discovery motions for records that must be obtained through motion, such as a child or parent’s mental health records. These appearances tend to be perfunctory and non-substantive as they relate to the facts of the underlying case. See Fam. Ct. Act. § 1038 (governing the scope of discovery in abuse and neglect cases).
36 Under Fam. Ct. Act. § 1089, courts are required to conduct hearings regarding placement and permanency every six months while children are placed in foster care. At these hearings, courts must determine a permanency “goal” for the child, such as “return to parent” or
months and sometimes years may pass without a case moving forward, while a parent is stalled having only supervised contact with their young child growing up out of their care.

C. Family Court Prosecution Theories of Physical Abuse

At the trial, which often comes years after a child is removed and a parent is charged with abuse, 37 parties litigate under a preponderance of the evidence standard 38 to determine the ultimate question of whether the parent committed “child abuse” as defined by the Family Court Act. 39 ACS can seek to prove abuse against a parent in one of three ways: 1) by proving a parent inflicted or allowed to be inflicted injury resulting in a serious or life-threatening consequences; 2) by proving by direct evidence that a parent’s action or inaction caused a child to have a serious or life threatening injury; or 3) through circumstantial evidence, by proving under a theory of res ipsa loquitur that a child’s injuries or death would not have occurred absent abuse. 40

37 The average time from the filing of the petition to a trial hearing was 8.1 months in the Bronx, according to 2013 data. NICOLE MADER, THE NEW SCHOOL CTR. FOR N.Y.C. AFFAIRS, CHILD WELFARE WATCH, BY THE NUMBERS: A STATISTICAL PORTRAIT OF THE COURT’S CHILD PROTECTIVE CASES 19, https://perma.cc/63YR-J9A3 (last visited Apr. 25, 2019). However, in the authors’ experience, there is massive variability in the amount of time it takes to resolve abuse/neglect cases; some cases resolve on the day of intake, while abuse cases often take years.

38 FAM. CT. ACT § 1046(b) (“In a fact finding hearing . . . any determination that the child is an abused or neglected child must be based on a preponderance of the evidence”).

39 Id. § 1012(e) (defining child abuse). At a trial, only “competent, material, and relevant” evidence is admissible; inadmissible hearsay will not be permitted. Id. § 1046.

40 An “abused child” is defined in FAM. CT. ACT § 1012(e) as:
A child less than eighteen years of age whose parent or other person legally responsible for his care
(i) inflicts or allows to be inflicted upon such child physical injury by other than accidental means which causes or creates a substantial risk of death, or serious or protected disfigurement, or protracted impairment of physical or emotional health or protracted loss or impairment of the function of any bodily organ, or
(ii) creates or allows to be created a substantial risk of physical injury to such child by other than accidental means which would be likely to cause death or serious or protracted disfigurement, or protracted impairment of physical or emotional health or protracted loss or impairment of the function of any bodily organ . . . .”
In our experience, by and large, most physical abuse cases in the Bronx are filed under the third theory of prosecution, pursuant to \textit{res ipsa loquitur}, when a child—usually a young child or infant—has injuries, accidental causes of the injuries were ostensibly ruled out, and the parents or caretakers were in control of the child when the injuries allegedly occurred. In those cases, ACS has no direct evidence of abuse but maintains that a child’s specific injuries either bespeak abuse or could not have been caused in the way the parents suggest. These cases generally come about when a concerned parent brings an infant or pre-verbal toddler to the doctor or hospital after noticing abnormal symptoms, either more minor ones such as a bump on the head or a swollen leg or arm, or major ones, like decompensation, seizures, or failure to breathe. The parents themselves are often seeking emergency medical help for a worrisome symptom, only to find themselves accused of the very symptoms or injuries they are seeking help for.

In order to establish a \textit{prima facie} case of abuse under a \textit{res ipsa loquitur} theory, ACS must demonstrate both (1) evidence of the child’s injury that is the result of abuse and not an accident or other natural causes, and (2) that the respondents were the caretakers of the child when the injury occurred. In other words, the statute itself should not allow ACS to file cases simply because a doctor or ACS finds a parent’s explanation for an injury inconsistent or “suspicious.” Rather, the statute is fault-based and requires that there be evidence that an injury is the result of abuse. However, it is our experience in Bronx Family Court that ACS

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{41} The theory of proving abuse under \textit{res ipsa loquitur} is codified in \textsc{Fam. Ct. Act} § 1046 and is available to ACS when it is able to show “proof of injuries sustained by a child or of the condition of a child of such a nature as would ordinarily not be sustained or exist except by reason of the acts or omissions of the parent or other person responsible for the care of such child . . . .” \textsc{Fam. Ct. Act} § 1046(a)(ii). When the government is unable to meet the standard for abuse under \textsc{Fam. Ct. Act} § 1012(e), they may seek leave to amend the petition from abuse allegations to neglect allegations. Possible neglect causes of action include failure to seek immediate medical care, failure to properly supervise, or a failure to protect from someone else’s abuse. \textsc{Fam. Ct. Act} § 1012(f). Even if an injury happened accidentally, if it came about due to negligent conduct or if the parent failed to seek appropriate medical attention, the government may make out a case of neglect. See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{In re Alanie H., Jr.}, 69 A.D.3d 722 (N.Y. App. Div. 2d Dep’t 2010) (finding neglect for failure to bring child to emergency room, but declining to find abuse based on parent’s credible non-abusive explanation); \textit{In re Vincent M.}, 193 A.D.2d 398 (N.Y. App. Div. 1st Dep’t 1993) (finding neglect when a mother left child with the child’s father, who the mother should have known was unsuitable and unsafe, but declining to enter abuse finding).

\textsuperscript{42} \textit{In re Lisa A.}, 57 Misc. 3d 948, 954 (N.Y. Fam. Ct. 2017) (citation omitted).

\textsuperscript{43} \textit{See In re Philip M.}, 82 N.Y.2d 243, 246 (1993).}
will often plead a case as an abuse docket without having definitive medical evidence that a certain injury is necessarily from abuse as opposed to being accidental.\textsuperscript{44}

When ACS relies upon a \textit{res ipsa loquitur} theory to prove abuse, in most cases it must present expert testimony to establish that, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, the child’s injury was caused by an act of abuse rather than an accidental or natural cause, “unless that conclusion is within the common understanding of the finder-of-fact.”\textsuperscript{45} Kings County Family Court has specifically clarified that the expert’s opinion “may not be based upon supposition or speculation. The doctrine of \textit{res ipsa loquitur} is not applicable where it is merely possible that negligence or abuse was the cause of the injury.”\textsuperscript{46} In the Bronx, ACS’s usual practice for meeting this standard at trial is to call the child abuse pediatrician on staff who consulted on the case or examined the child in the hospital.\textsuperscript{47}

That doctor will then often provide an opinion in court, to a reasonable degree of medical certainty, that the child’s injuries were caused by abuse.

\textsuperscript{44} See, e.g., \textit{In re Lisa A.}, 57 Misc. 3d at 948 (finding that, despite the physician’s testimony that the child’s injury was accidental, a prima facie case was nonetheless established by evidence of the child’s injuries and evidence that respondents were the caretakers of the child at the time the injuries occurred). This is not unique to the Bronx. See, e.g., \textit{In re Alanie H.}, 69 A.D.3d at 722 (pleading the initial case as abuse on the basis of head trauma, which parents were able to rebut by demonstrating that injuries were a result of meningitis and its subsequent treatment).


\textsuperscript{46} \textit{Id. at *10 (citation omitted).}

\textsuperscript{47} See generally \textit{In re Xavier F.}, NA10810-11/12, 2015 WL 3938469 (N.Y. Fam. Ct. Jun. 26, 2015) (finding that ACS proved abuse in an abusive head trauma case in part because ACS’s testifying doctor treated the child while respondents’ expert was retained for the purposes of litigation and testified based on her review of the available records and never examined the child). Though an exploration of the sometimes problematic nature of child abuse pediatricians is both well-documented and beyond the scope of the article, it is worth noting that, in our experience as attorneys defending parents against child abuse charges in family court, the child abuse pediatrician is often not willing to conclude that an injury was caused by an act of abuse to a reasonable degree of medical certainty. Even in such cases, the government still files petitions against parents and conducts emergency removals, thereby setting a punitive process in motion, even if the family is ultimately reunited and the parent is exonerated. See \textit{In re Eric G.}, 99 A.D.2d 835 (N.Y. App. Div. 2d Dep’t 1984) (overturning a finding of abuse because petitioner’s expert witness acknowledged that the infant’s femur fracture could have been caused accidentally when one of the respondents lifted the child out of the crib); see also Deborah Tuerkheimer, Flawed Convictions: Shaken Baby Syndrome and the Inertia of Injustice 71 (2014) ("[T]he reality of clinical diagnosis is . . . convoluted. Doctors generally struggle to translate the best available scientific knowledge into practice, often reaching conclusions akin to ‘educated guesses.’"). For a discussion of some of the problems with the field of child abuse pediatrics, see George J. Barry & Diane L. Redleaf, Fam. Def. CTR., Medical Ethics Concerns in Physical Child Abuse Investigations: A Critical Perspective 75 (2014) ("Because many different areas of medicine come into play in the determination of whether a particular injury is the result of abuse, a child abuse pediatrician cannot credibly claim to be [an] expert in all of them.").
degree of medical certainty, that certain injuries are indicative of abuse after other accidental and natural causes were medically ruled out. Especially with a very young baby, the doctor often will testify that the baby could not cause this injury or injuries to themselves, or that the number of injuries, even if some could be accidental, bespeak abuse in a young baby.\(^{48}\)

Once ACS meets its \textit{prima facie} burden, the burden then shifts to respondent parents to rebut the presumption of abuse by, for example, advancing a theory that creates a credible accidental or natural cause explanation for the child’s injuries, proving the child’s abuse diagnosis is wrong, or by showing that the child wasn’t in the parent’s control when the injuries were sustained; in other words, someone else did it.\(^{49}\) As the 1993 Court of Appeals case \textit{Matter of Philip M.} details, the establishment “of a \textit{prima facie} case does not require the court to find that parents were culpable; it merely establishes a rebuttable presumption of parental culpability which the court may or may not accept based upon all the evidence in the record.”\(^{50}\)

To rebut the presumption, defense attorneys can call their own medical experts to demonstrate a known or possible accidental cause for the child’s injury or injuries\(^{51}\) or can also rebut the presumption by putting on

\(^{48}\) See \textit{In re Vincent M.}, 193 A.D.2d 398, 402 (N.Y. App. Div 1st Dep’t 1993) (finding that “the credibility of the ‘accident’ explanation diminishes as the instances of similar alleged ‘accidental’ injury increase”) (citations omitted). Even with this testimony, because fractures can be caused through accidental means, courts have found that a fracture alone, absent additional factors such as marks, bruises, or other injuries may not necessarily meet the \textit{prima facie} standard. See, e.g., \textit{In re Tony B.}, 41 A.D.3d 1242 (N.Y. App. Div. 4th Dep’t 2007) (affirming family court determination that evidence that a three-month-old child suffered a skull fracture was insufficient to meet \textit{prima facie} standard for abuse); see also \textit{In re Brandyn P.}, 278 A.D.2d 533, 535 (N.Y. App. Div. 3d Dep’t 2000) (citations omitted) (“Although a spiral fracture may be compatible with a finding of abuse, standing alone it does not compel a finding of abuse. In cases involving such a fracture where abuse is established, there have been other physical manifestations of abuse such as marks, bruises or other fractures . . .”).

\(^{49}\) See \textit{In re Philip M.}, 82 N.Y.2d 238, 246 (1993) (“Before relying upon its provisions, the court should consider such factors as the strength of the \textit{prima facie} case and the credibility of the witnesses testifying in support of it, the nature of the injury, the age of the child, relevant medical or scientific evidence and the reasonableness of the caretaker’s explanation in light of all the circumstances. In weighing the caretaker’s explanation, the court may consider the inferences reasonably drawn from his or her actions upon learning of the injury. Certainly, the caretaker’s failure to offer any explanation for the child’s injuries, to treat the child, or to show how future injury could be prevented are factors to be considered by the court, for they reflect not only upon the caretaker’s fault and competence but also the strength of the caretaker’s rebuttal evidence.”).

\(^{50}\) \textit{Id.} at 243.

a medical defense, challenging the methodology and medical determinations of ACS’s expert. This is most effectively done by calling expert witnesses to counter and challenge ACS’s expert witnesses. This method of defense is often used, for example, in cases where a client is accused of losing control and shaking their baby, allegedly resulting in serious and life-threatening brain and eye injuries or other symptoms to the baby. In these circumstances, ACS’s witness, generally a child abuse pediatrician, has diagnosed a baby with Shaken Baby Syndrome. Shaken Baby Syndrome, which is often now referred to as Abusive Head Trauma (“AHT”), is a hypothesis that the violent shaking of an infant can be diagnosed by the existence of certain symptoms in a baby, including subdural hematoma in the brain, retinal hemorrhages, and various other brain findings.

Given the myriad studies calling into question the diagnostic method of Shaken Baby Syndrome, as well as post-conviction criminal court decisions discrediting the diagnosis of Shaken Baby Syndrome as forensically unreliable, the use of defense expert witnesses in these types of cases is particularly effective and important. In addition to the use of expert witnesses, defense attorneys may also attempt to rebut the presumption by advancing alternative caretakers who might have plausibly caused the child’s injuries.

(reversing the family court and finding that, although ACS established a prima facie case of abuse, the mother’s own testimony and expert proposing an accidental cause rebutted the prima facie abuse case).

52 See, e.g., In re Tyler S., 103 A.D.3d at 731.
53 In re Xavier F., NA10810-11/12, 2015 WL 3938469, at *13 (N.Y. Fam. Ct. June 26, 2015) (finding that an infant was abused based on serious physical injuries, including subdural hematomas and retinal hemorrhages, that were deemed consistent with inflicted abusive head trauma and the respondents were responsible for the injuries sustained).
54 Findley et al., supra note 7, at 220 (“[T]he trend in recent years has been to move away from terms involving shaking towards generalized terms such as AHT, which avoids the criticisms of shaking by relying upon an undetermined mechanism.”); Randy Papetti et al., Outside the Echo Chamber: A Response to the “Consensus Statement on Abusive Head Trauma in Infants and Young Children,” 59 SANTA CLARA L. REV. 299, 305 (2019).
55 See e.g., People v. Bailey, 144 A.D.3d 1562 (N.Y. App Div. 4th Dep’t 2016) (vacating a conviction that was based upon a dated understanding of Shaken Baby Syndrome, and finding that advances in scientific understanding of head trauma constitute new and material facts such that the outcome would likely be changed if a new trial were granted). For a sample of the studies and literature discussing the syndrome and its unreliability in determining abuse, see SWEDISH AGENCY FOR HEALTH TECH. ASSESSMENT AND ASSESSMENT OF SOC. SERVS., REPORT 225E, TRAUMATIC SHAKING – THE ROLE OF THE TRIAD IN MEDICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF SUSPECTED TRAUMATIC SHAKING: A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW (2016), https://perma.cc/FNW7-GP4L; RANDY PAPETTI, THE FORENSIC UNRELIABILITY OF THE SHAKEN BABY SYNDROME (2018); TUERKHEIMER, supra note 47, at 71.
56 See, e.g., In re Miguel G., 134 A.D.3d 711, 712 (N.Y. App Div. 2d Dep’t 2015) (finding that the mother’s expert provided sufficient evidence to show that the child was not in the exclusive care of the mother); In re David T.C., 110 A.D.3d 1084, 1086 (N.Y. App Div. 2d
If the court enters a finding of abuse against the parents, the court is empowered to move to a second phase of the proceedings called the “dispositional” phase, which allows the court to make further orders against the parents pending the end of court supervision. Dispositional orders include the child’s placement at home, in foster care, or elsewhere, and can include orders the parent must follow in order to keep a child home or to achieve reunification.

D. Emergency Reunification Hearings in Abuse Cases

As opposed to a fact-finding trial, which litigates the ultimate question of whether a parent’s acts constituted abuse or neglect, parents may also seek to litigate abuse cases at hearings where they seek the children’s return to their care, in some states called a “shelter hearing” and in New York referred to as an emergency hearing or a “1028 hearing.”

New York Family Court Act Sections 1027 and 1028 allow respondent parents to seek an emergency hearing at any time before the fact-finding trial has been completed, at which the relief sought is the return of the child to the parent’s care. Generally speaking, parents can only ask for a 1027 or 1028 emergency hearing once throughout the life of the

Dep’t 2013) (finding that the petitioner failed to prove that the deceased child was in the exclusive care of her mother at the time she sustained her brain injury); In re Zachary MM., 276 A.D.2d 876 (N.Y. App Div. 3d Dep’t 2000) (finding that the child care provider was responsible for child’s subdural hematomas); In re Vincent M., 193 A.D.2d 398, 399, 401 (N.Y. App Div. 1st Dep’t 1993) (stating that the mother testified to being sick and not caring for the child after his birth but pointed to the father’s usual rough treatment of the child while playing with him and noted that the child had been in the care of other relatives and a babysitter); In re Lisa A., 57 Misc. 3d 948 (N.Y. Fam. Ct. 2017); In re Jason D., [Index Number Redacted by Court] N.Y.L.J. 1202759445045, at *1 (N.Y. Fam. Ct. Jan. 11, 2016).

These orders can be effective for up to twelve months if the child is home or, if the child is in foster care, from permanency hearing to permanency hearing until “permanency” is achieved by termination of parental rights, an order of custody, kinship guardianship, or a return to the parent, among other options. N.Y. Fam. Ct. Act § 1054(c) (McKinney 2019) (“In conjunction with an order releasing the child to a non-respondent parent . . . the court may also issue . . . an order of supervision of a respondent parent . . . An order of supervision of the respondent entered under this subdivision may be extended upon a hearing for a period of up to one year for good cause.”); Id. § 1052 (enumerating rules for dispositional hearings and orders); Id. § 1089 (enumerating rules for permanency hearings).

Id. §§ 1054, 1055, 1057.

Id. § 1028.

Sections 1027 and 1028 allow either a parent or a person legally responsible to seek the return of the children to their care, though in the vast majority of cases, particularly abuse cases, it is the parent exercising their right under Sections 2017 and 1028. Id. §§ 1027, 1028. There are two types of expedited hearings under the New York Family Court Act, each with slightly different requirements for scheduling: § 1027 governs those cases in which a remand order has not yet been entered by Family Court, whereas § 1028 governs those in which a remand order has already been entered.
case and often utilize this option when the case is filed and the child is removed. However, in some circumstances, parents can seek another hearing if “good cause” is shown, usually by demonstrating a material change in circumstances.62

Though the greater context of what actually constitutes abuse or neglect is certainly relevant, as well as whether ACS can ultimately meet its \textit{prima facie} burden at trial, ACS’s inability to prove an abuse charge at a 1027 or 1028 hearing does not in and of itself mean that a child comes home to their parent or caretaker. At the emergency hearing stage, the legal inquiry is three-fold. Firstly, ACS must show that there would be an “imminent risk of harm” to the child if they were to be returned to their parent or caretaker.63 Secondly, ACS must also show that such imminent risk cannot be mitigated by services, resources, or orders.64 Thirdly, ACS must prove that, in balancing the harms between such an imminent risk and the harm of removing a child from its caretaker or parent, the risk of harm outweighs that of a removal’s harm.65 Hearsay evidence is permissible at these hearings.

In New York, emergency 1028 removal hearings occur much earlier in the path of a family court case than a trial does. While trials may not commence until years into the legal life of a case, emergency 1028 hearings can be requested on the date of arraignment and are usually scheduled within a day.66 The authors acknowledge that these types of delays and statutory schema may not be the norm elsewhere, and that some of these litigation efforts would need to be done through post-finding motion practice in other jurisdictions. Part III will discuss the benefits and strategic considerations attendant to asking for emergency hearings for the return of children upfront when the case is filed or soon after, as opposed to waiting to litigate all the issues at trial. Of course, this assumes that trial is far after an emergency hearing.

Under the prior model of slowly litigating a case at trial over a protracted period of time after a case is filed, parents and children remain in limbo while the cases against them remain mere unproven allegations. Orders of protection, visitation restrictions, service plan requirements, and other major obstacles often remain in place. When attorneys do not disrupt this structure through affirmative litigation and/or motion practice, removal and separation become normalized as the case’s status quo.

62 Id. § 1028.
64 Id.
65 Id.
66 N.Y. Fam. Ct. Act § 1028 (McKinney 2019) (“[S]uch hearing shall be held within three court days of the application and shall not be adjourned.”).
Children may grow up away from their parents, often in foster care. Parents may feel stigmatized and become discouraged by the feeling that they have been adjudicated guilty before ever having their day in court, and may understandably disengage completely from the arduous and often humiliating process of services, supervised visitation, and state surveillance. In this way, families from impoverished, surveilled, and oppressed communities of color may be permanently severed as a result of the child’s injury that ultimately may be determined accidental years later, while for parents in privileged communities, the medical intervention fades into memory with minimal disruption to the family itself.\(^{67}\)

III. AGGRESSIVE AND EARLY LITIGATION IN ABUSE CASES GETS KIDS HOME, ACHIEVES BETTER SETTLEMENTS, AND OVERTURNS THE PRESCRIPTION THAT CERTAIN INJURIES BECAME ABUSE

It can be daunting to represent a parent or caretaker in family court charged with seriously abusing or even causing the death of their own child, especially those charges based on allegations of serious head trauma or multiple broken bones. There are the practical challenges attendant to cases with complex medical findings or injuries, ranging from an entirely unfamiliar medical field to thousands of pages of discovery.\(^{68}\)

---

\(^{67}\) For a discussion of how the child welfare system disproportionately impacts families of color and perpetuates inequality, see supra note 23. See also DOROTHY ROBERTS, SHATTERED BONDS: THE COLOR OF CHILD WELFARE, at ix-x (2002) (“One hundred years from now, today’s child welfare system will surely be condemned as a racist institution—one that compounded the effects of discrimination on Black families by taking children from their parents, allowing them to languish in a damaging foster care system or to be adopted by more privileged people”); Erin Cloud, Rebecca Oyama & Lauren Teichner, supra note 23, at 70 (“Maybe the answer is that privilege keeps those who are not oppressed by the child welfare system from recognizing the implicit fear of Blackness that pervades the system”); Dorothy Roberts, Race and Class in the Child Welfare System, PBS, https://perma.cc/4YZ2-NDHB (last visited Mar. 29, 2019) (discussing how systemic flaws within child protective services disproportionately affect Black and Latino families); Kathryn Joyce, The Crime of Parenting While Poor, NEW REPUBLIC (Feb. 25, 2019), https://perma.cc/B2UF-NL36 (discussing how often allegations of child maltreatment are a result of the everyday struggles of low-income families faced predominantly by families of color); CHILD WELFARE INFO. GATEWAY, CHILDREN’S BUREAU, RACIAL DISPROPORTIONALITY AND DISPARITY IN CHILD WELFARE (2016), https://perma.cc/6KDS-VKWC (exploring the prevalence of racial disproportionality and disparity in the child welfare system).

\(^{68}\) This is especially true when a parent or caretaker did not witness what may have caused the injury, as the defensive case theory often requires multiple and varied experts to dig into the symptomology and imaging \textit{ex post facto}. 
There is also the challenge of representing a parent who has been stigmatized in the proceedings as a “child abuser”—or worse, a murderer.\(^{69}\) Regardless of the actual degree of injury severity, the case always appears serious based on an abuse docket filing and a listing of injuries, the children are almost always removed to foster care, and, in some scenarios and in other jurisdictions, the government can even file a companion case seeking to terminate the client’s parental rights.\(^{70}\) Allowing the court process to move at its own pace may mean waiting months or years to get to trial and narrow the issues, standing by as the government subpoenas records, investigates, and looks for doctors to testify. Meanwhile, children remain in foster care and visitation expands slowly and incrementally, sometimes never going beyond agency-supervised visits pre-trial.\(^{71}\)

The question then becomes, what next? What next, after you interview your client accused of abuse, and she tells you she has no idea how her newborn or young child sustained an injury or tells you that her child fell off the bed or out of her arms? What if she says she is seeking the same answers and can’t believe she is being charged with the very injury she was seeking medical care for in the first place? What if the newborn also has rib fractures? What if the baby has died after falling off a bed having sustained a head injury, or if the baby has symptoms often considered synonymous with Shaken Baby Syndrome? What if the government claims to—or does—have a child abuse pediatrician who will testify that the injuries are likely from abuse and couldn’t have been caused by the child themselves, even if the child is mobile?

First and most importantly, the intent of this section is to encourage other family defenders that these cases are manageable, winnable, and not always as impossible as they seem at first blush. What’s more, aggressive litigation on abuse allegations exposes the fallacies that certain injuries or

---

\(^{69}\) By this, we specifically mean the stigma our clients face by the judge and parties within the courtroom, the hurdles in convincing fact-finders and other counsel to view clients not as “killers” or “abusers” but as humans, parents, and caretakers worthy of dignity, respect, and an honest chance to tell their story.

\(^{70}\) New York legal procedure generally does not allow for the filing of abuse and termination proceedings at the same time. N.Y. Soc. Serv. Law §§ 358-a, 384-b (McKinney 2019). However, the authors are aware that many states allow for concurrent abuse and termination proceedings with separate standards of proof. Child Welfare Info. Gateway, Children’s Bureau, Grounds for Involuntary Termination of Parental Rights 3 (2016), https://perma.cc/ZVP9-LR7C (“While State laws require that proceedings to terminate parental rights be initiated when statutory grounds are met, approximately 34 States, the District of Columbia, and the U.S. Virgin Islands provide for exceptions . . . .”).

medical findings without explanation or a plausible story are necessarily abusive rather than accidentally caused or from a natural disease process. When they are not winnable at trial or hearing, or doing so is not advantageous for various reasons, the cases can still be pushed forward using various devices to either achieve clarification of the allegations, family reunification, or better and more expeditious resolutions for clients.

Over the last several years at The Bronx Defenders, we have approached these cases aggressively and head-on using litigation and legal techniques to move abuse cases forward more quickly and with more intention and strategy than we have in the past. By doing so, we have been able to narrow the legal and factual issues at stake, disprove abuse, reunify families, and, of crucial importance, repeatedly bring the client in front of the judge to demonstrate that the client is a conscientious and concerned parent, not the “abuser” the government paints them to be. We have found that in most abuse cases, an aggressive litigation approach, paired with early and concerted collaboration with family defense advocates from our office, has yielded quicker reunification and exoneration.

While this article provides specific anecdotes of Bronx Defenders cases, the work at The Bronx Defenders is no different than the work done by other institutional providers in the city, particularly Brooklyn Defender Services (BDS), an office whose family defense attorneys have pioneered and heavily litigated abuse cases to reunify clients with their children. In fact, it is through partnership, sharing of information and resources, and case law created by BDS and cited throughout this article that, at The Bronx Defenders, we have been able to achieve what we have for our clients.

In one case, we asked for an emergency hearing where a three-month-old twin baby girl sustained a femur fracture and had no other injuries. We represented the mother and another attorney represented the father and grandmother. Our client, the mother, was at work when the child sustained the injury and started showing symptoms. No one could provide an explanation for the injuries. All parties suspected that the child was either accidentally dropped by the father or fell off the bed. Over the course of a long hearing that lasted many months, it became clear that no one would provide an explanation but that the government also could not prove the injury was the result of abuse. Both the mother and the father testified and appeared in court on many occasions. The judge became fond of them, as did the foster care agency, and the judge gradually expanded their contact with their children over a period of months, understanding through observations regarding their visits, services, and in court that the parents were devoted parents who were possibly scared to explain that something happened. At the end of the hearing, the judge did not send the children home but granted liberal unsupervised contact and a clear path toward reunification. The children came home several months later and ultimately the mother was given a resolution whereby she did not receive a finding of neglect after several more months of supervision. At this juncture, she has her children and no child protective record. Again, despite the fact that we “lost” the hearing on the merits, we were able to tell the judge a story of two devoted parents who were not abusers and achieved a more expedient reunification than we would have had we waited for trial. See also, e.g., In re Matthew W., 125 A.D.3d 677 (N.Y. App. Div. 2nd Dep’t 2015) (“[T]he Family Court properly directed ACS to commence overnight parental visits and thereafter, except for good cause, to temporarily release the subject children to the parents’ custody”); In re Nyla W., 105 A.D.3d 861, 861-62 (N.Y. App. Div. 2nd Dep’t 2013) (awarding the mother “unsupervised
It is the intention that the strategies discussed below can be replicated in other forms throughout New York and different jurisdictions where similar remedies and hearings may be available to parents charged with abuse. The authors acknowledge that each jurisdiction and case in family court is different. The authors are also aware that different attorneys have various resources at their disposal, including access to potential expert witnesses or even access to adequate time for litigating these cases. The authors are also mindful that a litigation strategy must always, first and foremost, support a client’s goal for the case, whether that be to get a client’s children home or to relatives, or another resolution that provides a clear path toward reunification.

A. Tackling the Government’s Abuse Prosecution Through Immediate Pre-Trial Emergency Hearings

By far the most impactful and effective strategy that we have implemented in abuse cases over the last several years where children are removed has been to request, in many cases where we may not have in the past, an immediate emergency hearing to return the child either at the case’s filing or shortly thereafter.

1. Data Support Effectiveness of Early and Aggressive Pre-Trial Litigation

As stated above, at an emergency hearing in the State of New York, the government retains the burden to prove the child is at imminent risk. The evidentiary rules are relaxed and hearsay is permissible. Because the parent can request a hearing at any time prior to the entry of a finding of neglect or abuse, attorneys representing clients charged with physical abuse often reserve the right to this hearing for a later date when more information is garnered from the client, an expert is obtained, or services are arranged and ongoing. Often, this hearing right is never exercised. However, as a matter of statutory right, this hearing can be requested at a client’s first arraignment once a child has been removed or a parent excluded from the home.

visitation with the subject child three times per week for up to four hours each visit” after a partial hearing pursuant to Family Court Act § 1028).

74 See supra Part II.
75 FAM. CT. ACT § 1046(a)(iv).
76 This right to seek an immediate hearing may also be exercised upon an order removing a parent or caretaker from the home, including an order of protection and exclusion order. See, e.g., In re Elizabeth C., 156 A.D.3d 193, 203-204 (N.Y. App. Div. 2d Dep’t 2017) (citing N.Y. FAM. CT. ACT § 1028(f)).
For a long time within our practice, attorneys would infrequently request such hearings at the inception of an abuse case, except in rare circumstances. It was thought to be strategically advantageous to spend as much time as possible gathering information about the strength of the abuse case against the parent and encouraging the parent to engage in services while we obtained records and discovery. However, in recent years, attorneys at The Bronx Defenders have begun petitioning the court much earlier in the case for an emergency hearing seeking the immediate return of the children, often at the parent’s first appearance in court or shortly thereafter.

The data we have obtained from our own practice bears out the effectiveness of this shift. As of January 2019, we analyzed our most recent cases in which The Bronx Defenders represents, or previously represented, parents accused of serious physical abuse. The Bronx Defenders requested emergency hearings on the issue of removal in nearly half of those cases. In cases where we requested an emergency hearing, children were returned home within 226 days, on average. In cases where we did not request a removal hearing but in which children eventually returned home, children were not returned home for 595 days on average, more than twice as long. Furthermore, even in cases where we originally asked for a hearing, commenced the hearing, but withdrew it for one reason or the other, we found that hearings led to better overall outcomes. In each case that has proceeded to a hearing but in which the hearing request was withdrawn before its conclusion, the agency ultimately dropped the charge from abuse to neglect.

Furthermore, the data show that, as we have evolved to request removal hearings earlier and earlier in the case—often now on the date the petition is initially filed—the length of time children are separated from their parents has drastically decreased. For example, of hearings requested in 2016, it took on average 400 days for families to be reunited. Of hearings requested in 2017, that average dropped to 111 days, and in 2018 the average was 253 days. Though at the time of this writing, it is early 2019 and thus data cannot be appropriately analyzed, at least five of our practice’s cases have resolved with children, usually babies, returned to their parents charged with abuse either on the date of arraignment itself or within three days.

---

77 We collected and analyzed data from 57 of the most recent abuse cases to which The Bronx Defenders was assigned, from 2016 to present. Due to constraints in the scope of this article, we cannot confirm with certainty that this includes every single relevant case, but it does represent the vast majority of recent abuse cases, if not all of them.

78 Based on our data, Bronx Defenders attorneys requested emergency hearings in 26 of 57 cases.
2. Building the Defense: First Steps in Litigating an Emergency Hearing

Upon asking for a hearing, Bronx Defenders attorneys, parent advocates, and social workers meet with the client to determine their goals. The legal team consults within the practice and often with experts regarding the relative strength of the client’s case. In order to adequately defend a client in a serious physical abuse case, an attorney must seek to understand the factual allegations and alleged medical findings against the client and the government’s theory of prosecution.

The first question many attorneys ask is how certain injuries occurred: the “what happened?” question during the first interview with the client after reviewing a petition. “How did your baby get this injury?” “Did you see any symptoms?” “Walk me through the last 3 days.” While this is a proper question to ask, it is important to also ask and explore “do the injuries exist at all in the way the government is pleading the injuries?”

The government’s petition or complaint may say “rib fracture,” but the radiology report may say “slight rib abnormality, possibly a rib fracture.”

It is important to immediately seek the medical records to understand and investigate the source of any medical findings, and in most cases these records can be obtained quickly. Social workers and parent advocates play an incredibly important role at this early stage, meeting with clients and child protective workers, as well as with child abuse pediatricians, to obtain facts and information that can be used at the hearing on cross-examination.

When we first started requesting these hearings, ACS would often only call its child protective caseworker to testify about their conversations with the medical professionals who clinically evaluated the child’s injuries at the hospital.\(^79\) As time went on, judges quickly realized that it was relatively useless to hear a doctor’s hearsay statements through a caseworker, even if it was technically admissible under a decreased evidentiary standard, as it was difficult to evaluate the credibility of the medical professional’s statements through sometimes double or even triple layers of hearsay. Often at our lawyers’ insistence, some Bronx judges started demanding that ACS call as witnesses the child abuse pediatricians or another medical professional to support or clarify the government’s abuse allegations.\(^80\) Only in this way could we cross-examine the doctor.

---

\(^{79}\) Because the hearsay rules are relaxed due to the urgent nature of the proceedings, statements of a doctor to a caseworker are admissible at an emergency 1028 hearing in New York family courts. See Fam. Ct. Act § 1046(a)(iv).

\(^{80}\) On occasion, given the relaxed evidentiary standards at emergency hearings, the judges will at least require ACS to submit a detailed multi-page report from a doctor explaining why
and allow the court to assess the doctor’s credibility or, in some cases, determine if the doctor in fact believed the injuries were the result of abuse.\footnote{And, of course, judges and attorneys for the children also have the opportunity to question the diagnosing CAPs.}

3. Two-Day Hearing Exposes “Abusive” Leg Fractures as Accidental: Lisa A. Case Study

The Bronx Defenders represented a woman charged with abuse based on her eight-month-old daughter’s leg fractures. In Matter of Lisa A., our client noticed one evening that her daughter, Lisa, had a swollen leg and appeared to be in pain.\footnote{In re Lisa A., 57 Misc. 3d 948, 951 (N.Y. Fam. Ct. 2017). See generally In re Lisa A. for a lengthier discussion of the facts observed by the court.} As a result, our client immediately brought her daughter to the hospital, where doctors discovered that both of the child’s legs were fractured in the same place. Lisa’s mom could not explain to the doctors how Lisa sustained the leg fractures but proposed the possibility that her legs were fractured based on the way our client carried Lisa on her back and sometimes sat down while the child was in the carrier. Finding our client’s explanation not plausible based on conversations with hospital staff, ACS forcibly separated Lisa from her mother and charged her mother with abuse.

Once our attorneys met Lisa’s mother, her Bronx Defenders attorney requested an emergency hearing on the day the petition was filed. At our insistence, the judge required that ACS meet its burden by calling the child abuse pediatrician, who suggested that the injuries were caused by abuse. The hearing took one day,\footnote{Generally speaking, hearings take more than a day and can be protracted over days to weeks and even months, though, under New York’s statutory scheme, certain hearings for reunification must go day to day while the issues are litigated. Fam. Ct. Act §§ 1027(a)(i), 1028(a)(ii).} wherein both the mother and child abuse pediatrician testified. The child abuse pediatrician acknowledged on her direct testimony and then again on cross-examination that, while the mother did not have an explanation the pediatrician believed could plausibly cause the injuries, the injuries were nevertheless much more likely the result of an accident than of abuse. Finding that the government had not met its burden, that the child had multiple caretakers, and that the mother took appropriate action when she noticed the child’s leg swelling, the judge ordered the child returned to her mother that same day.\footnote{In re Lisa A., 57 Misc. 3d at 954-55. Similarly, in April 2019, we were assigned to represent a mother who, alongside her husband, was charged with abuse based on their three-}
In some cases, though the factual issues are not resolved on the first day or even the first week and the cases are more medically complicated than a single leg or skull fracture, early and aggressive litigation can still reunite a family more quickly and brings on a more reasonable, if still difficult, settlement.

Bronx Defenders attorneys and social workers, alongside a law firm working pro bono, represented a mother charged with abuse based on allegations of her eight-month-old’s multiple fractures, including a fracture to her vertebrae, an old clavicle fracture, and a possible rib fracture. The child was hospitalized after her mother brought her to the emergency department with a week-old daughter’s linear and mild skull fracture and the parents’ “inability” to provide an explanation for the skull fracture. The infant had no other injuries. The family also had a nine-year-old daughter and no history with ACS. The newborn was only in the hospital for a few hours, during which time the hospital called ACS, who removed the children and placed them with the mother’s relatives. When ACS appeared on the first date and filed an abuse petition, they asked that the judge place the children in foster care with our client’s relatives. The Bronx Defenders attorney asked for an emergency hearing. It soon became clear, after conversations between our client’s husband, another respondent, and ACS, that he had accidentally dropped the baby on the side of the changing table, hitting her head. Out of fear, he had not told his wife, our client, who was very protective of her daughter, and had also not told the hospital, fearing severe consequences. At the hearing, ACS called its worker. The Bronx Defenders presented evidence in the form of an affirmation from a pediatric neurosurgeon and also offered to call our client to testify. The court was also provided pictures of the home and a video of the father reenacting how the baby fell. The pediatric neurosurgeon’s affirmation provided general information to the court and showed that the type of skull fracture sustained is exactly the type a baby would sustain from being dropped onto a hard surface, rather than from abuse. Evidence also showed that the mother, our client, was never told that her husband had dropped their baby, and was in the shower at the time, which is why she had “no explanation.” After ACS had presented its evidence, the judge found that there was no imminent risk and that the baby and her older sister could come home with ACS services in place to our client, the mother, with the father in the home supervised by our client around the baby. The court found that in a res ipsa loquitur case, accidental causes had to be ruled out, which hadn’t happened here. The baby went home to the family and there have been no further issues. In fact, as of a month after the hearing date, ACS had not offered the family any services to address what ACS had initially claimed was abuse. For additional cases in this vein, see In re Alanie H., 69 A.D.3d 722 (N.Y. App. Div. 2d Dep’t 2010) (granting the parents’ application pursuant to Family Court Act § 1028 to return the child to their custody after finding that the child’s injuries were not caused by head trauma but by a form of meningitis and the treatment the child received); In re Christopher Anthony M., 46 A.D.3d 896, 898 (N.Y. App. Div. 2d Dep’t 2007) (finding that “the admissible evidence at the 1028 hearing” clearly showed that the father had not abused the child).
room seeking help, explaining that the child was not moving her leg. Our client had two other children, worked as a home health aide, and had no child protective or criminal history. Our client spent a month with her daughter in the Bronx hospital as the physicians attempted to determine the cause of her daughter’s spine condition. Having found no natural or genetic medical explanation, the physicians ultimately determined the spinal and other fractures were caused from abuse. A month into the child’s hospital stay, our client was charged with abuse, and ACS removed all three children and placed them into kinship foster care. After meeting our client the day after she was separated from her children when she was ultimately charged with abuse, Bronx Defenders attorneys sought an emergency hearing for the return of her children. The hearing went on for over a year on an almost weekly basis. By asking for a hearing, we received immediate discovery and learned that the rib fracture was indeed not a “fracture” at all, but rather a medically explained and non-abusive abnormality. We were able to quickly narrow the alleged fractures from three to two.

At our insistence, the judge directed ACS to bring in the child abuse pediatrician with the opinion that the injuries were abusive. She testified that the back injury was caused by abuse and, in fact, demonstrated in court with her hands how she believed the injury had occurred. The medical records were vague as to how the child abuse pediatrician planned to call the injury abusive. But by asking for a hearing, within a week or two of the case filing, we had in-court testimony and cross examination about the doctor’s proposed mechanism of injury, providing us with the prosecution theory we needed to refute. Over the course of a year, with consistent and regular time before the court, we called two of our own experts and created a serious dispute as to the nature and cause of the injuries, such that the judge determined she would never know if the injuries were the result of abuse or not. 85 Had we waited for trial to litigate these issues, it could have taken years and we may never have learned how the child abuse pediatrician opined on how the injury occurred. At the end of the hearing and prior to the court’s decision, when offered a clear and expeditious path to getting her children home, our client agreed to consent to a

85 Over the course of that year, alongside a Bronx Defenders social worker, our client continuously met with the foster care agency to show that she would do anything she could to support her children and get them home. In addition, the Bronx Defenders social worker was able to repeatedly point out at meetings and conferences that our client was already caring for the children as if they were home, and that the agency’s service plan did not comport with the serious allegations, begging the question as to whether the foster care agency or ACS fully believed our client had abused her children in the first place. This type of out-of-court, holistic advocacy proved crucial to the case’s ultimate success.
finding of neglect, not abuse, without making any admission of wrongdoing. Her children were soon returned home.

In this case, the benefit came not only from moving the case forward more quickly than it otherwise would have and learning the child abuse pediatrician’s theory, but also from litigating an ongoing hearing, returning to court at least thirty times in the first several months of the case. All parties and the judge got to know our client and hear her testify. They saw our client coming to court day in and day out, sacrificing time at work, passing time in the waiting area for hours, devoted to getting her kids home. Within a few months of starting the hearing, the judge heard the mother testify and could see that she was not a violent “child abuser,” as portrayed in the petition, but a concerned parent looking for an explanation and cure for her daughter’s rare injuries. For complex reasons, our client decided to consent to a finding of neglect without admission. As a result, her children soon came home. Had we waited to challenge the abuse allegations at trial and not asked for a hearing, she would have rarely come to court or seen movement in the case, as we would have waited months or years for a trial to commence. Importantly, the court may have been influenced by the nature of the allegations and never would have had the opportunity to get to know her and understand her to be a concerned, loving parent.  

As in this case example, sometimes a resolution may not be the dismissal of the petition but consent to a lesser charge that would not have been offered but for a hearing and, though not ideal, facilitates reunification. It has been our experience that negotiating nolo pleas to neglect findings often provides more space for creative paths to reunification, or even an exchanged-for “global resolution” of a nolo plea and reunification itself. Part of this may simply have to do with the fact that judges are considering cases in which a child has suffered potentially serious injuries, and—even if they cannot conclude that the parent caused such an injury—they may seek some level of perceived insight or responsibility from the parent in order to feel comfortable sending the children home.

---

86 Cf. In re Eric G., 99 A.D.2d 835, 835 (N.Y. App. Div. 2d Dep’t 1984) (finding, based on a fact-finding hearing, that the infant had no other injuries or bruises except for a fractured femur and that the parents had no prior history of child abuse and were described as “caring parents”).

87 In New York, submissions to neglect are more or less analogous to nolo contendere pleas in the criminal context, wherein a client neither admits nor denies the allegations but allows the court to enter a finding. It is important in every case to consider whether a finding of neglect, or any type of plea, could have collateral consequences or could uniquely impact a client. For example, even though the findings of neglect are not public findings in the same way criminal findings are, they may still have collateral consequences for non-citizens or clients whose work deals directly with children. For some parents, a submission to neglect would not be the right choice of resolution.
Consider the above mother’s story in comparison to Josephine’s story discussed earlier. This is a clear demonstration that issues can be narrowed and lack of medical evidence exposed if ACS is required to put forward their proof of injury right away. While an extended emergency hearing is not ideal and can be incredibly grueling for a family and a client, the case is heard multiple times a week and the lawyer has the opportunity to move the case forward, all the while demonstrating the parent’s commitment to reuniting with their children and exposing their truth.

5. Redefining Victory: Important Benefits from Upfront Aggressive Litigation

These reunification stories are powerful, but reunification is not the sole success from hearings. In other cases, we have asked for hearings and later withdrawn our request, or have asked for hearings and lost after many months. In those cases, there are still important benefits gained from upfront litigation. At the very least, defense counsel receives discovery from the government and an opportunity to be seen by the judge in court on visitation or various other issues. In some cases, the children aren’t returned home and the hearing is “lost” on the merits but, in the process of the court appearances, the judge gets to know the family, and the narrative around that family changes. Through this, the parent may be granted expanded visitation and may feel more engaged with the legal process itself. A more expedient path toward reunification may also be established. In other cases, it might make more sense to withdraw the hearing request because the investigation and discovery have helped clarify the limits of the available defenses and that a certain plea or outcome, even if the plea is to abuse, is likely the best outcome and should be taken sooner rather than later.

The important takeaway from conducting upfront litigation through emergency return hearings is not only that it narrows the issues, can prove there is no abuse, helps clarify the government’s case, and sometimes achieves reunification; it also keeps your client and the case in front of the judge. A hearing does not allow the government, the judge, or any party to ignore or delay dealing with the critical and complicated medical issues involved with abuse cases because the case is calendared before the court multiple times a week, or at least more frequently than it would be

88 See supra Part I.
89 As stated above, even in cases where we originally asked for an emergency hearing, started the hearing, but later withdrew, hearings led to better overall outcomes. In each case in which we requested a hearing but ultimately withdrew the hearing request before its conclusion, the agency then dropped the charge from abuse to neglect. See discussion supra Section III.A.1.
otherwise. It requires all parties, including the parents’ attorneys, to con-
sider the strength of the case at its inception, before the crushing delays
of court set in and before the separation of families drags on, often need-
lessly.

B. Additional Strategies for Moving Abuse Cases Forward Pre-Trial

While litigating an emergency hearing and requiring the govern-
ment to bring in a doctor to substantiate abuse allegations, the government
may realize that they cannot prove their abuse case or that, for other rea-
sons, it makes sense to consent to a lesser charge for a parent in order to
end the hearing. In the Bronx, if this happens, ACS will in some cases
offer a neglect finding and agree to withdraw the abuse allegations against
the client. While this is not as favorable as a withdrawal or outright dis-
missal of the petition, consenting to a neglect finding can come with re-
turn of the children or expanded unsupervised contact between a parent
and a child with a clear plan toward reuniting the family.

For example, in the case discussed above, wherein a child sustained
spine and clavicle fractures, the hearing was litigated over many court
dates over the course of a year. After the mother had finished all services,
the government agreed to withdraw the abuse petition against her and
consent to a neglect finding. With that agreement, our client was allowed
unsupervised time and a clear path towards reunification. It was incred-
ibly difficult for our client to agree to a finding that she neglected her
daughter given that two experts testified the injuries were not abusive in
nature, but she agreed to the resolution because it allowed her to get her
children home more quickly. Had we not litigated the hearing, narrowed
the factual issues, and demonstrated to the judge and ACS that the frac-
tures were very possibly accidental, and in any event not caused by our
client, we would never have been offered a neglect finding or a clear time-
line for reunification. In addition, because of the delays attendant to liti-
gating abuse trials in family court, had the case gone to trial without a

---

90 See case description supra Section III.A.3.

91 There are complicated dynamics at play that might impact why someone might take a
settlement that leaves them with a potential finding when they know they have done nothing
wrong. In the middle of a protracted removal hearing or other such proceeding, when parents
are offered a lower charge if it means getting their children back home, some parents may be
willing to take such a plea despite the fact that they have not injured their children. The reasons
for this are myriad and case-dependent, but some include: 1) the facts surrounding how an
injury occurred would meet the standard for neglect, and this resolution is a best-case scenario;
2) taking a plea ends litigation and means that children come home, visits are expanded, or a
caretaker otherwise has more access to their child; and 3) depending upon the jurisdiction,
parents may be able to request later hearings to vacate these findings of neglect. In New York,
this process is conducted through a contested dispositional hearing, wherein a parent or care-
prior hearing, it would not have concluded for months to years, leaving our client with only agency-supervised contact until the conclusion of the trial.

1. Pre-Trial Motion Practice: Motions to Dismiss Before or After Emergency Hearing

In some cases, if defense counsel prevails at a pre-trial hearing in showing there is no proof of abuse, they can subsequently file a motion to dismiss to end the case or force the government to withdraw. In some instances, a pre-trial return hearing may not be appropriate for a client, for reasons ranging from the client not wanting the hearing to other factors in the client’s life. In other jurisdictions, a hearing might not be statutorily available, or a judge may be resistant to litigation. In those circumstances, family defenders can consider civil motion practice as a way to move cases forward, narrow the issues, and tell the client’s story. This is especially true when the allegations on their face are insufficient to prove abuse.

In our experience, cases filed under an “abuse” cause of action often follow one of a few similar fact patterns: a young child has “unexplained” injuries, a doctor states that a parent’s explanation for a child’s injury is “inconsistent” with the injuries, or, in tragic circumstances, a child has died without an obvious cause. In some cases, the petition is pled as abuse under the res ipsa theory but there is no requisite statement in the petition from a medical professional indicating the injuries are abusive; therefore, the petition is facially insufficient.

Here, it is as important as ever to return to the statute to determine whether or not the stated petition makes out a claim for abuse. Though it may seem obvious, we repeatedly turn to the statute to ensure that the government has asserted facts that satisfy every element of the abuse cause of action. In New York State, as explained above, a cause of action for abuse requires that the government show that a parent’s intentional action or omission either caused a serious long-term injury or resulted in

---

92 Though Fam Ct. Act § 1028 requires that hearings for the return of children “be held within three court days of the application and shall not be adjourned,” in our experience, hearings can be incredibly time-consuming as they require all lawyers and the client to be present. Additionally, the family courts in New York City are only open weekdays from 9 AM to 4:30 PM, leaving hearings to be protracted and occurring in minutes-long increments over weeks or even months.

93 For example, the petition may state, “according to staff at Named Medical Center, the child was brought in and found to have a skull fracture, subdural hematoma, and a cephalohematoma. The parents could not provide an explanation for the injuries.” Or it may state that the parents’ explanation is “inconsistent” with the injuries. The petition might contain no statements from a medical professional indicating the injuries are consistent with abuse.
the child’s death, or that the parent created the situation that resulted in substantial injury or death. Under a *res ipsa* theory of prosecution, they must show that the injury could not have occurred but for such an abusive act or omission. If the injury could be caused by accidental means, all other possibilities must have been ruled out. In practice, this should require the government to allege that injuries were the result of abuse by including a statement from a medical professional who determined the injuries are from abuse or at least suggestive of abuse.

When the charging document does not state sufficient facts to meet the necessary elements of the abuse statute, practitioners can file a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim even before there has been a trial on the issue of whether a parent was abusive or neglectful. In New York family law cases, the statutory scheme provides two distinct grounds for dismissal at the motion to dismiss stage:

If facts sufficient to sustain the petition under this article are not established, or if, in a case of alleged neglect, the court concludes that its aid is not required on the record before it, the court shall dismiss the petition and shall state on the record the ground for dismissal.

It may seem at odds with traditional lawyering instincts for an attorney to file a motion to dismiss if they expect such a motion to perfect or sharpen the government’s pleadings to better make out an abuse cause of action. However, in the specific context of serious abuse cases, forcing the government to sharpen the exact pleadings and allegations can be helpful in narrowing the issues for the judge and developing a theory of defense. Furthermore, while you may not prevail on the motion, there are several reasons to consider filing: (1) it forces the government to articulate its claim more thoroughly; (2) it gives you an opportunity to push your client’s theory and highlight certain facts alleged or lack thereof; and (3) it keeps the case in the judge’s mind. By filing a motion in writing and giving the judge the time to consider the issues away from the tension of the courtroom, you may possibly avoid the gut reaction of stress and stigma that can so overwhelm the tenor of an abuse case when all parties are present and arguing for different outcomes.

---

94 FAM. CT. ACT § 1012(e); see supra Section II.C.
95 N.Y. C.P.L.R. 3211 (McKinney 2019); FAM. CT. ACT § 1051(c).
96 FAM. CT. ACT § 1051(c).
97 In some cases, depending on the judge, it might be worthwhile at the first arraignment to alert the judge to the fact that a petition does not state the necessary elements and ask for a motion schedule. In the right case, this is a strategic way to set the tone for the case and signal to the judge at the outset that the government may have proof issues.
2. Discovery Devices: Expert Disclosure Motions and Depositions

Expert discovery provides another area of practice that moves a case forward and can narrow the legal and medical issues. As previously discussed, in almost all cases based on medical findings, the government must call an expert witness to prove that a child’s medical diagnoses and injuries resulted from abuse and not another non-abusive cause. When there is no direct evidence of abuse such as a firsthand witness, as is often the case, an expert usually must testify that certain accidents or natural illnesses were medically ruled out in favor of abuse. In New York, as in most jurisdictions, the civil practice law requires that, upon request, parties put one another on notice regarding the proposed testimony and credentials of an expert they seek to call.\(^\text{98}\) The disclosure rules in New York are very specific and require the government to identify the proposed expert, disclose in reasonable detail the subject matter on which each expert will testify, the substance of the facts and opinions of the expected testimony, the summary of the grounds for the opinion, and the expert’s qualifications.\(^\text{99}\)

Similar to the petitions, ACS often provides an expert disclosure that is vague and unhelpful, containing conclusory statements of abuse without detail. For example, the disclosure may include one sentence that says, “based on the medical records and the injuries, Dr. XYZ will testify that the injuries are consistent with abuse.” Under the civil practice rules of New York, these sentences or conclusions are not sufficient to put the parent or caretaker on notice of the expert’s proposed testimony.\(^\text{100}\) These disclosures fail to mention why the doctor believes the injuries or diagnoses constitute abuse, what other non-abusive diagnoses have been ruled out or, in some cases, why a parent’s explanation for an injury or retelling of an event is not consistent with that injury. In some cases, we have come to learn from experience that disclosures are not necessarily strategically

---

\(^{98}\) N.Y. C.P.L.R. 3101(d)(1)(i). This is so an opposing party can prepare in advance and retain an expert themselves if necessary. This requirement is reciprocal; when defense counsel calls an expert they must provide such a disclosure to opposing counsel as well.

\(^{99}\) Id. This puts the parent and their lawyers on notice of an expert’s proposed testimony. The language of the CPLR does not allow a party offering an expert to give the expert’s conclusory opinion, but rather requires the party proffering the expert to outline, in some level of detail, an expert’s opinion and the substantive basis for that opinion. In an abuse case, this would require the government to not only state that a doctor would testify injuries are suggestive of abuse, but also why the doctor has reached this opinion and what methodology or tests were used to reach this conclusion. See id.

\(^{100}\) See id.
vague, but rather indicate that the doctor may not actually hold the opinion that the injuries were caused by abuse—or may have doubts about their origins.

In these cases, it is important to push for more detailed pre-trial discovery and information about a child abuse pediatrician’s opinion, even when you have the doctor’s own medical records or notes if they have clinically evaluated the child. The doctor’s notes or medical records often do not contain the necessary information to understand their opinion and to understand the extent of the injuries or the facts supporting a doctor’s opinion. By pushing for pre-trial discovery, an attorney can at worst come to better understand the government’s case, and at best may expose the government’s lack of pre-trial proof to the judge. This may quickly force a settlement, withdrawal, or family reunification. Practically speaking, if the government will not provide an adequate disclosure or if a doctor’s report is not helpful, an attorney can file a motion to compel an adequate disclosure. This can accomplish three things: 1) in many cases, the court will compel the government to provide an adequate disclosure; 2) this signals to the judge and allows oral argument on the fact that the government may have an expert witness who cannot provide the requisite proof; and 3) importantly, it is an opportunity, like all opportunities in front of the judge, to push whatever theory of the case you are pursuing. If the government refuses to provide more information about a doctor’s testimony or cannot obtain that information, and the medical records aren’t helpful, an attorney may move for a deposition of the government’s expert witness.

For example, in a somewhat recent matter, we represented a father accused of abuse based on his newborn daughter’s minor skull fracture and underlying small subdural hemorrhage. The parents had told ACS that they physically fought while the mother was holding the baby. The mother alleged that our client had “struck” the baby. This fact was disputed. There was also an allegation that, during the same argument, the child fell on the bed with the mother. Notably lacking from the abuse petition were any statements from a medical professional stating that the injuries were the result of abuse as opposed to accidentally caused.

Nevertheless, in pre-trial discovery, the government provided a signed disclosure indicating that the child abuse pediatrician who evaluated the child would testify that the baby’s skull fracture was the result of abuse. No other details were provided. At a court appearance, we asked the judge to order the government to provide a supplemented disclosure, arguing that neither the disclosure nor the medical records contained the

102 See id. 3101(d)(1)(iii).
doctor’s detailed opinion nor any information about her opinion. To the judge, we intimated that the lack of detail in both the record, petition, and the disclosure might indicate that ACS could not prove its abuse case and did not have an expert that could establish the necessary elements of the abuse statute. The government indicated it could not supplement its disclosure because the doctor, as communicated through the hospital legal department, would not respond to inquiries regarding her opinion. As a result, and with no other way to obtain the discovery, we moved for a pre-trial deposition\textsuperscript{103} of the child abuse pediatrician.\textsuperscript{104} The attorney for the children joined our application. The government did not object, admitting that they did not know the opinion of the expert they planned to call. Unfortunately, the court determined that we did not need a deposition and could use the medical records to help us understand the child abuse pediatrician’s opinion. Those records provided little help. On our appeal, the First Department reversed the family court’s order and granted our motion for a deposition, finding that the parent was entitled to a deposition of the government’s expert witness, since they could not obtain the doctor’s opinion in any other way.\textsuperscript{105} In fact, the court’s decision stated that the

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{103} N.Y. C.P.L.R. 3101(d)(1)(iii) (“Further disclosure concerning the expected testimony of any expert may be obtained only by court order upon a showing of special circumstances.”).
  
  The courts have not articulated a specific governing standard for the “special circumstances” inquiry but have generally emphasized the concern that the information at issue is not available from any other source. As the Second Department has explained, “[a]lthough the ‘special circumstances’ requirement of CPLR 3101(d)(1)(iii) is more than a nominal barrier to discovery, such circumstances exist where physical evidence is ‘lost or destroyed’ or ‘where some other unique factual situation exists,’ such as proof ‘that the information sought to be discovered cannot be obtained from other sources.’” Brooklyn Floor Maint. Co. v. Providence Wash. Ins., 296 A.D.2d 520, 521-22 (N.Y. App. Div. 2d Dep’t 2002) (citations omitted). For cases regarding the special circumstances doctrine, see Melendez v. Food Emporium, 243 A.D.2d 264 (N.Y. App. Div. 1st Dep’t 1997) (holding that disclosure from an expert and of the materials related to their inspection is warranted after a long delay in responding to a third party demand for expert information); Mead v. Benjamin, 201 A.D.2d 796, 796-97 (N.Y. App. Div. 3d Dep’t 1994) (holding that trial courts should be given “considerable latitude” in granting discovery, though the special circumstances requirement is “more than a nominal barrier to discovery”); Rosario v. Gen. Motors Corp., 148 A.D.2d 108, 109 (N.Y. App. Div. 1st Dep’t 1989) (holding that a special circumstance exists where material physical evidence is inspected by an expert and then lost or destroyed before the other side has an opportunity to conduct its own expert inspection).
  
  \item \textsuperscript{104} In that matter, our attorneys made intense efforts to get the information, such as going through all the medical records, contacting the child abuse pediatrician, and speaking to the hospital’s legal department. Though depositions are costly and not frequently taken in family court child protection cases in New York, the deposition, or the threat thereof, is a good option, especially where it is particularly unclear how an expert will testify that an injury is indicative of abuse. Like any discovery device, at worst it narrows the issues and allows for more fruitful settlement discussions, and at best could help achieve reunification and dismissal.
  
  \item \textsuperscript{105} In re Aliyah N., No. 9025, 2019 WL 1715135, at *1 (N.Y. App. Div. 1st Dep’t Apr. 18, 2019).
\end{itemize}
parent would be entitled to the “substance of the expert’s expected fact finding testimony, including her expert opinion as to the extent of the child’s injuries, her future prognosis, or the facts supporting her conclusion that the child’s injuries were non-accidental.” After a deposition of the child abuse pediatrician, ACS withdrew the abuse charges and agreed to settle the matter with a no-contest neglect finding for our client, the father, and returned the baby to his care.

C. Changing the Courthouse Culture and ACS Filing Procedures

As challenges to abuse charges pervade the family courtrooms, judges become more accustomed to presiding over such litigation. While a judge may resist upfront litigation such as an emergency reunification hearing after reading a petition alleging abuse, by staying the course and litigating the case, a parent defender may win the hearing and ultimately start a cultural shift in the way the courthouse views abuse cases.

When parent defenders achieve reunification and prove that certain injuries do not bespeak abuse, or parents win trials or hearings even without an “explanation” for injuries, in subsequent abuse cases judges may begin to ask questions and require the government to put forth evidence of abuse from the start. In some cases, the judge may ask the government to provide more notice in a charging document. Where judges reunify families and subsequently receive reports that children are safe and well cared-for, they may feel further empowered to want to hear all the evidence before condoning separation. Through this litigation, judges, alongside parent defenders and other attorneys, learn the complex medical science underlying injuries and start to understand that the government may be overstating their abuse allegations. Therefore, when another abuse case comes before the judge, they may be better prepared to ask the important questions about proof and expert testimony and require the government to back up their allegations. By demanding this information from the government, judges can move an abuse case more quickly through court.

One welcome change we have recently seen in ACS’s practices is the somewhat increased filing of applications under Family Court Act Section 1026. Under the law, when ACS removes a child, they must file a petition alleging either abuse or neglect no later than the next court day after the child is removed. Normal practice has been to separate children from a parent and then file an abuse case without much investigation beyond a doctor’s statements that injuries are suspicious for abuse.

---

106 Id.
107 N.Y. FAM. CT. ACT § 1026(c) (McKinney 2019) (allowing for pre-petition ACS investigation).
108 Id.
In those circumstances, even if we prevail at a 1028 hearing, the case continues with supervision for months, until a trial date.

However, as in the case of several Bronx Defenders’ clients who have children with so-called suspicious injuries, rather than filing an abuse petition, ACS has instead removed a child, and asked the court under Family Court Act Section 1026 for two to three days to investigate the suspicions raised by a doctor. In all of those cases where The Bronx Defenders have been involved, both in court and through out-of-court social work advocacy at the hospital and at ACS meetings, we have been able to avoid abuse filings and return children home. While even a three-day removal is incredibly traumatic and unnecessary for the family, ACS’s use of Section 1026 allows the agency to investigate whether abuse actually exists, rather than filing a case and starting a months- or years-long process unnecessarily.

CONCLUSION

Physical abuse cases in child protection proceedings are plagued by gross overreach that disproportionately affects communities of color and causes needless, harmful, and long-term separation between parents and children while cases slowly move through court. By litigating cases upfront and putting the child protection agency’s feet to the fire, parent defenders can achieve quicker family reunification, attain better resolutions for clients, and expose meritless abuse allegations. By experimenting with the legal devices that we have discussed, including removal hearings, motion practice, and expert witness litigation, attorneys will inevitably engage with the client and the legal case in a way they—and the court—may otherwise not have.

By litigating particular serious physical abuse cases upfront through emergency hearings and motion practice, defense counsel forces the government to immediately try to make its case, legitimize a removal, and substantiate its abuse charges. By hearing the medical evidence and witnesses, the court, the ACS attorneys, and the attorneys for the children can often better determine whether parents and children can be reunited with as little delay as possible, what type of visitation should occur, what services should be recommended, and whether there is a more appropriate non-reunification resolution to the matter. In other words, upfront litigation helps separate abuse cases that have merit from those that do not, which we have seen to be the majority of cases.

Litigating serious abuse cases through early litigation also requires the involvement of—and a true partnership with—the client. We have seen time and again in our work that, over the course of long, protracted abuse cases, parents may feel understandably disempowered by and disenfranchised from the system. They feel unheard in a case that is supposed
to be about them. They have been labeled an “abuser” and have been stigmatized and stereotyped. This is particularly destructive when a parent is accused of causing the very injury for which they themselves sought help. By engaging in affirmative, early, and aggressive litigation, attorneys are not only pushing more expeditious and better outcomes but are actively engaging with the case and their client. This can provide parents with reassurance that, despite the terrible accusations being hurled at them, reunification and exoneration are within reach. In our experience, they truly are.